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Leg We Forget

T is hardly time as yet to qyesk of "familiar" and ,'unhunilisr"
Bruekner, for Bruekner is not even now a ,,repertory eompomr,"

ss some of his contemporaries are. But it is no longer true in this
country that symphony audiences have no _quaintanee with Bruek-
uer. Hint habitual eoncert-gners 'have some persomd mmnory bf tl_=
six Bru_kner symphonies (Numbers 8, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9) which have
now been played a number of times by the prineipai symphony or-
ehestraJ; and since, though the number of these performances has not
been large, they .have usually been under the batons of conductors
thoroughly in sympathy with Bruckner's music and thoroughly versed
in presenting it, the wor_ have been so presented as to leave an
indelible lmpremion upon practically all music-lovers as may have
escaped or resisted-previous indoctrination against them.

As to indoctrination against Bruckner, one might advise that it be
administered chiefly to people young enough in spirit to be still gro_-

ing, at least partly, by a process of healthy revolt against "critical
authority." When I, for one, was just old enough to have begun

butnoto ded old
eeneerts, a program-book from a symphony eonverL .c- _. a
in whkh the analyst, after quoting page after page of commentary

.... adverse to Bruekner in general and his Fifth 8_pkonl/in partiet_._,
supposedly to aid the subscribers in listenin8 intelligently to
first hearing of that work, wound up with a list of the
tion and the remark, "in the present performance _e extrs b_
ehoir in the elimax will be omitted. Even a KhootDoy coma gnu
did infer that a climax thus shorn Of the power intended by the earn-

poser might be somewhat disappotnting .e Burning with ¢Jdvslr_ua
indignation, I repaired forthwith to the mudo room of the publis
library, satisfied m_elf that the work itself was as fine as usually are
those compositions which benumb what little reason orities are politely
assumed to pease_ (it might have been of Brnekner tl_t a reviewer
wrote probably truthfully if somewhat hastily, "he disturbs my l_e_
of mind"), sad launched my career as a Bruekner erneader there
and then. My ermmde soon extended to studying the other scores of
Broekner then available, then to .waiting for opportunities to hear

i the symphonies performed (the waits were long in throe days), to,, .b.x
..-_-'--." -_-:___-___z. I1,, a.am of eutrta_ swami mlel_ trem the ,,qmtem_;
in the _roft_ambook that eomethingappe_ntly _ for _y the pear
be oml[_/[. P.O.O.
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wrltin8 for and about Bruckner's tousle, and eventually even to per-
forming some of it.

Bat I haveso far waited in vain to hear actual physical perform-
anees of Bruckner'a First, 8ecoad, and 8isth symphonies, though 1
have studied them in score for years. Undoubtedly they have been
performed here and there,--mcetly "there" rather than here, I am
afraid,--but even an incorrigible Brueknerite would be hard put to
it to find where and when in time to "make" the performance punc-
tually: for example, in 1909 I mimed the SixtA in a Loewe perform-
ance at Munich because the Kaiser was travelling in the oppceite
direction enc_my train waited for his; in 1910 Loewe omitted it from J
his programs when I was "on hand"; then I believe he resumed giv. ',._
ing it dter I had returned to Boston, which was a fairly Bruekner- .'
proaf city until Karl Muck in 1913 was accused by certain critics of '_
investing the Bevent_ and _'/_|h with "a unity" (whatever that is)
which they did net _ctual|y posses& This is not to say that Boston
had not previously been exposed to Bruckner, but rather to garbled
Bruekner; and, as is usual when a work is cut, truncated Bruekner ..,
really does se_m too long, just as the head and limbs of a large man
would seem monstrous if transferred to a child's torso. :',;

Perhaps one reason why one never hears Bruckner's First, Second, :_
and Sixth symphonies is because they do not closely resemble the _:
ether six; other compescrs, from Mozart to Tchaikoveki and Dvorak, :/_'
have suffered from writing too many good works which were not all _:
alike,--I remember one of my students who reported that "Liszt
wrote twelve symphonic poems, which are usaaIly sailed Lea Prdud_"
(needless to say, I got that little matter cleared upl). At all events,
a brief reminder as to the eentent and beauty of the three "un-
familiar" Bruekner symphonies can do no harm among Bruekneritm;
and, if this should excite some conductor to present them. might in
the end not injure even our critically chaperoned public.

TAe First Symphoni/ (is C M/sot). A eompmer is pretty sure
to put iuto his first symphony all he knows,--perhaps more. If he
is so exuberant as to rush into performance and print with his actual
_st essay in the form, he may produce an uneven work, and yet atone
for lack of integration by passalpm of superior charm or power. If,

_4m the other hand, he is severely self.critical, he is likely to sketch or
temmenee several symphonies, and even teelmiealiy complete one or
more, before giving to the world a "first" symphony whleh is "first"
0u]Y in that it is the earliest symphony to embody mastery developed
by long practice. In such a "first" symphony the eompocer givem

little evidence of immaturity except that he still tries to get into it "tl
worth while that he has ever thought of, uff he feared

evcrythil_ ,!Ida "tL,'St" rymphony might be his last.
Bruckner'| Fird is of this latter type, u for that matter is the

(official) first symphony of his (offielal)"rival," Brahms. Neither :
eompmer was ever quite so solemn ggain, except when expressing
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thoughts more intrinsically solemn than the completion of one's first
I_/mphony,--for example,'tlie creation of the world, the Judgment
Day, or the glory of God; but each work embodies richly some of the
beat musical ideas of its composer, and each displays masterly com-
mand in the development, though later works of both eompmers show
equal mastery associated with greater ease.

For later works Bruekner conceived some themes mightier than
any in the Pirst, but in no other work does he present so many themes
of dramatie-dymunie promise, and in developing them he fulfills every
promise and every implied obligation; for he had not yet learned to
end a work, as he ends some of his later symphonies, with the even
more glowing promise of eternity in a better world. Like Beethove_t
in early and middle life, Bruckner states an unmistakable first themo
and then follows with anywhere from two to s dozen second themes
(in the first movement of the l_irst Symphony one may find as many
as six if one descends to mere census-taking) ; of course the one caw
t//ena among them is the true second theme in relation to whi_ the
others combine to offer a rich setting,--call them "transitiona," "eon-
elusions," or what you will,mtheir actual fun::tiou being th&t of cor-
relating isolated tranqttil and lyrical melody to the prevailing Itorm
and stress of the movement as a whole. The "development section"
u such is brief, but no free in applying the prineiple of valuation as
to constitute something of a pitfall for such eonduetors u are not
perceptive in detecting "a unity", etc. Unlike the corresponding
division in many of the later symphonies, the restatement here eon-
tinues the development; so, while all the themes of the exposition re-
appear, they assume new aspects, sequences, and eombinations, pro-
eeoding logically to a climactic coda which foreshadowa some of the
mighty codas of the later symphonies. A word of caution here to
potential producers may not be impertinent: the principle of varia-

tion in development im in this movement so vividly applied that a
performer or interpreter might miss the logic of the whole for the
fascination of what he might inadvertently take to be a series of
colorful episodes,--and certainly we have often enough been told
that Bruelmer is "episodie." My only "authority" for the orgeadc
unity of the movement is forty-five years' study of the score.

The Adgg/o opens with a brooding introduction. The principal
theme is not immediately after stated in full, but is evolved gradually,
as in certain of the later slow movements of Beethoven (if theoretical
certification of reel_tability is also necessary, one may drag in Pro-
lessor Lambinet's elmraeterizatiou of d'Indy's l_ar u an "induetive
symphony"). In eontrut, the lulmtdlary middle theme Is Itated
simply and lyrically, and then developed to a eonglderable extent.
A return to the principal theme with eveamere:_ than at

leads to a poignant climax and a serenely tranquil ending.
The 8c/tergo is typical of theeempceerand i exeeUant example

of |tJ type,--rough vigor in the main body of the movement, a gemugt-
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2_ch trio not without im suggestion of Lo¢_/_- rhythm, and a retrain
M the main division; but, for once, this return is not literal, u thJ
principal theme returns at fl_t softly before working baek to its
original rough vigor, and ends in the major instead of the minor.
There are in fact so few literal restatements in this wympl_ony, and
so many in the later ones, that one must wonder to what extent Bruck-
her may have been swerved from hk natural bent by the importun-
ities of friends and enemies bent upon making • respectable mu-
sician out of him.

The Fil_, though it includes many contrasts in dynamics and
orchestral texture, with occasional modifications of pace, nevertha-
less seems to move forward with relentless energy and determination
from its tragic-heroic beginning to its triumphant close. In mood
it is akin to Beethoven in his (Y-m/nor 31/mphonl/,--or even to Winston
Churchill in his rallying speeches to his people during the War; no
promise of easy victory, but an exhortation to fight the good fight,
and the assurance that only by doing so may right triumph. It is a
fitting close and climax to a highly serious and vigerous work which
should be part of the musical diet at least of those who live some of
the time in a man's world.

The Second Symphony (i_ 0 Minor). Commentators sympathetic
to Bruekner (and there are such people) have an anxious habit of
explaining that though the Second is in the same key as the Firlt
it is not a repetition, since Bruckner withheld an intervening sym-
phony which he deemed not up to the standard which he had set
for himself,--not a conclusive reason, by the way, but interesting as
evidence that a composer (or his friends for him) is expected to
apologize for quite irrelevant coincidences. One hopes at least that
Bruekner kept his discarded symphony on a safe shelf and used
some portions of it later where they would serve. Meanwhile, the
whole conception of his 8eco_d differs sufficiently from that of his
First to have permitted him to work on both at once, had he chosen
to do so. In the aggregate the themes of the 8_com/are as ingratiating
as tho_ of the First are sternly tragic; and, while his development
of this material in the two symphonies is readily enough the work
of the same man, it is not in the same vein.

The first movement opens with a sighing theme which soon leads
to a tranquil and lyrical second theme proper, which in turn passes
into an extended supplementary theme which, after considerable de-
velopment at the time, dies away into a gentle and melodious con-
clusion. The development is based chiefly upon the supplementary
theme described above, which in both style and treatment foreshadow
a somewhat similar theme and treatment in the E/gAtA. All the themes
are recapitulated in order, but with important changes in instru-
mentation and working out. The coda is typically stormy, Until
this coda, which is marked J6Ar m_neU, the prevailing tempo hM
been indicated as Mo_r_o; but it would be well to treat this pretty
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flexibly in performance, followin8 the clear moods of the respective
themes and divisions. .... •

The slow movement is an A1uiw_te, with the sub-direction [derlich,
e#to_ bewegt, which seems to impose upon the conductor an obliga-
tion to preserve dignity but keep moving. The songful principal
theme is simply presented, then immediately followed by the germ
of a contrasting theme. Each theme in turn is elaborated by a variu-
tion; the principal theme is then broadly and richly developed, lead-
ing to a tranquil and beautiful coda.

The Scherzo, as in the ]First 8ympholty, is a typical Bruelmer
scherzo with its rugged main division, tranquil trio, and full returu
of the main division; but the thematic material is quite different
from that of the scherzo in the IVirst,--the main division is less like
s dance, the trio this time is lacy and ethereal, and the return of
the main division is followed by a cads.

The Finale is at flr_ agitated rather than heroic, though soon the
_orms are unleashed. Two quiet episodes afford contrast. All the
themes are copiously developed and combined. The climax is of
triumphant character.
_Altogether this symphony, though rich in power, is less dynamic

than the First, but more abounding in charm. Of more than pass-
ing interest to "The Gompleat Brueknerite" (assuming that such
a being is at least more readily to be found than a white blackbird._
is a considerable series of detailed anticipations of the Eighth Sym-
phony; but, remarkably enough, these themes and motives--and even
technical minutiae of their development---never seem to foreshadow
the basic content and mood-sequence of the later work. One would
be interested to know how far Bruekner later was conscious of using
tim same vocabulary for quite different expressive purposes. In any
ease, neither work robs the other of a scintilla of individuality, and
the Second should be heard for its own sake.

The S/zth 8ympho_ty (bt A Major). Although Bruekner in his
Sixth Syrup/toni/ employs many of the familiar motives and devices
of the Bruekner idiom, the full symphonic text into which he cam-
hines them somehow produces a different total effect from that of
any of his other eight symphonies, and isolates it as a work at once
atypical yet quintessential of its composer. Thus the "motto" which
opens the first movement, and from which the complete first theme
is developed without haste is Brudmer and none else in matter and
manner, and the mirror-counterpoint, counter-rhythmic interweaving
of parts, and figurations by diminution which follow are all char-
acteristic of a "well-remembered voice." So are the great octave
passages in which strings and brasses combine a motive and its elab-
oration concurrently, and the prolonged d/mb,_do with which the
exposition attains a tranquil conclusion. The development and re-
statement are a logical continuation, and are relatively short sa earn-
pared with the long exposition, though not so short as to deny ample
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time to prepare and attain a climactic eodL In all the movement them
is nothing but ehereeteristie Brudmer. ff we pay attention to deta/l
alone; but the total afloat is st3"llatypical, apparently beeanse Bruek-
net has surpassed himself in his own elm uenes and inventivene_,, and
in the mastery and fertility of his own devices, and still further be-
cause he has sustained more consistently a prevailing mood in this
first movement than in almoet any other of his works. This mood is
serene and sunny, with almost vernal beauty, freshness, and fra-
grance (all the Hsnslieks with which a mysterious Providence may
chasten us cannot eonvinoe me that some music has not vernal fra-
grenee,--though not nearly enough has itl). Even the wondrously
beautiful opening movement of the 8eventk does not surpass it.

The Adag/o is full Of the solemn beauty of a better werld which
touches ours only at moments of the highest happiness and serenity;
miraculously Bruekner achieves this suggestion by continuing what
I have called his tonal susgestion of vernal fragnmee, which accom-
panies even the most majestic and lofty passages of this poignantly
beautiful movement. Two contrasting themes, one majestic, the other
tender, enter in turn, growing and developing from the moments of
their entries, rise to a glowing climax, and subside to a quietly
ecstatic close.

The Scherzo is utterly different from any seherso in the other eight
symphonies of Bruekner. Most of the others are boisterous, some
fiery, some like a rough dance, all livelier than the scherzo ef the
Sizl_t which enters pla_,imo, ru_ig bew,gt (e|was gemeuen). In
this shadowy, almost ghost-like Scherzo are many foretastes of the
still more shadowy and ghest-like sehereo of Mahler'e Sevt_tlk SI0a-
phony; it is not to be wondered at that the younger man should
be influenced by a work which he profoundly admired and openly
advocated, but it is remarkable that Bruekner should have anticipated
Mahler in a vein more eharaeteristie of Mshler'a always volatile and
sometimes macabre fancies than of Bruekner'e own simpler and less
nervous imagination. The trio again is q_te different from other
Brnelmer seherso-tries: it is whimsical, ahnmt elfin, with a trieluly
recurrent fanfare of horns so Puckish as once more to rseall the
eludve humorl of springtime.

If the Sc_erso has already introduced shadowy moods in sontrest
with the prevailing sunniness of the earlier movements, the opening
of the Pina/e and much of the development alternate between sug-
gestions of 8atherinii and breaking storm,--ene must of course dis-
avow any "pregrammatie" implications: simply a series of move-
ments in a symphony are to be somehow desen'bed, and somehow the

vocabulary of poetry is or seems less cluttered up with teehuiea_tim
and bald assumptions than the jargon of the analyst& Perhaps even
I aggravate my sin by aoeusinll the latter of "bald assumptions,"
for, some of their assumptions seem dseldedly long-haired. But to
refer to • passage u "warm" rather than u "eontainin B ample
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vibrations of the upper partial." seems more deaeripfive; beafid_,
until one can photograph the sound-waves one cannot verify whether
the upper or lower partials are ample in the given ease, and one can-
not even photograph the sound-waves until an orchestra pisys the
piece, as we wish one would. At all events, the Pina/_ is alternately
z, y, and z from the beginning throughout an extensive development
invoh, ing at least four main themes with plentiful subsidiary theme-
lets and motives (respectably wrapped up, however, as a "L,'st theme
group" and "second theme group" and haudled with considerable
regard for the sonata form); and, until an irrefragably s_ienti/_
terminology ean be verified beyond mere self.assertion, I shall with
regard to this particular eomposi_ion designate z as "shadowy," _ as
"stormy," and z as "eontrsstingiy tranquil." The coda returns at
last to A major, and I venture to assert (on my own r_ponsibility,
of course) that it is climactic and triumphant; moreover, as a matter
of sheer objective fact, this ending is based upon and dominated by
a return of the opening "motto" tl_eme of the first movement, thus
automatically obligating even the structural al_d_.1_fionists to selcnowt-
edge "a unity" in the symphony as a whole.

On the principle that "Nature abhors an al_olute," I have for
years tried to resist the temptation to regard the S_|A as the most
beautiful and finest of Brnekner's nine symphonies; but it is cer-
tainly the most individual and _en_s to me to sustain it.ll at tho
highest level of expressive eloquence which he ever attained. This
is not to say that he never attained these heights in other comp_i-
tions, but only that in this work it seems to me that he sustains him-
self at his highest level throughout. As to points of contact with
his other symphonie._--for, whether one understands or even enjoys
a work, one _mply must correctly classify it,--the S_.tk shares eer-
tain moods and their expression with the better-known SeventA, and
a good number of devices of theme and treatment with both the Pi/tk
and the Seventh,--and rather fewer with the other symphonles, thou_h
all are clearly enough the work of the same composer. Nevertheless,
the SiztTt somehow stands alone; it is transcendently beautiful: we
should be allowed to hear it.

BRU(Y_N'ERMED&L&W&RDEDTO M.kURICEP. g'_StLEB

Tho BrueknerMedal of Honor, deaJipaedby Julio Kil._yi f_r the excJtudveuse
of the Bruekner floeloty of America, wu preuatod to Mauric_P. Ke_ler of
Oberlin College Itft_r a porformlu_e of Bruckner'e B_m_nt_oon November18,
|_LI, in recognltJonof his offortoto c_e_tea g3"esterinterest in and appreciation
of Bruckner's music in the Ualtod Btatu. The preoent_tionwu m_dein behalf
of tho 8oedet7 by Dr. Ernest H. WiUtlmt,PruJde_t of Oberlin College.

B_'_ • _l/i_or Jtau wu InanlgMay 8rd, and the F_ D_m and A_o
from Rruclmw'| 8h_lq7 Qud_lelwere performodat Oberlinduring tlul put three
_mat.

| • °



Anton Bruclmer: Simpleton or Mystic?

By 0EOFFBEY 8HLKP

The following article which appearedin the February,1942,issueot TheMua{o
Bev4_ ia printed by permi_ton of the author anti the publishers, W. Heifer
and 8ons Ltd., Cambridge, Englan&

e_-re_a we a_ree with _ren Kierkegaard that "genius, likethunder, always comes up alpainst the wind" is unimportant.
Restricting the issue to an exclusively musical sphere and equating
the wind to public reactfon, there is ample material to lend very
considerable support to the d/ctum. The financial difficulties of
Mozart, Schubert and Wolf: the domestic troubles of Beethoven,
Berlioz, Schumann and Delius: the executive millstones that per-
petually hampered Mahler and Busoni--it is as idle to dismiss all
there hindrances as trivial as it would be to suggest that the lives of

the musical (or any other) ca.naille ixtevitably proceed mnoothly and
evenly towards their ultimate nadir of puny insignifl'_ance. It may
be objected that Haydil, Mendelssohn and Sibelius afford notable
exceptio,s--the first-named is in fact one of the exceptions that
prove the l_dc--but it did not need more than an overdose of gentility
to steal Mendelssohn's thunder, while inspiring evidence of Sibeli,,q'
struggle with and mastery of refractory elements is to be found in
the Fourth Symphony and The Bard, and in the Seventh Symphony
and Tapiola: two pairs of complementary works.

Before' ;_nvestigating the results of Anton Bruekner'e creative work
on the_e lines we may a3 well give a brief outline of the essentially
simple facts of his llfe, and then try to form some estimate of his
character.

He was born at Ansfelden in Upper Austria on September 4th,
1824, two and a half years before the death of Beethoven. His father
and grandfather were both village schoolmasters, and the composer
himself was originally destined for this career which would-include
the practice of church and school music. A_ter his father's death in
]837 Bruckner went to the Vo_sch_ in the little village of St.
Florian, where he was taught music by Kattinger, the organist of
the Institute, by the principal choirmaster Seh_fler, and by Gruber.
In 1840 he went to a so-called Prdp,Jraltdenschule in Linz, and in
1841 became a pupil-teacher at Windhaag on the Makeh: two years
later he obtained appointments at Kronsdorf, Bnm and Steyr. In
1845 he became assistant teacher in St. Florian, and after three more
years succeeded Katt_nger as organlat. It was not until he was thirty-
two that he became organist of the cathedral at Linz and thuJ finally
forsook teaching for music. Even now hs spent several weeks of

s
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every year in V|onrLe studying theory under Seehter, and after 1861
transferred hie attentiml to modern composition under the guidance
of Otto Kitzler. His provincial peHed ended with the first per-
ferments of his G minor Symphony in IAnz on 9th May, 1868, and
the composition of his Mat,see in F minor and E minor.

Through th_ inflttenee of Johann Herbeck, dirc-ctor of the Gese/1,-
scho/t der Mu_iklreunde, Brnekncr was appointed teacher of theorY
end organ at the Oo,_sert_toire in Vicuna, and took up his new post
in the autumn. Three years later he became a professor, and in 1875
wmdertook a lectureship in theory at the University. His work in
Vienna, where he took service in the court chapel and became vice-
librarian and second singing teacher to the choristers, was only iu-
terrnpted by _'isits to Bayreuth and other German towns where his
works were performed: and especially by a journey to Nancy and
Paris in 1869 for a series of organ recitals, and to the London Ex-
hibition in 1871, where his remarkable organ playing excited a great
deal of attention when he gave five concerts at the Crystal Palace.
IOtherwise his life was given up to creative work, end in 1891 he
a'esigued his post sad went to live in apartments in a wing of the
Belvedere granted to him-by the Emperor Franz Josef. Such are
the bare facts of his life. He died in Vienna on llth October, 1896. I

From his fortieth year onwards Bruckner composed three Masses,
a Te Deum and nine Symphonies, and, though there are other smaller
works, it is upon these that his claim to greatness lies. As an aid
in estimating this quality a few remarks on the composer's character
and general disposition will not come amiss.

Amusing anecdotes of doubtful relevance have done much to estal_
lish a wrong impression of Brnckner's personality and outlook, and
though we may smile at his tipping Richter a thalsr for conducting
the Fourth Symphony or showing apparently genuine excitement
when a practical joker sent him a telegr,m that the Bulgarians had
elected him as their king and were clamouring for his presence, we
sholdd not therefore assume that the man was an htherent and incor-

rigible simpleton. Fundamentally he we, a simple soul, but in the
elemental, not the derogatory sense. Bruckner spent mauy years
of his life in subordinate poeitien& and this undoubtedly told its
tale in the trend of his social behaviour. He did not shine in the
witty conversations of Viennese artistic circles and may have traded
upon his supposed simplicity to avoid becoming entangled in dis-
cussions which meant nothing to him He had in fact a mordant

tongue, and Decsey, in his biography of Wolf/ throws some in,i-
dental light upon Bruckner's character. A comparatively unknown
poet came to listen to Bruelmer's setting of his text for men's chorus
and ventured to object to several verbal repetitions in the piece.

I For this brief |ummsr/ tht writtr is indebtedto Grote's Di_|io_ary o/Mud_
md Jfum_aJw, ate Edn., bf_ntll_ lttt.

oHuOo IVolf, E_ D_. Leipstll sad Bertin, ltOa-e.
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Bruckner retor_t: '*W_, Wi6derItolu_gent . _fle_ 8' m_]tr
g'dicldl" It i_ also illuminating"tO find that'wh_ W_ingartner
complained that the last movement of the Eighth Symphony was
too long, Bruckner in a letter advised him to shorten it considerably
for the performance as "it might be too long and is of valu_ only for
later fim_", thus implying his conviction that posterity would some
day grant him full recognition.'

The Simpleton of the Unexpected Isles, perhaps l

For some people Bruckner's religious beliefs provide a stumbling-
block. No composer, with the exception of CAsar Franck, has ever
been 8o securely fettered to the organ-loft, and it needs a compete,st
musician to realize that much of Bruckner's tousle is organic in
direct proportion to its exclusion of the amateurish faults 8o often
to be found in the inane outpourings of conscientious organists who
feel a catastrophic urg,: for what they euphemistically fancy to be
compr_ition. Prejudice against the organ seems to act as a catalyst
to prejudice against a presmnedly religious personality: and a narrow
preciosity is L_qumed where none exists. The dedication of his last
Symphony to God is unsophisticated, but does not constitute a crime,
and Bruckner is only putting into words what every sincere and
genuine artist accepts in seine form or other as the basic Justifica-
tion of his own work. He was certainly a devout eathoUc, but
catholicism in this context is not a restricting influence, nor does one
have to conform to any narrow religious creed to be able to appre-
ciate either the manifest beauties or the more subtle implications of
Brockner's novel but cogent symphonic style.

He had cultivated no veneer of petty sarcasm or caustic devil-
merit arising from an inner sense of frttstration or resentment of
public indifference, yet he was by no means insensible to ree_quition
and claimed, typically, on the strength of his Crystal Palace recitals,
that in England he was really understood.

Wc must accept him as a psychological phenomenon. In mun-
dane affairs he was consistently naive and extraordinarily insensitive
to the random vagaries and kaleidt_opie facets of everyday exis-
tence. The following bare delineation of thenature of his music
will have served its purpose if it sug_Mts that there is another dd_
to the man and that the insight and imagination shown by his sense
of form, feeling for orchestral colour and _ely towering grads-
tion of climaxes,' provide indubitable proof of his mn_iea] genius.

Thetwotun qotauo"herappe.d.
ment of the Fifth Symphony and the second M the Ninth should

s These two emecdotesare quotedFromMbert MseeMmbm'|_s "Hugo WoLf and
nrudmeT': r_ ]_ Omru_, J_dy, 1On. •

. The conductor Oemdd Kabe_t_ well known for tb emttlmm of dynamic
¢_utrut l_ whlc.bhe indulges7 has somewiutthat.idly 8flJ0ptodBrlJdJ:nSl,Js JTut-
l_h_nle8u one of his enthumm
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An•on Bruckner: Simpleton or Mysticf is

give some indication of the extensive discrepancies that are to bevermont and the new edition offound betweenthe earlier "edited" "
the CompleteWorksof Brusk•or.s Dr. Ego• Welleu has recently
shed some light on this subject, and the following extract states clearly
the position that led to •be production of a new Critical Edition.

On July ]4_ 18M, Brusk•at . . . signed • eon_set with the Inn.e_
Joe. Eberlo & Go, of Yiemm, for his ]_tret, Keeon_ ]fifth tad Aizth 8ym-

phonlm.... In u nmehu rner_ • Oo.were ehidy • muJte_mitTtVin4finn
lad did not lULD1510Ildll Of lnlblicii_01U_ these works Of BFDe-kaelres we_'•
delivered to sad put on mall tq the firm of C_ Hsslinip_ .... • few years
later the? were trlasferred JErem_nerle & 0o. to thst Arm's tmeeemere, Wald-
he_n-Eberlej _ of Vlean_ from whom Universal F,dition took over tim
rights on Juno 218t, 1910.

Bmclmer's Third 87mphony lad the Te Devm were _ret brought out by
Tk Ritttlg of Vie•as. By am •greemeat dsted Jul! 1Bth, 1901, Ualveretl
Edition acquired • Joint inlet right for these works by wkleh they could
list tbem in thetr eatelogue lad offer them for mlle. When the R&ttig Prom
waa bought out by 8eldesinger-Lieasu of Berlin, U_ireretl Edition still re-
toJaed them --lee rights, sad the= in 1909 obts_ed _om _ Hulinpr of
the Vienns brsaeh of Behlesinger-I,Jeneu the entire rights for them works
u well U for the ]_ighth Symphony which had beeu published previously

by Hulinger.
Brueknm, ts Fifth lad Bevlath symphonies were puLlished by the Arm of

2L Outtmsnn in Vienm_ Univermd Edition eventusUy came into poeaeesinn
of them works also when they parchued the entire tmsinem of the Out•mesa
firm.

Between 1924 stud 1927 all them score• •ppenred in la edition revised by
Joseph yon W6u, wkich hsd been rode _cordinll to the psrts lad eeores hs
the trehivm of the Wlener Konzertvoretnj be•ring the indicsflona •or pel'-
_ormanee of Ferdinand LSwe.e

It is not surprising in view of this general _ that spurious
versions, incorporating unauthorized er at lout unimaginative ed-
itorial glosses, became accepted as genuine Bruekner. This is not

• Aneem BrweJkser. &Smel/o/_ Weyi_. /gr/i/aoke _remm_tw0abe im Avffyaoe d_r
Ge_raldireklm dQr Ro_io,_ibiblio|kek vnd d_r In|erMl_tate_ B_k_r.Gesell-
_oft0 edited by Bebert lluu, lad _red Orel, M,,.lk_.Ren,,.'_mfdi_erVorlaq
dog Intern••ion•sen Bruelm_-Gemlhehatt, Vienna lea t.mp-_g. A._. Ine_um. e oz
w_t_s thetono,,_¢tun o,_hntnl _res u..;.,_bl. ',, _...._.'.t___,-?,no.u:
First Symphmy (l.,ins F.,dlL), Beeoed, Fo.urth,F_m, _.ut'tnaria Nmth u_nFnomes,
the D minor Reqvlem (1S49) ud the Mum a o_em_ mu ts..6oe)., no vommm
have teethed Enghmd since Aui;_t, lOSS, ua annougn e_rcwu, gt_ nu a[rea_..y
performed the Eflhth eymphon7 from the/TrT'a_n,np, thescore t, _ttJJ &_. e_tly
unpublished. 'J_ero ere role•state ..'ores of the r_rt;, fourth, Fi_th, elll_.b ling
Ninth 8ymphonJm, sad of the 1) minor It j_t_m. The writer is _debted to Paul
Hlrmeh for bibllotnsphicaJ usl_tam_ sea rot tee opportumty or contouring uao
extant volumes o_r th_ 0rlticaJ Editio_

e "A Jute• Brueku_r sad the Proem of Mslde_ _restion'. Egen W eUesa. I'_
_,_a O._,_._, autz, _ss. _. we.U.e,,.=._rmuhi,.tt_...ks to suem___,_ity-
meat of the UnJverssi Edition rot I_urmlnm|mum to _m _e .coacrtcu aea_. §
with Bruclmer'e HymphOldlUb thnm eluddlaj ]tim to state e.Amurlytlmm e._mpucstoa

: eemtrutusl reintltw|,
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to imply that there was any unscrupulous exploitation by musical
pirate, except in one particular, sense---the Wagnerian .sense; and
even so the editors Joeef and Frans Schalk and Ferdinand IAwe
have this to be said for them--that they meant well Throush them
asseciates and perhape also Hugo Wolf, Bruekner became to some
extent the dupe of an all-consuming and very distorted Wagnerian
perspective; an illusion that to have any permanent value a sym.
phony must include as many Trido,t_que longueurs and 06tterd_m-
meru_ climaxes as possible. Quite probably Bruckner himself was
no more than half convinced of the wisdom of this, but unfortunately
where he only doubted he acquieseed l Apart from what we may
call the inner circle of fervent admirers, few mueieians can have had
the opportunity of acquainting themselvea with Bruekner's original
manuscripts, and the majority must have depended upon the piano .
versiorL_of these well-meauing editors for such enlightenment as could
be derived therefrom. However that may be, it is extremely unlikely
that maay would be able to recreate the vitally glowing effects of
Brueimer's orchestration from any pianoforte reduetiou by whom-
soever it was made.' In this respect eonditions have lately improved,
and Ur-Bruekner is now being made available for the satisfaction
of the curious.

Fully twenty pages of Wellesz'e artiele are relevant here (see note
6), and give a clear and concise account of the differences between
the Critical and the earlier editions. A reading of tliis analysis to-
gether with a study of the scores will do much to dispel the tradi-
tional misconception of Bruckner'e music as being eomposed of bleed-
ing chunks of pseudo-Wagnerian butcher's meat strung together by
means of the dramatie hiatus--wittily paraphrased by a well-known
scholar in the words---"I pause for a reply".

A systenmtie study of the works would be out of place in an emay
of this kind, but One or two salient characteristics my be dealt with
appropriately.

Bruekner'e _nest tousle is eonahtent in this re_e_ that it de-
smmds prolonged concentration and a receptive frame of mind ae-
eompanled by a constantly vigilant and sensitive imagination. Let
us examine the first paragraph _ the Fourth Symphony as an il-
lustration.

The tbst phase, shown in short score in example 3, has been de-
scribed as one of the most magical openings in all symphmde litera-
ture, and as if to clinch this opinion, Wellesz has compared it with
the arrogant, striding gesture that gives Brahms' Symphony in F
its initial impetus. In this work Bruekner magically ereatm the
strangely tense aura of mystery that inevitably permeates the mmde
of geniusand envelopsthe imaginativelistenerwhoin this tnstanee
may be forgiven if he feels that a m_gie _L-Tm,Mulnem is more
evident tInm any rumantie nostalgia.

To the writer at least many pamq_ tn this Fourth Symphony
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and much of the Ninth tend to emphasize, in this new Critical Edi-

tion, Bruekner's mystic expression of deliberate striving, at the ex-
pense of the frequently turgid romanticism that exuded from e-_
many pages of the earlier scores: but not from the opening sweep of
the Seventh Symphony where even in the ers_e edition Bruekner
has most successfully poured new musical wine of matchless quali.-y
into the old tonic-dominant bottle. To quote Welleaz again:

• . . the begim_g of the AlLegro Modern_ tn th_ Finale of the Fi/th Sym-
phony in scored in the Unlversal Edition for one clarinet, forte:

In the revised score one flute_ eae oboe and two ela_inete e.re employed
lp/aao. The eotmd of the former ia shrUI tad almost grotesque, while that
of the latter ia exeel|ent.

In _ddlti_ the long im_ _ s_ _1 _ _tl,_ with the follow- .

tug theme lJ effeeted by mean of a tremolo wldeb, sltheugh elmoet lmper-
eejptible, aever_elam fills in tim empty

It would requite too much qm_ to mention sll the ehtagu in arc,.hestra-
tioa in det_l. Whoever it tnterefted ¢_ euily tuvmtiip_te them h_
.... The idtersticms were made chiefly . . .

(1) to l_hten then_oes ot
(e) to ,_re_,rth,-t_ _o_ce._ theJ,,ekx_,
(S) to Apport the _ I_v urood-u_l _mU, taa
(t) to sot_ea the bn_.
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It should be unnecessary to postulate any such defenee as this;
but the present _.tfime in Germany has made a political gambit of
the Critical Edition and, as we know only too well, what the pol-
itician says is not evidenee. In addition, as Professor Deutsch has
pointed out, other composers may be more deserving of scholarly
research than Bruckner--Haydn for instance. But these minor ir-
ritations should not make us ungrateful for the work which is now
being done on the Bruekner scores and which in any case would have
had to be done in due course.

A few hours spent browsing among the various volumes combined
with concentrated listening to a representative selection of the gram-
ophone records listed at the end of this article--but only on a rea//y
first-class reproducer--should do much to elucidate the complex na-
ture of Bruckner's genius which is most eh:arly erid_-nt in his choral
music, ttis E minor Mass is as individual as Verdi's Requiem or

• Dclius' A Mass o/ Life, neither of which it resembles any more than
they resemble each other.

This should be enough "writing on the wall" to convince the
reaaer that Bruckner was no simpleton at least in his dealings with
the higher values of lifo; his mysticism is latent on page after page
of his most inspired music--in itself an irrefutable indication of the
depth of his elephantine genius: a depth to which the Critical
Edition is adding lucidity.

Appendix

THE RECORDS

(lfoto.---Only the more important complete recordings are li_ted here. Others,
mostly older and inferior, sea be found in The Off--p/tone _op Bnc_/clo.
pae_tao/ BeeordedM_.)

•_gmphonll No. 4 in B flatma_o¢. (The Bentonite,)*
The Dresden State Opera Orehestrt eoadueted by Karl Bb'hm.

Hie Master's Votes DB 4450-57.

81/mphonlt No. 5 in B flat major.

The Dresden State Opera Orchestra conducted by Karl Bb'hm.
His Master's Voice DB 4486-94.

5_mphon31 No. 5 in B flat ,to]Or.

The Hamburg Philharm_nie State Ore.hoetrt conducted by Eugen Jochum.
Telefunken E 267g-80.

Symphony No. 9 in D minor.
The Munich Phllharmoaie Orchestra conducted by Siegmnnd yon Hausegger.

His Meetez'8 Voice DB 4515-gL

The above ate eU made from the new Critical Edition.

• Withdrawn from Catalogue on 3let Oetober_ 1939.



The Music of Anton Bruckner

By WOLFGANG STRF__EMANN

_wrx years have paa_cd since the death of Anton Bruekner, but hestill is one of the most disputed figures in the musical world. It,
Central Europe Bruckner has won a definite victory and is now recog-
nized as one of the great men in music. Yet his symphonies receive
scant attention in America, Britain, and the Latin countries. Evelg--
where, however, one encounters a basic misunderstanding of the char-
acter of his music. Partly btwause of this, Bruckuer's work is not y,t
fully accepted ¢,utside the German speaking natiol_. Bruckner's gre_.t
admiration for Wagner, the use of the Wagueri_n tuba in some (_f
his symphonies, and a few harmonic similarities with Wagner's music
have caused many people to view Brnckner as a sort of "Wagner of
the symphony" and, accordingly, to regard his mtLsic as of a romantic-
dramatic character. In addition, that most unfortunate struggle in
the later years of the nineteenth century bet'_¢een the Brahmsian and
Wagnerian factions still halmts the minds of many, affecting even the
pre_nt day verdict concerning Bruckner's music. Finally, a great
deal of confusion was er0mted by two of his disciples who revised some
of his symphonies, reorchestrating them in part to make them sound
as much as possible like Wagnerian music. For about forty years
only these misleading versions were performed or published. Not
until ten years ago did it become possible to gain access to these scores
in their original form, the sole key to an understanding of the real
Bruckner.

In a way, Bruckner was born into a wrong era. When he wrote his
symphonies the romantic period was at its peak. About half a cen-
tury before, Beethoven had composed his Eroica. With this work he
introduced a new element into music_u_ himself as an individual,

his personal joy and sorrow. The door to the romantic age was filing
wide open by this bold, revolutionary step. A new epoch in mu._e
had begun. All the compc_ere after Beethoven followed the romantic
path. Even at the beginning of the twentieth century we find in the
symphonic "self-portraits" of Gustav Mahler an extreme expression
of this same romantic spiriL In line with the new trend the nine.
teenth century became the time of the great musical "personaUtie_".
Whereas before then a composer's work and personality had be_n held
strictly apart, now they became an ever increasing organic unity,
naturally, bringing the eompeeer's personality more into the fore-
ground. Therefore, eompoee_ of the nineteenth oentury like Beet.
hoven, Lkzt, Wagner, and others appear to us far more striking per-
soualities than, for example, Bach, Mozart, or Haydn. The romantic

17
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tide of that era was so powerful that one simply could not conceive
of a different musical idiom. Even older music was looked upon with
the prejudice of the romantic age. ThiJ alane explains the complete
misconception of "Papa Haydn" and his allegedly gay, na'/ve music.
Bach too suffered considerably in the same way from the many arrange-
ments and editions of his music during the nineteenth century, all

_endlng to "sweeten" its character. It was only natural, therefore,
that any composer born into the nineteenth century should at once
be considered a romanticist. This is exactly what happened to Bruek-
ner.

This juxtaposition was absolutely erroneous. Even as a personality
Bruekner was entirely different from his famous, often quite "glam-
orous" musical contemporaries. In contrast to them he was by no
means a fascinating figure. He never outgrew his lowly origin and
remained humble and modest throughout his life. His language was
awkward, his general education below the average; his life passed for
the most part monotonously, scarcely colored by any extraordinary
events. Nothing in the intellectual field could arouse his interest.
Yet his naive, almost childish simplicity left people deeply touched.
Some of those who knew Brucknet Aintimately may well have thought
of the words of the Bible: "Except ye be converted, and become as
little children, ye sha!l not enter the kingdom of heaven."

This heavenly kingdom--apart from his music--was Bruckner's
only concern. He was by nature a deeply religious man. Filled with
the thought of God he looked to the Creator with a child-like faith.
The most familiar book to him was the Bible, for his whole life was
devoted to God and the Church. For some time Bruckner gave lee-
tures on musical theory. Max Graf, one of the last living persons who
attended them, tells a most strikhlg story in his memoirs. During
one of Br_lckner's lectures the Angelus sounded from a nearby chtlreh.
He_ring the little bell Bruekner interrupted his talk, knelt down, and
began to pray while his peasant-like face v_ith its innumerable wrinkles
beearae transfigured into that of a saint. Graf says that he stopped
smiling when he saw Bruckner's humble' and blissful face. Then should
we smile when we are told that Bruckner dedicated his last symphony
to God! This dedication was wholly in conformity with his life so
largely devoted to God. With his Nbttk Symphony Bruckner had
hoped to crown his entire musical work. To God he owed everything.
Therefore, as a na'ive, child-like person whose relation to God is of a
i,er_onal nature, he did not hesitate to dedicate his symphony to God
Himself. Bruckner's faith in Him was unshakable. Itwas the
foundation-stone of his life and it was the foundation and basic con-
tent of his music as well.

Bruckner's music has nothing to do with the Romanticism of the
composers of his own day. They concerned themselves chiefly with
the "earthly" doings of mankind, subjects about which Bruck_er had
very little to say. He never could have written the Hymn to Joy or the
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sombre beginning of Brahms' Fot_rth Symphony. His thoughts were
concentrated upon a world beyond our earth. Nothing mundane could
have inspired his highest creative power. The ideals of the French
Revolution that exalted Beethoven, the glory of a German national
theatre which aroused Wagner's enthusiasm--these meant nothing to
Bruckner. On earth he found scarcely anything worth striving for.
Ills goal was the realm of God and the road that would lead to it.
His mind was turned toward eternity and so was his music. Bruek-
her's fervent faith, his simple, yet profound relation to God are deeply
reflected in his music. Only in a purely formal respect may one class
Bruckner as a "Romanticist". There is, to be sure, a distinct con-
nection between his work and personality. Yet this is merely an out-
ward similarity. Iai contrast to the Romanticists Whose predominant
interest was in things hunmn, Bruekner's chief concern was with the
world Beyond. All his longings, strivings, and occasional feal_ were
for it alone. This tran_endental world and the thought of it form the
essential substance of Bruckner's music. The "Beyond" as Revela-
tion as well as the ultimate goal of mankind is the "main theme" of
his symphonic work. It is so great a theme th:xt Bruckner could never
consider abandoning it or substituting another for it. This is the
reason why all his symphonies have the same general form, mood, and
visionary power. All of them deal chiefly with that remote, invisible
world, which sways the pious thoughts of every religious human being.

Because of its individual context and its visionary element the mu-
sic of Brnelmer is of epic character. Its great climaxes have no dra-
marie significance in a Wagnerian sense. They may be compared, not
with wild fails plunging from steep heights into an abyss, but rather
with a majestic stream that gradually extends its course. All of
Bruckner'a music, even his Scherzi, are dominated by that gloat inner
tranquility and amured firmness that correspoud with his unswerving
faith. Bruckner's music also lacks the Wagnerian sensuousness. Its
sound, which derives from the organ, is of rather austere character.
Rarely does he mix the various orchestral colors in the manner of a
Wagner or a Strauss. Bruckner, the organist, works with the three
main "registers" of the orchestra by placing them opposite each other
simultaneously or by using them one after the other antiphonally.
In this way he achieves a harder, more ascetic sound, differing dis-
tinctly from the smoother, more polished resonance injected into his
works by his well-intentioned but misguided disciples. Again, in con-
trast to Wagner, there is no brilliancy in Bruclmer's music. It does
not aim at sound effects of "worldly" beauty or splendor; an inward
mood always prevails, even when the full sound of the entire orches-
tra is employed. This inwardness is the very means by which Bruck-
net enables us to glimpse that distant, transfigured world of which
hismusicsingsagainand again.

Almmt every Bruckner symphony starts with a pianiMimo Tremo/o
of the strings, a mystic sound which at once lifts the veil of the
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"other" world. _ "_ fully revealed LO'_ at the entrsn_ of the
m_in theme which sometimes _ggeste a vision of the Infinite, evoked
by the celestial sound that seems to emanate from the quiet, but awe-
inspiring beginning of a Bruckner symphony. In contrast to the
main theme-group the seeoud theme-group--the substance of which
has marked community with the music of the slow movement--possesses
a lyrical, _ng.llke character. Yet it is not earthly love that Bruck-
nor tries to portray; his lyricism expresses the yearning of men to-
wards the transcendental world, depicts the hope for eternity. Not
inf_quently it seems as though the very voice of heavenly love were
audible in this music. The third part of the first movement is gen-
erally of rh)thmic character, largely corresponding with the Sc_ereo
of the symphony. It is like a symbol of eternally moving cosmic
forces, the emblem of divine creative power. The Finale is always
a summing up of the preceding three movements. In its glorious coda,
which usually brings back the main theme, Heaven itself appears to
have opened its doors to assert and to confirm the stolid faith in God
and the Church with which Bruckner was imbued.

This apparent division of Bruckner's music into three parts (the
last movement does not communicate a new message) suggests a par-
a]lel to the doctrine of the Christian Church. It is not impossible
that the pious Bruekner who would dedicate a symphony to God
was---consciously or subconsciously--influenced by the dogma of the
Trinity. The power of God, the love o! Jesus Christ, and the Descent
of the Holy Spirit might well have served as a general triple motive
for such a man's music. However, a specific "program" can never
be the ultimate aim of vny interpretation of absolute music. Be_ides,
the total creative work cf the great masters---and this holds true for
Bruckner also, in spite of the comparatively large homogeneity of his
s3_phonies--is far too diversified to be done full justice with a few
"programmatic" explanations. But they may be helpful towards s
clearer conception of the basic character of such music. In the case
of Bruekner, there cannot be any doubt: his is chiefly transcendental
music that sings of the world of God and of the path that leads to
)Teaven.

This "celestial" basic character of Bruekner's music is linked with
:_nother element that forms a rather important contrast to it. It is
that native Austrian tone to be found in all of Bruckner'a symphonie_
especially in the trio-sections of his Scherzi. This more "worldly"
sound, drawn from Austrian folkmusic, reveals a distinct affinity
with the music of Schubert. With these interspersed bits of his own
native song Bruckncr introduces moments of beauty, relaxing in their
serenity. A joyful mood sways a number of tender Laendler rem-
iniscences and graceful, song.like melodies. This music, of ]!ghter
texture, presents the easiest access to Bruckner's symphonic work.
We hear it more frequently in hie earlier symphonies. Sometimes
(e.g. in the Fourth) its color mingles with that of the "main theme".
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In his later works, however, this Austrian color becomes increasingly
rare, surviving in his Ninth in only a few brief moments in the Scherzo.
The music of this symphony is almost completely devoted to that" dark
kingdom" on the threshold of which Bruckner himself stood when he
composed his unfinished masterpiece.

In its most sublime moments Bruckner's music reveals a divine
vision. Its fervent expression often reminds its of that of a prophet
who preaches of Ood and the road to Heaven. Though Bruckner does
not become excited as do the Prophets of the Bible, the inner power
of his voice, like that of a seer, and the sacred tone of his music permit
comparison with the utterance of a prophet. If we regard his sym-
phonies from this viewpoint we shall understand much better their
form, their many climaxes, and especially their numerous Lu[lpauset_
(stops) which, at first, may create a strange impression. Those who
assert that Biazckner did not master musical form make the mistake
of measuring his music with the same yard.stick they would apply to
a Beethoven or a Brahms symphony. The music of thoe,c two mastern
is primarily of a dramatic-human nature, whereas Bruekner'a trans-
cendental world removes his music automatically from the dramatic
sphere, endowing it with definite epic characler. In view of this
predominant other-worldly content of his music Bruckner could not
adhere too closely to the traditional form of the classics. He had to
create a new and larger framework which would be adequate to the
vastness of his "theme". As the epic masterpieces of literature are
always extended, so are the epic symphonies of Bruckner. The mes-
sage of a prophet does not communicate itself in a short and well-
polished speech. Time is but relative to one filled with a divine vision,
through whom God Himself seems to speak. Moreover, such a vision
will raise him to the greatest heights, where, however, he cannot abide
for long. The same is true of Bruekner. His music soars to the most
magnificent elimaxes, but it must fall back--sometimes quite suddenly
--into nothingness, only that it may rise anew to higher and higher
points until the last and greatest climax of all has been attained. Even
before the final great climax, the listener must at times have felt that
no greater heights could be reached. At such moments Bruck_er him-
self scents to sink to his knees, overwhelmed by the divine voice that

appears to unfold itself. Those who grasp the true nature of his
music cannot help sharing in these awe-inspired pauses, during which
Bruckncr appears for the moment choked with reverence and unable
to go on. Bruekner, the pious man, feels the presence of God and
trembles. He has ascended heights immeasurable, heights beyond hu-
man power to maintain. He has to start afresh once more. This is
the explanation of many of those breaks or Luftpausen which have
been so often misunderstood. Naturally music must, above all, follow
its own laws. But no one who has made a serious study of Bruckner's
works without judging them from the Beethoven-Brahms angle can
deny Bruckner's mastery of form. To avoid confusion in this regard
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it is necessary to understand the true character of Bruekner's musio
and the form which necessarily resulted from it. Iu this connection
we should always be aware that there is a "prophetic language" in
music too and that was the language of Anton Bruckner.

Some of the movements of his symphonies bear the word" Solemnly"
(Fcierlich) to mark the character and tempo of the music. Feierlich
in the German language does not only indicate a certain breadth and
weight; it also implies a contrast to the every-day character. Bruck-
ner's music, certainly, is not every-day music. On the contrary, it
seeks to lead men away from the commonplace of the "every-day"
and to lift their thoughts to a different, loftier plane. It does not
address itself to the human intellect, nor does it primarily turn to
the human heart; its message is destined for the soul, for that which
is immortal in the human. Therefore, it appeals to that which is most
sublime in man. Only those who are open or try to render themselves
open to such an appeal will be able to appreciate Bruekner's music.
A Brnekner symphony means a "solemn hour" (Peierstu_tde) in
music. One should prepare oneself for it just as one prepares for
any other solemn event. Not that it will be ne_ssary to put on
solemn garb; but the capability of responding to such an appeal is
an indispensable pre-requisite for entrance into Bruekner's musical
world.

One may call Bruckner's music a bridge to God. It sings of a
world that will never cease to stir mankind as long as there remains
a human soul. Therefore, Bruekner's music is au fond timeless, like
its "main themef". The eternal values inherent in this great and
noble music may not be grasped at once; but these values will reveal
themselves with ever growing clarity as one listens receptively again
and again to its messags. Until this very day an accurate new picture
of Brnekner has been hampered by the prejudices of the nineteenth
century. Much that has been written and said about him even by
Izis adherents betrays a fundamental mistmderstanding of his work.
Only by shaking off the misconception that Bruekller's mu._ic is of an
e,_rthly character, like that of Wagner and the Romanticists, can we
find access to the true Bruekmer. A great ethic force sways his music.
It is an inexhaustible source of comfort for the soul. Its prophetic
_'oiee is a powerful summons to prepare for that heavenly kingdom .
pr_,mised to the faithful. Never was such utterance more timely than
in our own day, a day so sadly in need of increased ethic strength
al_d moral firmness.._fankind today is in the midst of a great moral
decline. Unless it is content to sink ever deeper into the spiritual
morass into which it has blundered, if it longs to rise again, it must--
npart from striving for the new--adhere to the great ereative achieve-
ments of the past. One of these is the music of Anton Bruckner.
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T first glance these two Austrian masters seem to have very littlein common. Schubert is the great exponent of the song, Bruck-
ner the composer of gigantic symphonies. Schubert was 31 when he
died, leaving behind a mature life's work, while Bruckner at the same
age had not even started to compose. When Schubert died in Vienna
in 1828, Bruckner was four gears old and lived in a small town in
Upper Austria where Schubert's name was not to be knowu for years
to come.

However, on comparing their biographies we di_over a number of
parallel features which establish important relationships between the
two men, relationships which are corroborated by careful listening to
their music. Both composers come from fLunilies of school teachers.
Both were trained to be school teachers themselves, their duties as
such including music instruction. Both, moreover, received training
in church schools U choir boys. It may be only a coincidence that
Bruekner applied unsuccessfully for the position of second con-
ductor at the Imperial Court Orchestra st Vi_qma in 1877, a position
vainly sought by Schubert some fifty years earlier. But it is no
accident that Bruc_ler as a grown man chose for his teacher in music
theory Simon Scehter, the very man under whom Schubert hod planned
to study shortly before his death. Both Schubert and Bruel,mer recog-
nized their needs and turned to the same teacher for a remedy.

Schubert's greatness was not widely recoglzized until long after
his death. Yet small circles of music lovel_ formed here and there
to cultivate his music. One of them, in Stcyr, Upper Austria, was
often visited by Bruckmer in 1843. There he first tact and fell in
love with Schubert's songs and chamber music. Through his work
as church organist Bruckner also became gradually familiar with
Schubert's masses, which at first influenced his own efforts in this
field. And then, probably on his frequent trips to Vienna where he
studied composition while holding a position as organist at Linz, he
had occasion to hczr Schubert's greatest symphonies, those in
C Major and B Minor, which were first performed there in 1859 and
1865 respectively. Br_iekner's love for Schubert's music differed from
the complete reverc_Jeo end admiration he felt for Beethoven and
Wagner. He consciotlsly strove to emulate and even to imilate them
at times, but in Schubt:rt he sensed a kinship which expresses itself
in his works without conscious effort. We shall try to uncover these
similarities in the followh_g three phases--form, harmony, and thema-
tic material.
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Obviously the "heavenly length" which Schumann attributed to
Schubert's C Major flyrnphony is still more applicable to Bruckner'a
works° a circumstance which continues to militate against their pop-
ularity. This length, also encountered in Schubert's other cyclical
works, such as sonatas, chamber music, etc., is, however, merely a
symptom of the two masters' approach to the sonata form. The clas-
sical symphony, as cultivated by Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and their
19th-century sueee:-,sors down to Dvorak, was composed with a view
toward a satisfactory balance of the structure and the cohesion of
the parts. The themes were chosen for their usefulness in the develop-
ment section; bridges were carefully prepared to lead to keys neces-
sitated by a predetermined tonality scheme. Smooth transitions, econ-
omy, a certain objective reserve toward the material characterize these
works. Quite otherwise with Schubert and Bruckner. Evidently
they revel in the beauty of their music. A pleasing motif will be
repeated scver,d tir..,_s _,r numerous motives will follow each other in
an ir,',pctuoua development, regardlem of any rules of the craft. The
fullest and best sounding harmonies are employed, whether or not
they conform to any tonality scheme. A new section may start in
any key or may abruptly return to one conforming to a classical
•'heme. The clL_.ar-cuttheme of the classical style is replaced by long-
spun raelodies or motif-groups and developmer, ts. Cohesion and econ-
omy give way to a rhapsodic succession of richly worked-out sol,state
units.

Within the sonata movement the second theme, especially, treated
in this way by both Schubert and Bruekner, contrasts much more
sLrongly with the first theme than in the claxsical symphony. Greatly
enlarged, it becomes a motif.group, an independent section that is
often longer than the first theme. While the latter is still conceived
along c"lassieal lines by Scht|bert, Bruckner Rives it melodic develop-
ment that usually leads from simple interval motives to a heroic
climax.

Clearly, since such motif-groups are separate evolving units rather
than concretely stated themes, bridges between the first and second
themes are out of place. The motif-groups follow each other directly.
A single tone, such as in Schubert's VIH, 1t or in Bruckner'a IV, 1,
may serve a.q a connection; or with Bruekner a general pause will
often intervene? Such pauses also oeeur in symphoaie_i c,f the claa-
aieal school. There, however, they are preceded by a thematio and
harmonie bridge and have therefore the effect of complete relaxation,
while here they are laden with tension, for they interrupt the flow

• The Romannumeral stoaudjfor the Jyml&ony, the ALrabicfor the movement. :_

s Numerous examples for the connecting tone come to mind: e.g., in 8chubert'e .\|

VII, 1; VIII, B; 1#rio/n B.fl_t, 1; Q_datet d_ Co 1;Wof, dcrer Yaxtoail, 1; and
in Bruckner'e 3tr/n0 O_stet, 1; IV, i ; VI, 6. The intecveniJngpause, very
eharact_,risticfor Bru.-_uer,can be found st least once In Schubert5 ngmcly m
VII, 4.

• _L,.

I
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entirely, since lli_l$ Is no connection between the tonalities before
and after the pau_. These pauses are employed by Bruckner also
at other important idaccs (e.g., at the beginning and end of the de-
velopment or brlwl_en groups of the development). When somebody
called his Second _y,tphony the '°symphony of pauses", he explained
their meaning as follows: "Look", he said, "when I am about to
say something iutportant, I have to lake a deep breath fi_t."

These pauses have still another aspect. It is well _lo_'n that early
romanticism is in part characterized by the flourishing of the short
piece, the musical aphorism, such as Schubert's lrnpromptus, Men-
delssohn's, Chopin's, Schumann's, and Brahms' piano pieces, etc.
On the other hand, the tendency toward colossal dimensions--the later
Beethoven, Berlioz, I,iszt, Wagner--that also manifests itself in Bruck-
net and his successors, Mahler, the early Sehoenberg, etc., is more
characteristic of the later romanticists. Bruekner by means of the
pauses succeeded in combining both traits, stringir, g t(,gethcr, as it
were, several smaller units which then assume a larger unity--or at
times fail to do so. This trait there.fore proves again that Bruckner
roots in early romanticism.

At times this element of severance prompted Bru,.kner to use, a_
a counter-agent, one theme in several movemc=Jts of a _ml,hony, s a
technique first t_mployed by S('huberl. _ But it is, of course, difficult
to decide whether Bruckner ",sos din.,.tly influenced by S_.hubcrt in
this usage, since Mcndcls.._ohn, Schumann, Liszt, Berlioz, and others
also applied this d(,viec beforehim. With another feature, however,
Bru<.kner appears to follow Schubert's Set,cTllh, namely with the slow
introdueti6n to his Fifth, which--in contrast to the classical introdt_e-
tion--is thematically part of the main section. Similarly, the intro-
ductory phrase of Schubert's Seventh sways the entire first move-
ment. This technique seems to originate in the dramatic overture,
suchasBeethoven'sEg_nont,and may alsohavereachedBruck_net"by
way.of Liszt'ssymphonic poems. In the symphony this,as wellas
the previouslydiscussedfeature,came to fullfruitiona few years
laterin Ct_sarFranck'sD Minor ,_.ymph¢rng.

In spiteof the greatevolutionof harmon),in the fiftyyearsthat
inlervenedbetween Schubert'sand Bruckner'sactiveperiods,and
despitethe inevitablegeneraldissimilarityof theirharmonicstyles,
therestillexistsurprisinglymany parallelsbetween thetwo mastcrs

in thisrespect.Some of them stem from theirinnerkinship,olhers

s By thls we do"not allude to the introduction af V, 4 which imitates that of
the Finale of Beethoven's Ninth. Much more substantial is the taking up ,,f
the themes af IV, 1 and IV, 3 in IV, 4, while IV, I and IV, 2 start with the
some matif; or the use af the same accompaniment motif in V, 2 and V, 3.
The essential equality of the first themes of VII,I and VII, 4, related to one
soother an rh_hmie variations, is another instance. In VIII, 4 all main themes
of the precedmg movementsreappear.

J For example, In the first and last'movements of the IVandcrerFanto.sy or io
the second and fourth movem,mt_of the Trio in g.[lat.
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_gain were apparently taken over, whether knowingly or not, from
the earlier master by his admiring follower--all quite apart from
general romantic characteristi_ of harmonic technique.

Schubert was the first great master to venture into the field ex-
tensively, even earUer than the aging Beethoven who was still rather
sclLconscious in this regard. One outstanding Schubert characteristic
is the frequent contrasting of major and minor chords on the same
tonic as well as the oscillation.between such tonalities, as in the use
of the Neapolitan sixth, major.minor and minor-major? Another
group of effects is extracted by Schubert from the use of extra-tonal
mediant relationships that enable him to contrast distantly related
tonalities without transition. Not only are they used as means of
immediate contrast, but they assume the ascendancy over the dominant
relationships of the cla._icists in tile overall tonal construction as well
as, frequently, even in the cadence.* Such mediant relationships are
also extended to forts s_quenees (for instance, in Schubert's VII, 1
whcr,_, the return to the restatement modulates from a-fiat to e and

c, or in Bruekncr's VIII, 4 where the continuation of the first theme
_in the restatement shifts from A-fiat to B to D to F to A to C).
Such tonality shifts are often effeeted by means of an intervening
augmented six-five or double augmented four-three chord, chords that
both composers favor strongly.

As already mentioned, extra-tonal mediant relationships also play
an important role in the tonal arrangement of greater form parts
within mow ments. Here the previously disetmsed method of hold-
ing a single tone as a mcans of transition from one section to the
next receives its harmonic explanation. It is almost always used to
connect mediaJits. The larger form parts, notably the first and second
themes of the sonata form, were preferably brought into dominant
relations by the classicists, and the second dominant was used as a
connecting link. Wherever Schubert and Bruekner adhere to the
traditional tonality scheme, they no longer need the second dominant,
for by means of the single tone they are able to reach the dominant
from four mediant-related keys, a circumstance that permits them
considerable freedom in handling the conclusion of the first of two

*Amonir innumerableexamples there come to mia¢l the songs: 0_¢ _ro_k#
("Good l_ight")--Bmelmer's deelm_cli_voritet according to his biographerm_d
t[_iend,.0eel[erich--led F_hlimgslra_ ("Sprmg Dream")--Nos. I and 11 of

("_eath and the HsJden )---op. 7. _---and G¢/wlmca ( _¢ret )---op. 14, 2;

I Qtmrtet lit G, 1; Q_Intet ia (7, 1; V]I, 8 Tr/o. We meet the Immepr_lJleetion
in Bruekaer's works: e.g., in IV, 2 between the glrzt sin1 see'ma themes in the
reststemm_t; VII, 1 the transition from the _econdtbem.eto the epilogue in the
,tat_memt; VIT[, $ (trio) ; F ]//nor M_#, bcgianiag of the Cr_do. *_N

• Here are just • fem of many e_sampleeof immediately contrssting medisnts:
(s) in khubert--V£/, 4__oeo_adthm_; ._ _, _md theme; (_rZe_ _n O. 8

themes; VII, _, zeeand etatem_m_oz mo _a t_mz.
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connected sectioll_, Moreover, both masters frequently replace the
dominant relatlo,shll,s themselves by mediants.'

Many more similarities bet ween the harmonic techniques of Bruck-
ner and Schubc,t _,an bc cited. But it is very difficult to decide
whether e_tch in,lance Is ,]ue to direct influence. It seems more logical
to assume that Wagner's dev¢:h,pmt..nt of earlier devices a_,d the gen-
eral trend are responsible for these simila]itie._. It is _a_fficient to
point out the definite kinship of the two men in their feel.ing toward
harmony as an independent agent of expression, eqvally as imp,riant
as meh,dy or rhylhm. This feeling leads them to e_lrieh the single
chord by means of alterations and chord paa_.tges by means of major-
minor and mediant relationships and to enlarge the modulatory pos-
sibilities, thereby expanding their eompo_tious.

The relatir*nship Iwtween Schubert and Brushier is perhaps most
clearly manifest in their thematic material. Romantic composers
generally hark beck to or develop national melodic material, and since
both masters were Au_riaus many affbtities can he explained by their
cultural proximity. In addition, we find some the-matte siI,ailarilies
that reveal their personal kinship in mood arJd conception. Scbube.rt
and Bruckner were i,,_i the first to employ folk-mel<,.i':es. The clas-
sicists had done so, and even masters before them. But while they
used folk melodies almost exclusively for occasional entertabanent,
such as danf_es, marches, diverlimenti, etc., Schubert fir_-I eml,l_,yed
them extensively in art-music.

The easy-going sociability for which Austrians are .known finds its
musical expression in a broadly flowing, rhythmically tmcoml,licated
melody that is most easily adaptable to the se,.oad theme of a s(,l_ata
movement or to the trio-section of a scherzo. Bruckner uses this type
of melody as a contrast to and relief from his othel_-ise gigantically
proportioned monumental themes; S_hubert employs it especially in
chamber music where he can give himself over to _mencumbere,] sing-

ing. Very _.haracteristic of Austrian folk-music and Alpine yodelling
is the repeated alternation between the melodic intervals of a sixth
and seventh from the same tone, with an underlying alternation of

P tonic end dominant seventh chords, s Of folklore origin el.so is a
certain type of tone repetition in the accompaniment that occurs, for

v In his first movements Bruo]kner is eonserv_tlve In this respect, wherc_s
Schubert u_es such relationships b_t_'_on the first a_d second themes in the first
movements of the Trio In K.f_, (]tdnte! i_ C, Piano 8ona_a in B.flat, Wanderer
Fanf_y, etc. Otherwise we find _huel[ner employing merit.ant rel-tionships be-
tween the first end second tl,tum,,s in the String O_intet, 8; II, 4; IT[, 4; V, 4;
VIII, 3; IX, 3; and between the 8_kereo and Trio in IX, 2.

s Some examples in Schubert's w_rk$ are the second themes in Trio in B.f_t,

I 1; Trio in B.f],,S, 2; Q,mrfet _ _, 1i Oote$, I and £; the third theme in Trio
in E.f_"t, 4; the trio.sections in Tdo i_ g.flot, 3; O_,_rtet i_ O, 3. In Bmekner
we fln_ this melodic-harmonic motif in the second themes in the posthumous
8yml0ho_y in d, 1; I, 1; It, 1; It, 4; III, 1; III, 4; IV, 1; IV, 4; VI 4;

I V'l'I, ): IX, ); the third themes of Vii, I sod IX, 1 ; the first themes of _ 3;
V, 4; _'I, 4; and in the trio-sections of II, 3; III, 3; and IV, 3.
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example, in the trio-section of Schubert', Quartet in O, 3 and in the
second theme-group of Bruckner'a IV, 4. Another influence of folk-
music apparently prompted both composers to introduce lyrical themes
almost always with a brief passage from the accompaniment. The
freqllent practice among folk-musieian_ of extemporizing several mel-
odies _imult.ane_usly may be reflected in the invention of many double
themes by both masters, i.e., such themes as consist of two separate
mcl,)di,: str:tins, ,:cmtrapu,tally joi,ed. Such themes usually include
other folk.inspired traits as well?

Let us return from relatit_.,lships based on the common background
to those of a per_nal character. One of the outstanding characteristics
of Bruck_er's themes is their evolution from a tremolo or other form
of mun, i;ring figure, t° They gradually gain in rhy_hmie and melodic
intelL_ity, growin_z louder at the same time. While this technique:,
as a wt,ole, go_s 'l_ck to Beethoven's Ninth rather than to Schubert,
the tre,m, lo intrc,_ta.=:_olLmay well have been suggested to Bru(.kner
by th,_ latler also. t: Amowz Bruekner's melodic peculiarities there
is the exprcs_fion-laden tur_, s|:eh as in the second thematie complexes
of VI[, 1 and VII, 4_ This turn al_o figures prominently at the be-
ginning of Sehub,:.rt's Ql,i.l_t,t i.t_C and in the trio-section of the same
work. Thin tri(,-sectio_t, fiirthermore, disl-_lays the dotted rhythm
followed by the passionately expr_s_ive descending quarter notes and
the cadenceformula with th,: trill, both favo_'ed by Brucl_mer. Another
favorite fig,re to,slats of a dotted eighth-note, followed by two thirty-
second-nott,s and two eighth-notes descending stepwise from a level
one or two tones higher than the first tone; the last note may also
turn back upwar,l or repeat the preceding note. This figure occurs,
fo," example, at the be_'nning of the second theme-group in Bruckner's
IV, 4 as well as at the beginning of the l_'inales of Schubert's Q,utrtet
/n a and QzLintEt /n C. A further close resemblance occurs in the
return to the restatement in the Tr/o in E-fiat, 1. It foreshadows
Bruckner's preoc_mpation with motif inversion and, besides, is mel-
odically related to the 8cherzo of Bruekner's Nin|h. Many more such
similarities can be found, as between any two given ma._ters. But
the ones mentioned are so obvious and individual that they give
further proof of the direct community between Bruckner and Schubert.

In our comparison we have limited ourselves to those areas in which
similarities between our two composers occur, namely form, harmony,
and thematic material and construction. In other areas, such as in-
strumentation, counterpoint, rhythm, and expression, no similarities

s Exami,les sam found in the second theme ,l_ _hnbert's _lntct in C, 4;
Qttartet m n, 1 ; Quartet ia B.flaL 2; Trio k_ R-fiat, 2; tad the trio-eseflon of
the Tcio in B-flat, 3. Most of Br-ckner'| _-.m_dtheme-groul_employ_mebthemes.

_'Yor hust_n_e,the begianiup of the ip_ithumou8Bjrm,oko_¥h-.dl; I]3[; IV;
VII; VIII; 0rodIX.

s, Schubertused for e:_mple, _t the begiunlnp ot VIII, 1; the l>o_thumous
Quartet Mo_em_'_ it, o; _nd Octet, 6.
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or only unitnportl_l*l ,,ca can be discovered. In instrumentation and
expression simila i'lllr_ are obviously-ou! of the question, as the lapse
of fifty years within whteh Wa6ner revolutionized both obviates any
close resemblan(.es. On the other band, it is exactly in the free .,_an.

phonic counterpoint r_nd in rhythm that Bruckner's personal style
resides, and so we find here dissimilarities or outright contrasts be-
tween the styles of the two composers. Brnekner's technique of motif
inversion, simultaneous development of a motif in both original and
inverted form, fngato, pseudo-canon, double themes, and interlacing,
W.eudo.contrapuntal completion of a r,aelody by two instrument groups
_ts his style far aparl from S(.hubert's essentially homophonic style,
in spite of some points of coml,_rison. The same is true of Bruek-ner's
rhythmic characteristics, such as the combination of duole and triplet
or'the frequent starting-in of a theme with a rest. although a like in-
clination toward dotted rhythms can be detected in both masters.

It is clear ther(:fore that Brnckner, who died fifty years ago, on

October 1:1, :1896, within a few months of Schubert's h_mdrcdth birth-
day armiver._ary (he w_ horn Januam, 31, 1797), was not an imitator
or epigone of the latter. Indeed the most obvious style characteristics
of the two men differ greatly, so much that ',_e oftcn tend to over-
lo(Jk the fundamental kinship of their conceptions, symptoms of _'hich
we have traced in the preceding pages.

KILEN'YI MAH'LEB MEDAL AWARDED TO PIiILIP GREELEY CLAPP

In a belated recoguitioD of hie constant efforts to create a greater interest in
and appreciatian of Mehler'e musle in the U. 8. A., The Bruckncr Soci_.ty of
America has awarded the Mehler Medal of Hot.or to Professor Philip Greeley
Clspp of the State University of lows. Since 1911, Professor Clapp ba_ written
and lectured on Mahler. His programs at Iowa University included the _4dagiefto
from Mahler'e Fi[lhand Lieder eine.s [ohrenxlen Gcsel|e'n. On April $2, 19_2,
Professor Clapp conducted Mahler's Bc.v_rectian Symphony. The concerts of
the University Symphony Orchestra are broadener over WSUI.

Lieder e'inve [ahrenden Gesellen and the Adagletto from Mahler's Fif(k were
on the program of the Gpeaing eancert of the fourth Fine Arts Festival of the
State University of Iowa (July 8j 1942). Professor HerOd Stark was the soloist
emd Professor C]_pp conducted. The Mahter port]an of the concert was broad-
east over N'BC on July 18_ 1949. On this occasion, Mr. Earl E. Harper pre-
sented the Medal to Professor Cl_pp an behelf of the Society.



Thoughts on Bruckner's E Minor Mass

By ROBEBT SIMPSON t

O t_E of the commonest errors of musical criticism assumes thatconciseness and shortness are synonymous qualities. Perform-
antes of Bruckner and Malder symphonies have caused this mistake
to be made more often, perhaps, than those of any other music. A
definition of concision must include the statement that the word
implies use of minimum resources needed to gain maximum efficiency
in reaching the goal in view. Obviously, an Egyptian Pyramid is,
in this sense, a conci_ art.form. Yet it is by no means a miniature.
It is time intelligent Iorcrs of music forsook the prevalent desire for
brevity and what is known as "the power of understatement". The
greatness of Sibelins rests not in his "understatement", but in the
sheer adequacy of his expression for his own profound pttrposes. In
art, understatement is failure, as also is overstatement. There can
'be a place only for sufficiency.

Bruckner's E minor Mass, however, is one of those works which
shov_ a terseness which might lead the average critic to suspect hidden
virtues in the symphonies. This, it is to be hoped, might help him to
understand those masterpieces. His faith in his critical sense will
be a little shaken if he encounters so economical a work by the pro-
verbially extravagant Bruekner, and he will perhaps wonder if, after
an, the few productions of Bruckner in England in the last ten years--
some of them bad--were evidence enough for the almost wholesale
British condemnation of this composer as a symphonist, e These
creditable reactions, however, are not likely to take place, for he will
most probably express his regret that a man who could show such
nm.stery in a Mass should have failed so dismally in his symphonies.
What he will almost certainly not grasp at one hearing is that the
E minor Mass contains the seeds of Bruckner's symphonic form, which
later developed with equal terseness ideas themselves as large as a
whole movement of the Mass. A very clear case san be examined in
a comparison of the 8anctu,_ of this work with the first group of
themes in the Ninth Symphony. Though mood and colouring are very
different in the Symphony, it is obvious that the BamctuJ is Itself a
similar structure, and, had Bruckner conceived its idea later in life,
he might well have decided to treat it as an element in a vaster
design and have followed it up adequately. It is, of course, satisfying
in itself but embodies the type of thought shown at the beginning of

• TI_ L8not intended u an aspersionUl_Onthe fine performancmof Bruekner
• No. 4 tad IdahlerNo. § whichthe skill of Dr. Hetns Unger luterecentlysucceeded

tn wringing from the London Pldlbarmenie OTehutnt.
S0
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Beethoven's _Tinfh 8ympltony. Bruckner expands the growth fron_
a mysterious opening to a mighty climax so that it sufl3ccs for a whole
movement. His symphonies are great works because in them he has
found a way of absorbing such a process into one far more immense,
which is, nevertheless, a wonderfully concise method of handling
gigantic material. It is hoped that these remarks will not bc con-
strued as an attempt to show that Bruckner's symphonies are superior I
to those of Beethoven.

The more obvious spareness of this Mass will, therefore, nmke it
an excellent introduction to the work of Bruekner for those whose

appreciation of musical time-scales is limited to that of Beethoven,
Brahms, and most other Nineteenth Century composers. It was wTit-
_en between the years 1868-9, and, although it is called No. 2, is
really the last of Bruelmer's three Masses. In style it departs mark-
edly from the path followed by the other two, which expand the type
handed down to Bruckner through Mozart and Schubert. The ma._ses
of these two latter masters have their style rooted in that of the
theatre and express themselves in language derived from the common
stock of Eighteenth Century stage composers. This is not to deny
their obvious impressiveness and sincerity, though it implies that
they are far from liturgical in effect. The salutary influence of Bach
gives the first two MSL_Sesof Bruckner (Nos. 1 and 3) a rather more
devotional character than those of his forertmners in Vienna and his
love of chorale-like themes ensures that a church shall be the ideal

setting for Iheir performance. But the roots of the style which sus-
tains the Mass in E minor reach further back into musical history.
There is an austerity and mystical aloofness in the composer's mind
suggestive of the loftiness and purity of the music of the Sixteenth
Cenhtry. Palesh_ina is behind the marvelous opening of the K!Irie.
The whole of the first movement of this Mass can be sung a cappelIa
with great effect, for the accompanying horn and trombone parts are

optional, simply doubling the voices here and there. If the choir is
of high quality the omission of these brass passages results in greater
beauty of sound. The form of the movement is very simple, falling
naturally into the ternary shape suggested by the order of the words.
The first part is very plain in character, rising out of an awed hush
as did so many of Bruckner's later symphonie movements; it is based
mainly on the initial phrase of quiet chords floating over a tonic pedal.
The C,ltriste deiso_ which forms the middle section is more active
and modulates, animated by a double counterpoint, into new keys.
As is to be expected, this part is more ethereal and achieves a.climax
by increasing the complexity of its texture as well as the volume of
its sound, coming to a grand pause on the home dominant. The words
and material (Kllrie e_bo_) d the first part are resumed, but with
more intensity than before, and a figure used earlier to lead to the
(Thriste is developed more extemdvel7. After a great outburst of plain
chords, the music fails slowly to rest in a long and deeply felt cadence.
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Throughout this work it will be noticed that Bruekner'e handling of
cadences is extraordinarily fine. Those at the conclusions of the
Somctus and Boned/dun are wonderful examples. A master of climax
of Bruekner's calibre is bound to have a keen sense of the possibilities
inherent in cadentisl psmag_ and it is not surprising to find him at
his finest when ending such a creation as the first movement of the
Si.cth Symphony or the _'ims/z of the Eighth. This Kyrle contains
in its finish the germ of the tremendous skill and poise with which
he descends from the final crises of some of his greatest stow move-
merits, those, for instance, in the last three Symphonies.

The O/or/a is set in the submediant key, C major. "Glo_ in
ezcch_s Deo" is omitted from the text and should certainly be in-
toned before the start of the movement. The best effect would be

secured if the plain-chant were sung by the male voices. They would
then be answered by the women's singing of "at in terra pox". Un-
like the Kyde, this piece has an indepenc_ent accompaniment, which
persists throughout the Man. Bruekner is always completely happy
when treating combined instruments and voices, and it is part of the
attsterity of his scheme that he has in tlds work eliminated the strings
of Ihe orchestra. Also there are n° drums, and the result is often
organ-like.

The firsttheme isfreshand joyousand issupportedby a veryim-

portantundulatingfigureon bassoons,pervadingon variousinstru-
ments thewholeofthefirstand thirdsectionsofthe61otis.Bruckner
shows himselfmasterof the art of settingwords to music when it

becomes apparentthatin the courseof i_singlefar-flungmelody he
contrivesa wholeseriesof differentideas,illustratingaptlythesue-

cessivethoughtsinthetext.Melody isthechiefelementinthisM_s,
and,likeSchubert,Bruckner relieson italmostalways. The open-

ing sentenceof the music of the 6r/or_isan example of a well-knit
melodicphrasecontainingfoursurprisinglyeontrastedmoods. Ex-
ceptfor two shortimitativeepisodes,the whole of the stirringfirst
part is harmonic ratherthan contrapuntalin idiom,as befitsits
dramatic tendeneies.The centralportionbeginswith a e_ango to
a slowertempo and the entry of a most expressivetheme for four
horns, introducing the words, "qul tollis poe.cats mahdi". These are
sung to a telling phrase which, on its second appearance, produces
one of Bruckner's best first-period modulations. The change is from
A minor to A fiat major; the mood becomes one of hope, engendered
Ly "su_clpe deprecat/_m nostram". Another beautiful change of
key occurs at the return of the subject-matter of the first section.
Perhaps this is managed even more finely than that just mentioned.
The shift is from E major (reached as the dominant A minor) to the
original tonio, C major, and is effectsd subtly by allowing the un-
dulatit=g bassoon figure to slip magically on to the subdominant of O,
and to reach C major, not through its dominant but through a chord
of D minor. The modulation is all tho more wonderful for the fact
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that the voices enter with the innocent first theme at th0 prcct.'._
moment of the transformation. The words here are "O_:_i_m t u sol tl_
sanctus". The rest of the text is set to bold music similar in character
to the first section, interrupted by one more rich modulation from O
major to F sharp major to illuminate the name, "Je.s_ Cb risie". Brllck-
nor seems to possess Schubert's secret of accomplishing such suddt_._
changes without hindering the flow of the music. The Cod_ is a
colossal double fugue (Amen) on two subjects of great alldscity e,d
rower. The chore] writing is extremely daring and, though it occurs
,n one of Bruckner'e early works, surpasses in this respect any com-
parable passage in Wagner. It is perhaps worthy of note that Brt]ck-
net at this time knew very little of Wagner's work. As a small point
of interest, the two bars (170-1) are strangely prophetic of Rach-
maninoff's famous (_ sknrp minor Pvdtwle. The fugue finally cc_|-
esces into massed harmony and the movement ends with symphonic
weight and preciseness.

The Credo should also be preceded by the plain-chant for the same
reasons as shown in the G/or_ The setting Of the Creed is a notor-

iously difficult task. Its first half, dealing with the most mystical
aspects of Christianity, presents no music_l problem. But the re-
mainder concerns itself with controversial dogma emharrs._sing to any
sincere composer. There are two ways of dealing with the matter.
Since the words cannot suggest appropriate music, they must either
be illuminated (i.e. framed), or they must somehow be covered. Bach
adopts the former method and Beethoven the latter. Bach composes
the most gracious music he can imagine, but Beethoven drowns the
awkward words with mighty shouts of "Credo? Credo!". Bruck, er
combines elements of both methods. His music, being a free recap-
itulation of the first section, has little connection with the text. In
that he is like Bach. His affinity to Beethoven is seen in the fact
that although his choir does not shout "Credo/", it fits th_ Nicene
Creed to exultant themes originally associated with the word.

The first theme of the Credo is an impressive figure foreshadowing
the terrific 8ch6rzo of his Eightk Sympltony. The movement is an
a//eFro of great strength and conviction, maintaining its full force
through the whole of its initial section. The middle part begins when
s note of mystery intervenes and the text, "e| ino_'n_tus e..d", is ex-
pressed in a profoundly moving slow fragment, containing more of
Bruckner's finest modulation_ This, with the C,ruciftz'tu, is treated
with remarkable insight and simplicity. The whole passage, ending
with "'el sepultus c_l", affords another superb instance Gf Bruckner's
skill in illustrating a varied text within the scope of a single melodi_
structure. The music in the score from D to (7 is a long-drawn, finely
shaped melody, subtly formed, both in itself sad in the disposition of
its accompaniment. Yet each constituent phrase is perfectly fitted
to its attendant words. There can be no doubt that Bruckner, had
he so wished, could have made a mark as s song-writer, though it is
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fortunate that he threw his whole energy into great works. The only
existing songs by him are early and unrepresentative, but who knows
how he might have developed in this field! His student Symphony i_t
F _ninor gives no indication of the vast achievements of his later years.

After solemn descending ehords on trombones, gently portraying
the b_u'ial, Bruekner turns to the Resurrection. He captures the
mystery as well as the drama of the situation. The outburst is not
sudden but is prepared by soft throbbing ehorda (clarinets and bas-
soons) as of new life rising from the depths into which the trombones
have just descended. The blaze, ones kindled, is sustained. Solemnity
and some apprehension are felt following the words, "cure gloria",
and, as if the last word had invoked it, the opening figure of the Gloria
attends the word "indicate", with its wave.like accompaniment. The
tension aroused by this incident generates a big climax and leads to
the res_lmption of the first material. The last words of the Nicene
Creed, "et vitam venturi sa_culi. Amen", are the inspiration of a
wonderful final cadence, containing a new treatment of the main theme.

The Sanctus which follows is perhaps the crown of the work. Bruck-
. nor is here heard as a great contrapuntist. As has already been noted,
this piece is a continuous growth to a single climax. The influence
of Sixteenth Century polyphony is evident in the fact that until the
culmination in block chords the accompaniment eonsists of mere doubl-
ings of the voices by unobtrusive wind instruments, and the chorus
would find little difficulty in singing the passage without support.
The lines are very diatonic and easy to auralise, though the perform-
ance of the music needs so much staying power that the help of the
instruments is neee_sary for the building of the cr_cendo. The move-
ment opens in four parts, with a close canon between Alto I and Tenor
I concealed behind other flowing lines. The canon is then taken up
by Soprano I and Bass I, followed by Alto II and Bass II, and flltally,
Tenor II and Soprano II. Meanwhile the other parts float and drift
freely round the canon, sempre crescendo, with.cele_ial effect. The
highest ecstasy is attained in the magnificent homophonic climax, the
gre.ndeur of which is hardly surpassed by the finest of his later sym.
phonic passages. A characteristic touch is the quiet woodwind chord
ren,aining after the last shout has died away. Bruckner thinks in-
stinctively in terms of cathedral acoustics, and the endings of his
moven:ents are nearly always abrupt if played in unresonant build-
ings. Though not printed in the score, the awesome dying echoes of
the last chord are an essential part of many a massive Bruckner Coda.
He is one of the few composers whose style is conceived in terms of

•special acoustic conditions. Indeed, there can be little doubt that
he is the only great master o! this type _lnee the Sixteenth Century.

The Uredo and 8anctu, are the central pinnacle of the Mass. The
rest forms a kind of appendix. The supreme mysteries awe the com-
poser into more subdued thought, end the Benedictus is more intro-
spective than any other part of the work. In some ways it is similar
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to the second groups of themes occurring in many of the first a1_d la._!
movements of Bruekner's symphonies, and it is interesting to see ho_
he follows the 8a_tclus (so like one of his symphonic openings) by
music of this character. The piece is very concentrated in its use of
themes and falls into a modified sonata shape, unusual in a Mass. It_
key is C major, and the chromatic horn figure with which it opens
may be regarded as its first subject. "In nomine Domini" is set to
a delicate chanting phrase which modulates to the dominant, in which
the first theme recurs. The development is soon reached with a change
to A minor and the introduction of new material. Gradually the moc.d
becomes more mysterious, while the woodwinds weave independ _-nt
figures into the texture. When A fiat major has been entered, tl_e
horn figure appears deep below the surface, increasing the sense of
awe. The restatement removes the cloud and the music brightens into

a glorious Cod_, "Hosanna in ezcelsisl". It is difficult to choose
between this Benedlctus and the sublime setting of the F minor M_s
(No. 3). That is as remarkable for its breadth as this is for its con-
eiseness. In the Mass in P minor, the final Hosa,t_ta is expanded into
a short but powerful allegro movement, coming at the end of a slow
one of considerable dimensions.

The loftiness of the last part of this work is beyond praise. The

Agnu._ Dei is planned in a way that is simple to grasp, but difficult
to describe. Towering chordal structures are reared on the words
"'miserere nobis" until the whole world might be crying out. These
mighty passages are., again, obviously calculated for the vastness of
a cathedral. The wonderful moment of prostration after the second
of these outcries is perhaps the deepest utterance in the whole Ma._s.
But the sheer loveliness of the last three pages (Dons nobi_ pacem)
lingers in the mind longest. Bruckner connects this section with the
Kllrie by referring to a figure from it. This enriches an accompani-
ment of extraordinary beauty, and the Ma_s ends in devout end
childlike peace.

After the completion of this work Btmckncr's excursions into choral
compositions were few. Chief of these are the Te Deum and the
setting of Psalm 150, both terse works of enormous power, showing
that had he given his full attention to choral music he would cer-
tainly have become one of the very greatest masters in this medium.
Indeed, it cannot be asserted with any confidence that this is not al-
ready the case, and there can be little doubt that his Masses place him
among the most important composers of Nineteenth Century religious
music. When Bruekner's mmdc becomes the subject of a fs._ionable

vogue, this contention will be held by many who understand little of
his true stature, or of the reasons for the success of his cause. Those
who study Bruekner are those who love him best.



Bruclmer'sNinth Symphony

By ]A)UIB BIANOOLLI

Reprinted by l_rm_sJou from the Progrs__ 2ql'oLoeot The pkOJ_rmo_o 8_
phony 8oo_ef¥ of New Yo_k (MLr.14, IS, and 17, l_i_). The program notes o_f
the Philhsa_nonio**recompiledby BOBERT BAGAB ana LOU_ _IANOOLIa-

SY_nONY dedicated to God l Such, at any rate, is the legend
A handed down about Bruekner's farewell symphony. According

to the story, Bruekner, who died while working on the final bars of
Adagio, intended to inscribe the symphony "to the dear Lord."

th'e'I have done my duty on earth," said Bnlckner to a caller shortly
after his seventieth birthday. "I have accomplished what I could,
and my only wish is to be allowed to finish my Ninth 8ymphon#.
Three movements are almost complete. The A&u.fio is nearly finished
There remains only the Fina/_. "I trust Death will not deprive me
of my pen." He prayed nightly to God for time to complete it. "If
He refuses, then He must take the responsibility for its incomplete-
ness," he remarked.

Despite attacks of dropsy and a dangerous heart condition, Brusk-
net worked feverishly at his symphony. But he died without finishing
it. For sQme years it was thought Bruekner left sections of the work
in an imperfect state. However, the publication of the ninth volume
of a critical edition of Brucirner's works in the early thirties proved
that the three movements of the Nmt/t 8}lmpko_, as the composer
left them, "must be unconditionally regarded and respected as his
final intention."

Moreover, it developed that Bruckner had also been engaged for
some time on sketches of an AUtgro-Fbtale. Professor Orel, who edited
the ninth volume of Bruekner's works, included a sketch of this
ul, finished Fino_ widch reveal Brucknar's msin outlines of form and
structure up to the beginning of the Ooda. Unfortunately, there is
no hint an)lvhere of how the symphony was to end. In the words
of Willi Reich : "That portion always treated by Bruekner as a grand
summation and, hen_, probably the most important passage in the
syml,hony, must remain an eternal mystery."

Reich, in an article appearing in "Chord and Discord"---the maga-
zine of The Bruekner 8oetety of America--now assailed the frequent

practice of using Bruckner's Ts Deum as a choral finale to the Nintl,
8y,|phony. "One glance at this mighty torso of a Finale," he stated,
"is enough to convince us that the practice . . . corresponds in no
respect to tits composer's true intention, for this final choral work
shows no relationship to the thematie world unforgettably established
in the three completed movements of the symphony."

86
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This conclusion coincided with Professor 0rel's own eontc_ltt_,1_
in the first published version of Bruekner's orginal score :__"Brucl_-
net's clear intent to conclude the Ninth Symphony with a gigantic in-
strumental Finale proves the utter futility of any attempt to estab-
lish a spiritual connection between it and the Te Deum--an attempt
so frequently made by conductors, despite the insuperable period of a
decade separating the conception of the two works in the mind of the
composer. Furthermore, the Adagio of the Symphony • • • attains
symbolic significance through the realization that the inexorable grip
of Fate wrested the pen from the aged master's hand almost at the
very moment in which he would have sealed the work with a com-
pleted, formal Allegro-Finale."

The appearance of this authentic edition of Bruckncr's Ninth
caused something of a stir in musical circles because of the so_called
"Loewe Version" long in use. For years it had been supposed that
Bruckner's manuscript had been left in a highly unsati_actory state,
that thanks to Bruckner's faithful disciple, Ferdinand Loewe, a rough
and garbled manuscript had been rendered playable through a polished
arrangement. There had been a sensational premiere of Loewe's ver-
sion on February 11, 1903, in Vienna, under his own direction. Many
Brucknerites, who had not even suspected the existence of this post-
humous work, were astounded by the revelation. This, incidentally,
occurred seven years after the master's death. In 1904 Loewe pub-
fished the edited score. Some years after the Vienna premiere, doubts

began to arise among Bruekner scholars about Loewe's emendations.
Drastic, uncalled-for changes of orchestration were suspected, and
glaring instances of unBrueknerlike transitions were noted.

"Ixisteners began to notice frequent details in the music which
seemed inexplicable in the light of Bruckner's frank and sturdy sym-

phonic character," wrote Max Auer in the "Zeitschrift fiir Musik"
(later quoted by "Chord and Discord"). "When the 3cll_rzo leaped
lightly forth, all-aglitter with typically French esprit, the audience
was reminded of the scintillating manner of Berlioz's instrumentation.
In the minds of many there arose some such questions as these: Where
are those abrupt, Bruekneresque transitions between the passages_
Why do the various phrases end in gentle expiratiousT In short,
whence comes this odd finesse, this smooth polish, into the work of a

_mpeser universally noted for his rugged individuaUtyT"
The answer was prodded by two important events. One was the

"Krilisclte Gesamtau.qgabe of Bruckner's music, sponsored by th_ Bruck-
azr Oesell_chaft. The other was a semi-private performanc, e--also
sponsored by the Bn_ck_r GeselIschaft--at the TonbuUs in Munich
on April 2, 1932, of both the "Loewe Version" and the original. The
conclusion was unanin_us :--" So far from being unplayable, tho
original version far gurpassed the 'Loewe Version' by the splendor of
its orchestral coloring and the power of it4 dynamie contrasts. The
two versions differed so vastly in spirit that they might be said to
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belong to different worlds." Thus Bruekner's Nin|h Sl/mphonY be-
came available to the world in two widely opposed versions. It should

be pointed out that Profemor Orel arrived at his thesis of Bruckner'e
own "definitive" version only after an arduous study of all the de-
tailed revisions made by the composer. He established that three
movements of the Ninth Symphony were the final stage in a long
process of evolution. As evidence Professor Orel traced the Sym-
phony's slow growth through six separate versional

There was never any question of Loewe's good intentions in all
this. Actually, it was regarded by the less embattled Bruckneritee as
a ease of misplaced zeal. Professor Orel himself stressed this in a
subsequent lccture at the University of Vienna. Loewe, he affirmed,
had been actuated solely by the desire of a devoted friend and dis-

ciple "to render more acceptable to the ears of his contemporaries
the general tonal ruggedness of this symphony as left by the master"
(Willi Reich). Ironically, it was probably modesty that restrained
Loewe from divulging the changes he had made in Bruckner's orches-
tration. He regarded the task as a labor of love. And despite grow-
ing critical suspicion, his version stood for thirty years as a standard
repertory score. Such as it was, he bad rendered a service somewhat
parallel to Rimsky-Korsakoff's in editing Bor/, Godounof.

When Otto Klemperer and the New York Philharmonic-Symphony
Society offered the American premiere of the restored original version
in Carnegie H_ll on October 11, 1934, Lawrence Gilman called it a
"consecrational disclosure." With several others he then concluded
that the Loewe version, with which the music world had been familiar,
was an '*astonishing perversion and distortion of Bruckner's inten-
tions." He now spoke of Loewe's edition as "unauthorized, injudi-
cious, and impertinent." Students who followed the performance
with the old score, he ventured, "must have noticed the instances in
which not only Loewe the tonal chiseller, but Loewe the superfluous
decorator, was put to rout, and something native and strong and un-
mistakably Brucknerian restored to the structure of the score."

Continuing, Mr. Gilman wrote :--" They must have noticed here
the omission of an excrescent woodwind phrase or kettledrum solo,
there the restoration of significant chord passages, or the felicitous
substitution of violas for bassoon, or the assumption by tubas, with
magical effect, of a passage given inexplicably to muted 'ce!les and
violas, or the alteration of dynamics and tempo marks. Above all,
they must have listened incredulously to the climax of the Adag/o
as Bruckner actually wrote it, a passage exalted from banality to
greatness merely by the simple and honest process of letting it sound
as its creator intended."

This point about the Adagio was dwelt on at greater length in Gil-
man's Sunday article in the New York Herald-Tribune two days
latcr:_"lf the student will turn to page 136, bar 3, of Loewe's edi-
tion of the orchestral score in the Universal Ed. (page 186, bar 1, of
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•the Eu]enburg n,llllaturescore)he will find that Bruekner apparently
builds the climax o! the movement at this point upon a fortissimo
proclamation of the main theme by the trombones, tuba, string basses,
and bassoons under a simple chord of E major sustained and reiter-
ated by woodwind, horns, tubas, and a repeated figure of the violins_
a sonorous but hardly distinguished treatment of the subject.

"But one has only to examine Bruckner'e original score (page 180,

bar 1) to sea at once that what Bruckner said and clearly intended to
say at this point was something utterly different from what Loewe
has re resented him as saying As Bruckner wrote the passage, theP :" • f a tenth, is heard
mi hty theme in the basses, wlth its upward leap o ....
a_inst an audacious and magnificent dissonance formed by the s:mu:-
taneons sounding and reiteration (in the woodwind, violins, and upper
brass) of the notes E, F sharp, (] sharp, A, B, and @. The effect
is unforgettable--an inspiration of sheer genius that, at a stroke,
alters the passage from rather empty rhetoric to poignant eloquence.

"But Loewe seems to have been shocked by it. He preferred some-

thing smoother and more decorous. So he sandpapered Bruckner's
J superb dissonance, removed offending notes from the chord, and

turned it into an orthodox E major, retainirJg only the passing and
innocuous F sharp in the violin figure. Thus manicured and made
harmoniously presentable, the passage might have been composed by
]_[endelssohn himself in one of his more daring moments."

Another example of Loewe's tampering with the original occurs
in the first movement, page 41, bar 4-5. There Bruekner pauses on a
seventh chord. The orchestra is silent for a bar and a half. Like
nature, Lcewe apparently abhorred a vacuum, the result being that the
silence was filled with a phrase of his own for oboe and clarinet. As a
rule Loewe's changes were in the instrumentation, but these bristle on
every page of the score. Locwe, it was suggested, was evidently re-
solved to translate Bruekner's economy into Wagner's luxury. For
Bruekner's scoring almost foreshadows modern technic in expressive
iustrttmentation. In one place Bruekner achieves a contrast by divid-

ing a theme between strings and woodwind. Loewe joined the instru-
ments in a combined statement of the theme, thus destro}_g the in-
tended color effect.

Theodore Thomas conducted the American premiere of Bruckner'e
Ni_lth Symphony at a concert of the Chicago Orchestra on February
20, 1904, only a year after the Viennese premiere. Karl Muck first
directed it in Boston on November 1, 1907, bringing it to New York
a few days later, on November 7. There has naturally been specula-
tion as to whether Bruckner deliberately chose the key of D minor with

' Beethoven's o_'n Ninth Symphony in mind. Bruckner anticipated this.

l "It grieves me," he once remarked to his friend August Goellerich,

"to have conceived the theme of the Ninth in D minor. People will
say: 'Obviously Bruckner's Ninth ziusT be in the same key as Bee-
thoven's Ninth.' But I cannot discard or transpose the theme, becaum

t
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it appeals to me just the way it is and it looks well in D minor."
The former practice of adding the Ta Dsum as a choral finale only
strengthened the analogy in people's minds.

The three movements are marked as follows: I. Ft/erlick ("So-
lenne"), D minor, 2/2; II. Scherzo, Bewegt, ltbhaft ("Mo_o vivace"),
D minor, 3/4; Ill. Adagio, ,gahr lcncsam, feierlich, E major, 4/4.

The First Movement is unorthodox in structure. Each of the four

major themes is built up to a r__..ounding outburst. After some prefa-
tory material, the spacious first theme rings out boldly in D minor
from the top of a crescendo. The second theme, slower and more
lyrical, is brought in by the first and second violins in A major, ending
in a C major phrase. Violins and violas presently take up the third
theme, and then exI,ound a fourth theme, which is an extension of
the third. There is a crescendo, mounting to a shattering climax, and
soon the second main section of the movement--free fantasia and re-
vicw.-.hcgir, s. The chief theme dominates the Coda. There a motive
from the introduction is heard too.

The Second ,_[ovemcnt, substantially a classical Scherzo with Tr/o,
is broadly worked out. The main theme first appears, pizzicato, among
the strings. This is freely elaborated at some length, after which the
Tr/o (F-sharp major, 3/8), faster than other interludes of this kind,
begins. Two themes, one for strings, spiccato, the other, etwa_ rtdtiger
("somewhat quieter"), for strings and oboes, are developed in the
Tr/o, and the Scherzo proper returns.

The Adagio is substantially in sonata form. The first theme is given
out by the violins. "This deeply earnesttheme," said Gilman, "with
its upward step of a minor ninth, is characteristically Brueknerian,
though the _-railhs of Liszt and Waguer do unmistakably peer out at
us through the bars." Later the second theme is introduced in broad
style by the first and second violins. Its key is A flat major. There is
detailed development of both themes. The pace sharpens as a last
Bruckner crescentlo gets lmder way. The orchestra reealLq the first
theme [ortls._mo, and there is sudden peace, ghostly and elegiac. "The
flickering violins and the dark-tinged tubas," wrote Werner Wolff,
"convey the picture of the deeply absorbed eomposer writing the last
pages with a trembling band. This time Bruekner tells us a story--
the story of his end."

flACHS FUND PRIZE AWARDEDTO MARTIN G. DUMLER
o

Dr. Martin O. Dumler, President of the Brue.kn_r Society o.t. Anu_.., rs-
_ived the Rosa F. and 8arauel B. Saelut Fund prhtt/lit reccpltton or _ls ot-
ebtstral work, Fo,tr Barter 8_,v.es, fl_t performea by .the _cls_natl B._nph_y
.on IMtarehI0 aztd II, 1944. Presentation of the awgtd ns mna.eoa.Jv_.'.tmt_r
11, 1944,byMayor Jan,e$ GarfieldStewart on belmlf ot[tko t,am_mnatiInstitute
6f Fiae Arts. _ 1929 the Sachs prise has _ awardedannually to a Ctn-
¢lanst| ruldent for outstanding ackievemeat,



A Non.Academic Approach to Bruckner's
Eighth and Ninth

By PHILIP O]LEEI_Y CLAPP

"i_'H tOnS of Bruekner exegeses reposing on library shelves a_.-
W fording sustenance chiefly to bookworms,---end, of those, even,
more of the legless than the two-legged speeies,--the only justifi2a-
tion for new commentary on such comparatively well-known wor_
as the Eighth and Ninth Symphonies is the hope of clearing a way
for budding Brueknerites to approach the works themselves directly
without having fit_t to choose which of many clamoroiisly competing
guides they shall engage Io lead them there in the course uf time br
eternity. Even such an attempt to appeal from cona_entators drunk
to the composer sober has its risks: like "wars to end war," further

i commentary dt_igned to allay controversy may exaeerbdte it, or may
do little more than exemplify Mark Twain's maxim, "I hale expl',ma-
tiona; they mix things up so." But, just as s_,metimes it is possible
to settle a will and probate an estate after some of the more conten-

tious legatee-q relinquish time in this world for eternity _.omewhere--
an)where--else, it may be helpftd at a time when the most violent
of Bruckncr's antagonists lie mouldering in the grave to exorcise
such of their souls as seem to keep marching on.

Sound advice to any mtt_ic-lover seeking first acquaintance with
Bruckner or any other composer is to hear some of his music as
sympathetically as one can, go away and let it sink in a bit, and then
go back either to hear it again_ hear home other of his eomposition_,
or, better yet, do both. Since Bruekner performa_,ce._ are still not
frequent, this may seem hard to do in his ease; but since some ex-
cellent presentations of his works have now been recorded, it is not
so difficult as it used to be. It might be wise, however, for a person
who would like to '_make friends" with Bruekner to hear an actual

performance first, and then have re_.ourse to the phonograph only
when he craves a rehearing; for the phonograph, in spite of great

improvements during our time, is still better in rentinding one of
what one has really heard than in forecasting what one may expect
to hear.

To ensure "sympathetic" hearing as early as possible, the novice
t _or, for that matter, the expert--had probably better "approach"

any new work by listening for what it seems to express. Much of

I the tumult and sl_outing of the form._ersus.expression controversy

seems to have died down; even the most isolationistic "strueturalists"
seem no longer to insist very emphatically that the only road to m_-

' 41
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sicul salvation is devout belief in the doctrine that art is a dua]istie
universe in which form plays the role of God and expression of Satan.
To-day everyone who thinks about esthetic matters at all realizes thgt
without structure and form expression cannot even stand up, let alone
five and function; but few believe any longer that the pattern of i
such a structure, whether derived from postulated eternal laws ¢.r
merely the fashion of a period, can alone or chiefly determine whether
the expressive content of a work of art is legitimate or indeed whether
there is any real content at all. Certainly composers behave as if
they were more interested to communicate expressive tonal ideas than
to prove the assertion: for example, Bach's Art of Fufu6, Wagner's
music-dramas, and other ma_terpieces in which the composer volun-
tarily selects and follows a plan o£ some intricacy and precision, and
seems bent on proving the merits of his plan, still do not prove that
the plan is so excellent as to assure any duffer of producing master-
piee_ by f_llo_h,g it, hut rather that such a plan may help to full
expression a composer with something vital to express if he is qualified
to master his forms rather than be mastered by them. A tonal struc-
ture without expressive Content is nothing more than a teelmical
exercise, regardless whether a Hanon honestly so entitles it or a
Cherubini speciously tries to pahn it off as a fugue or overture on
devotees so gullible as to accept his certified chalk for authentic cheese.

Any composer, then,--Baeh, Bruckner, or Bennett,--writes a piece
which expresses something in what psychologists call the "affective"
category, and presents it in a "form" which makes it intelligible to
those who enjoy such affective stimulation through tonal patterns;
whether this form be a "small form," adapted to present a single
and relatively sinlple bit cf expre_ion, or a "large form" desigm._
to develop one or more such items to a considerable extent, the logic
of the "form" is chiefly functional and derived from the expressive
content itself, with the aid, to be sure, of past experience and prac-
tice. Whether or not the expressive content of a particular piece cf
music has pre_-iously been treated artistically in another medium,_
such as a poem, story, drama, picture, statue, architectural structure,
etc.,_and even whether the composer mentions the fact if it has, is
of only contributory significance in a world where some dement of
familiarity enables most people to grasp a new experience more readily
by relating it to former experiences; the fundamentally important.
thing is that any musical composition, whether or not it has or acknowl-
edges any extra-musical a.ssoeiatiolts or analogies, stands or falls on
the musical beauty of its content and presentation; and this is de-
termined in the end by the so-called "test of time,"_i.e., repeated

hearing by people who respond to musical stimulation.
Unfortunately, composers in practical Kfe are far from sure of

their day in court. If a composition is not heard the "test of time"
cannot be applied; if it is heard once and then neglected it is little
better off. To make it heard the composer may have to overcome
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inertia and preocaup_tlon in'a series of performer% only to be blocked
prcsently by personN who make a living for themselves by selling
critical prejudJee_ to tho public. In Bach's time nobody seemed to
care whether a hit of _prcsdon entered music by a literary associz-
tion or not; but woe to that composer, even Bach, who used new
patterns or even u_ed old ones differently from his predecessors. To-
day Bennett can be enjoyed by people who enjoy light umsical enter-
tainment, bzlt cannot even get "serious" musicians to listen to him
at all without employing p_paganda designed to prove that his. grace-
ful and piquant piec_ are more serious and symphonic than they
really are or even should be.

As contrasted _ith the eighteenth and the twentieth centuries, tile
nineteenth was a period during which music critics and theorists were
making a bsrnacle-like living by attaching themselves to powerful
craft in the musical seas (incidentally, thereby considerably impeding
the l,rogress even of their hosts), devouring whatever life might come
their way. Not Bruckner alone, but any composer of the time, could
not be judged artistically on his expressive content and the appro-
priateness of his formal presentation: he must choo_e between ally-
ing himself politically for self-preservation either with a majority
party led by Hanslick or a minorily party whose divided leadership
embraced the amiable Ambros whom many liked but to whom nobody

paid much attention and the belligerent Wagner who conld compel
attention but made thousands of enemies and very few friends. Bruck-
ner, who loved music but had no stomach for intrigue decided to _ive
in Vienna, which proved less musical axed more political than he had

r conceived it. Vienna was musicopolitically dc,minated by Hal_sliek,
whose critical philosophy, so far as one can deduce from his published
writings, rested as unshakably as the Delphic tripod c,n the following
"three-point support": (1) mnsic cannot ex_preas anything except
"sounding animated forms" (i.e. tonal patterns); (2) compeers
should therefore conform in practice to this doctrine and to such pro-
cedure as tradition and St. Hauslick have hallowed; {3) composers
who attempt anything me,re must be hunted from the music.marts
with as much inquisitorial paraphernalia as may at the moment ap-
peal to St. Hausliek as good if not always strictly clean sport, and
the composer's offense in attempting to express anything is only ag-
gravated if he proves he can get away with it, as Wagner, Bruckner,
Wolf, and Mahler were able to do,--unless, like Brahms, the offender
can be bought over illto the Hanslickian chapel, in which case he m_y
compose as expressively as Brahms did so long as he keeps up his
Calvinistic protestatione of faith. Hanslick'8 three main tenets would

i seem to be a sufficiently unholy trinity to found a cult upon; but
Dr. Max Graf, who had ample opportunity to observe Hanslick in
action, has recently added the following enlightening psychological

data: Hanslick, amo_g other things, suffered from two concurrent
and vigorous if not strictly consistent factors of personal taste ;_a
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preference for light operetta and danes musio of the Viennese type
over all other types of music, and the ambition to be recognized as
the most scholar]y musician of time and eternity. Naturally, many
of Hansliek's contemporaries heartily disagreed with him, and some
made bold to dispute him publicly; but as he had both more venom t
and gift-o'-gab than any of them except Wagner, and had the ad-
vantage over Wagner of never ha_-ing composed anything that any- i
body would listen to, Hanslick had things his own way long enough
to prevent any composer except those who might come to terms with
him--as Bra]lms did--from finding in Vienna either a fair forum or

even an adequate livelihood.
Bruekner's forthright and eloquent expression thus received in

Vienna the type of warm welcome which telling the truth might be
expected to recei_-e in a community where nearly everybody has settled
down, either from preference or under pressure, to "always saying
the proper thing,"---and he fared little better in employing such
forms a.q were logic',d settings for his expression, because, at that time
in Vienna, "ma_ery of form" officially consisted in treating musical
idea.q not as Beethoven treated them, but as Hansliek said Beethoven 1
treated the.re. The fact that some of Bruckner's melodic idms (as d_-

tinguished from fo:'mal treatment) showed here and there a Beethoven
blfluencc, much as anyone who wears his own face instead of having
it done over at a fashionable beauty-parlor will occasionally show some
characteristic of one or more of his legitimate ancestors, did not help
matters at all; these could be--and were--derided as padding out
with Beethoven's ideas when Bruekner ran dry, or even twisted into
evidence that Bruekner was presumptuously trying to compete with
Beethoven in thc.t master's hallowed domain. Little help for Brusk-

4nor, furthermore, from those whopaid only Up-homage to HansUck
and who really despised and even detested him was to be expected
or proved to be forth-coming, since people who are weak enough to
be intimidated commonly lose no love for those who display more
courage th_n themselves; only a few whose subjugation was le_e than
complete because their manhoodwas at least more than average rallied .1_
to Bruckner's side on the principle that it is better to die for one's
convictions than to live without them.

Bruckncr himself kept out of the controversy as much as he could,
and with quiet dignity went his own way pretty consistently; now
and then even he could not continue to suffer fools gladly. The resent
publication of his symphonies without the "improvements" which he
was more or lc-_ forced to make has been discussed elsewhere and stands
where he who runs may read; at least we now know what he intended,
and find that this wa.q practically always better than what he had to
concede to his friends' view of what would be more "reasonable,"

"practical," "discreet," and even "politic."
But there is still some eonh_on as to where he stood regarding

"program._." In his day music was held to be either "absolute" or
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"program" music, asld only two views as to" form.versus-expression"
had any standing: one vttw held that only "absolute" music rig-

. •:. orously followillg "l]|e" ,sonata form had any merit whatever (I say
"the" sonata form, .Inc_ no follower of Beethoven was permitted even

1 Beethoven's freedom of outline and treatment); the other, that the

foregoing type was the best because the "purest" music, but extended
sufferance (though not stdfragel) to "program" music and allowed
some slight formal liberties in treatment ¢,nly when "necessitated" by
the exigencies of description. Naturally a composer who did not care

L to allege a "poetic basis" to justify ever)" slightest manifestation of
originality was under considerable temptation to deny any expressive

f content whatever in any work which even approached symphonic stro¢-ture; and in playing this so_ of game Bruckner was habitually as
poker-faced as Bra_ans himself. But now and then Bruckner could
be nagged into "explaining" his works in terms which brought the
extremists of both "absolute" and "program" music down upon his
devoted head; so we find him from time to time excoriating those who

i sought to attach "programs" to his symphonies and then suggesting
"programs" which made his friends rend their garments and hide
their faces.

Bruckner's apologists usually point out that one and the same _. :1
is usually not expert in both tonal and verbal expression, wtdch may
be true enough in general. But Bruekner's salty wit and _%dom as
reported needs no apology. If it is true that he made the conctLrrent
dependence and independence of a subject and its counterpoint graphic
Io a presumably stupid and pedal_tic (or ]_,erhaps merely over-seman-
tic) pupil by comparing the combination to a man and his dog stroll-
ing together, there is no occasion to smile at his na_vet_, though every
reason to enjoy the adroihxess of his par_,ble. In spite of all tub-
thumping to the contrary, a valid epigram is more graphic than a
technical abstract, and may show profounder analysis _ weft as a
more understandable synthesis. However, we should be wise to
remember that Bruckner as a teacher had formed the parable habit,
and not insist upon taking some of his brief exegeses of his music too
literally.

Thus when, in contrasting the Scherzo of his Eigktlt _ympItor_y
with the first movement, Bruckner sketchily remarks, "the German
Michael," we should not blush for him as having attempted or in-
tended such a naluralistic portrait in tones of the clumsy or somld-
hearted peasant of picture and caricature as Strauss might have dra_n
(and drawn well), but should realize (as the music tells us, anyway)
that this scherzo turns for the moment from the tragic-heroic vein of

the first movement to something homelier and even a bit quaint, butstill valiant and sturdy. Likewise when Bruckner, in connection with
' the Final_, makes some reference to a meeting of three emperors with

I their armies which he had witne_ed, we should not worry lest his

whole Finale were conceived as some sort of mere movie-sound-sequence
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of a big parade; rather the actual scene which Bruekner witnessed
may well have stirred him more than it would have stirred us, who
have been brought up to regard emperors and their armies as a more
or less unholy show rather than a holy one,--the important factor is
that in his music Bruekner expressed magnificence with reverence and
awe, but fortunately never dragged in any emperors except conver-
sationally. What starts a composer on a train of musical development
may be casually interesting/but where it takes him--or he it--is what "/i
really matters: Chopin told George Sand that the opening of his
F rfjnor Fantasy was suggested by a dream of her marching about
the house at night accompanied by her daughters, but he did not teU
her that the stormy main body of the piece describes her boxing the
children's ears and knocking the furniture about (capable as she may
have been of these indoor sports), and only a pedantic fool would
feel logically committed to such a eonclnsion.

In plain fact music may or may not attempt close description (if
it does so, and succeeds, it has to stand or fall on its musical coherence ,ino less than if its e_pression is general rather than specific), but its
pattcras are drawn from tonal and rhythmic patterns in nature,--
except, perhaps, that atonal patterns have to smuggle in some extra
rhythmic reserves to come to life at all. Darwin and Spencer re-
corded some shrewd preliminary observations in this matter, but never
finished what they began, and their vogue passed before anyone else
undertook to complete the investigation. So far as I know, the first,
last, and best such report is Jules Combarieu's Lea r_;pports de la
mu._/qu_, e| de/a poJx/e; but this is now out of print, apparently be-
cause the price of his admission to the French Academy was his L_t
tat_iq_e: _es loi_, s_n _volldion, which has been translated into all
languages and is largely a sort of retraction in Hans]ickian terms._
One wondcr_ if, like Galileo, Combarieu ever murmured, "Neverthe-
less it does move." At all events, tousle moves; and, in employing
both inflections and rhythms which we have experienced, recalls our
experience and become3 "expressive." Even Hanslick had to admit,
"Music does not reproduce emotions but rather the dtpmmics of emo- a
tion," to which one might retort, "Give me the 'dynamics' of a feel-
ing and 1 _all feel it."--I recall one evening when a professor of
ethics and a sportsman dropped in simultaneously for a eaU, and
could not find any common interest to talk about until I played them
a piece which both requested; at the close the philosopher remarked,
"All the best music is ethical," while the sportsman's comment was,
"That's like a drink of whiskey to me." Undoubtedly each was stir.
red by the "dynamics" of his favorite stimulus, and responded to a :|:
"lift" in terms of pleasurable intoxication, if you will.

l

Thus, if a composer writes, say, a developed series of such expres-
sions of the dynamics of emotion and tells us, "I am telling the story
of Tristan and Isolde," we are pretty likely to respond as he ssk._,
provided he does not stray into inappropriate or neutral tonal pat°

dp
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terns. If on the other hand he asks us to associate his pattern_ _nr].
treatment with no specific story or pictorial image we are pretty su_

to recognize some coherent development of mood and feeling which,
even if we do not name it,--and, after all, why should one label every-

thing before daring to relive some sequence of one's response to life_
--we still find ,'expressive." If his patterns and their development,
however, are not congruous the work seems incoherent and thtL_ "in-
expressive"; then we may still amuse ourselves by playing the game
of "structural analysis," which with most people seems not to go
much further than counting the x's in an otherwise uninteresting
address, though adepts may actually get so far as parsing some o[
the grammar and rhetoric.

Unfortunately a composer is at the mercy of his performers, who
may play the notes in time and tune (Hanslick says this is all that is
necessary with really good music--was he thinking of his pet waltzes
and operettas1 If so, so far as abstinence from "expression" i_ eon-
eerued, he was like the drunkard who says, "I can take it or let it
alone!"), but miss all suggestion of connected mood and develop-
ment. The bearer's plight is then sad, and sadder yet if he falls back
for help upon commentators who would hay3 him look for first and
second themes (first themes usually come first, but second themes have
a nasty way of not eoming second), or (more recently) for certain
graceful themes which may be regarded as Freudian symbols of the
attractive girls whom Bruckner liked to look at but who didn't care
to look long at him, or presumptuous imitations of Beethoven and
servile imitations of Wagner, or even for German Miehaeis and splen-
diferous emperors,--all depending upon whether Simon says thumbs
up or thumbs down or resorts to some other kind of simony, includ-
ing Simple Simony. A commentator, like the Scriptural horse, is "a
vain thing for safety." We have been warned that only extreme
adepts can "make anything" out of the formidable Eighth and Ninth
sylnphonies of Bruekner. I offer the following as the merely per-
sonal response of one for whom familiarity with Bruckner has bred
love and admiration; also with the further understanding that some
of the terms which I may use are not scientific and semantic but

poetic and flgurative,--for instance, by the term "Titan" I do not
mean some physiological giant whose objective existence I have super-
stitiously taken for granted, but have borrowed a term _ poetic
ideology to embody an allegorical conception of manhood developed
beyond the statistical norm of what we call (no less allegorically, by
the wayl) "the man in the street."

Eighth 8pmphwall.--First movement: A Titan in tragic-heroic
struggles. Scherzo (and trio): scherzo, homely, even qae.int, but
sturdy and valiant; trio, tender yet strong in repose. Adag/o: a
man alone with his God. Fina/e : an Apocalyptic vision of the cosmos
st the I,ast Day.

Ninth 8ymphony.--First movement: iolemn thoughts on man and
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destiny (since anyone who has heard Beethoven's Ninth even once
must notice "family likenesses" in the two first movements, one may
point out that there is little basis for a critical scandal in two thought-
ful men thinking about some of the same fundamental things and ex-
pressing their thoughts with some agreement). 8¢her¢o (and trio):
the dance of nature, now rudely forceful, again ethereal and elusive.
Slow movement: Bruekners' swan-song; at the end the now gentle

old man is very near to the angels;

KILENYI _ MEDAL AWAILDED TO HA__8 ]EIlq'DLEB

Justice Owen _'. Boberts makes pmeen_tion on behalf 0f
The Brnckner Society of Amerles.

The Mahier Medal, designed by Jullo Kilenyt for the exclusive use of the
Brnckner Society of Amertea, Inc., was awarded to Hans Killer for his efforts
to create greater interest In tad appreciation of Mahler's music in the U. S. A.
Kindler introduced Dam_ _on _ Br_ and the gourCk 8Fmpko.¥ to Wash-
ingtoniana (March B1, 1941 tad January 10, 1943). On February 8 and 9, 1944j
the National Sllmpkmqf Orckeatra under Kindler's direction performed Ma_er%
Fourth in Baltimore and Wuhington. On Pebrum 7 9, 1944 Associate Supreme
Court Justice Owen J. Boberte presemted the Medal to Kindler on behalf of the
Bruchner Society following the Wuhington performance of the Fourth which
was greeted with great enthusiasm by the audience.

KILENYI MAHLEB MEDAL AWABDED _;O MOSES SMITH

The Mabler Medal of Honor, designed by Julio Kilenyi for the exclusive use
of the Bruckner 8oeiety of Amerl¢*, wire awarded to Moses Smith of the Columbia
Phonograph Co. in appreciation of his efforts to create • greater interest in
_nd appreciation Of Mahler% tousle in the United 8tares. Bostonians will re-
member Mr. Smith% excellent reviewm of Mahler performemees in the Boron
E_¢nlng Tran,cript. The recording and release of the Mahler First, conducted
by Mitropoulos--the £rst studio recording of & complete Mahler symphony In
this country--was due in great part to Mr. Smith's indefatigable work.



GL tav Mahler

By FRANZ WEBFEL

The following essay"by the late Franz Werfel, world renownedauthor, weJ
read over the A.BO Network as an introduction to the radio Mahler cycle ooa-
dusted by the late Eruo Rapee in 1942.

G USTAVMAHLEBwas born in a little town in Bohemia. _[clodit: ere
the very whisperings of Bohemia's groves and meadows, the hint'-

touring of its fertile fields and streams, and song accompemies the
women at their work. This song remained ever the primal song iTt
Mahler's heart and lives in his symphonies in the ever recurring voices
of Bohemia--even the horn and trumpet signals of the soldiel_ in
the barracks to which he so often listened as a child.

As a boy Gustav Mahler was sent to Vienna to study music at the
Imperial Conservatory. Now he became acquainted with a landscape
Which, though new, had familiar feat_ All the world knows the
greatness, the uniqueness, the bitter-sweetnes_ of the melody of Vienna
and the Austrian land from the works of Haydn, Mozart, and Schu-
bert. Young Mahler drank in this Austrian melody and in his soul
it blended with the Bohemian in a sublime unison.

No composer is more completely absorbed in nature than Gustav
Mahler. In all his nine symphonies he reveals its mysterious and

patent force, from the bud to the flower, and from wastrel profusion
to decay; and again and again death. The very symphonic form, the
origin and the development of the themes seem to repeat the fate of
organic matter. Mahler's music has no program, but it is poetic
music, full of imagery, metaphors, crises. Its eternal fundament is
wondrous and pitiless nature. And in the center of all stand.q Man.
The words of the Alto-Solo in the Second Symphony express how
Mahler regards Man :

"0 red rose sweet
Man lies in direst need."

Mahler's music is tragic music. Truly, Man does lie in direst need.
He yearns to fill the short span of his life between waking and sleep-
ing with superficial enjoyment. A dark. law, however, forbids him
this easy path. Fight he must, tired and weak in body and spirit
though he be. Hide as cunningly as he may, the struggle will always
find him. This titanic effort to which man is condemned is portrayed
in many movements of Mahler's symphonies.

The foundation of this symphonic world is nature. And in the
center of all stands Man. But above him spreads God's heaven. Gustav
Mahler'8 music is not only tragic but also mystic music. It points ever

d9
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aloft. Though Man flee in direst need, God will place a little fight
in his hand that will lead him into Eternal Life; this ie the promise
of that Alto-Solo. This little light, which is the hopeful and believing
soul itself, pervade_ the highest moment8 in these works. That is
why their tragic quality ie never depressive but comforting and up-
lifting.

Gustav Mahler's life is an explanation and verification of his music.
He rose out of the mint confining circles•. When eighteen he
was already conductor at a small theatre. Then for yours he worked
in the provinces until finally through hie talent and energy he rme
at thirty-seven to the all-powerful poet of Director of the Imperial
Opera at Vienna, in the face of the meet embittered opposition. His
activity there meant a reformation oft he entire musical life. Ten
years later he came to New York as one of the greatest and meet
celebrated conductors of hie time. He died at the age of fifty. His
activity as condnetor and operatic director might well have filled
another's life to the brim. While others rested he created his great
work, the nine mighty symphonies and many Lieder eyeles, works
which today speak ever more forcibly to us. Thus, in the abort pauses,
which his duties allowed him, he became the last of that line of great
men, which begins with Haydn and euiminates in Beethoven.

LIEDBB EINE8 I_AHRgNDRN GBgRLLRN SUNG BY _ BItAN'ZFAJ_
(JuilliArdSchool of Muaie,N. Y., July 17, 1945--Broedeut over WNYO)

Karin Branzell, the •oted eoutralto, who in her prime"left the Metropolite_
where she had acquired ta enviable reputation, upeelldly for her portrayal of
Wagnerianroles, evoked thuaderotmapplause from aa audio•st &t the Juilliaxd
Schoolof Musicas a result of her nee readitiouof L/odor due, faAreade__ellt'_
Mine. Bran_ell_who had _ the cycle at • reeltld give• earlier ia the eeMeu_
eguin gave evidence of her thorough uadereta_dlag of Mebler's me,age a_d
once more showed the utmuld eombJmttioaof • luscious voice lind • very high
degree of intellJgeaee. Local radio listeners !ere afforded the opportunity of
hearing an e,eellent programbeautifully interpretedand owe • debt of gratitude
to the MunicipalStation, W1TIrC,for this rare treat.



Gustav Mahler the Mystic

By MAX OBAF

The following article, a chapter from Modey_Xm_O: Mu_o an_ Compes_s
of tka Twenttetk Centm'yby _ Omf. to be published in September,1946, by
the Philogol_ical Library, Inc., 15 Eut 40th I_areet,new York, N. Y., is priute,1
by permissionof the mlthor and the publishers.

Oustav Mahler conducted his First Symphon}/ in Vienna

Wand the symphonic poems of Richard Strauss were still new
I asked Mahler what he thought of Strauss. He replied: "He and
I arc llke two mlnel.s who sink their shafts into the same mountain
from two different sides."

The mountain he meant was the "magic mount_in" of roman-
ticism. Without Bruckner and Berlioz, without Wagner and Liszt
the Mahler orchestra is unthinkable. All of Malder's songs are set

to lyrics of romantic poets. He was so powerfully influenced by the
anthology Des Ktmben Wunderhors. master store-house of romantic
fantasy, that the lyrics in the Lieder sim_ [aItrendett Oesellen (Songs
of a Wandering Journeyman), which he wrote himself, might e_ily
be taken for poems from that collection. Their folldike tone, all that
is dark, intimate, and naive in their verses, are reborn in his own
lyrics.

The theme of his first cantata, D_s Klngende Lied, is a romantic
folk-tale. Like all romanticists Malder longs for the simple sincerity
of folk-tunes as they are sung by young girls promenading in village
streets of a summer evening, with glow-worms in their hair and lo_-e
in their hearts. To Gustav Mahler, as to all romantic artists, music
is a mysterious language from Beyond. It resounds in nature, in
woods and meadows, in heaven and earth. Tone for him has sym-
bolic meaning.

Compared with Malder, Richard Strauss seems naive. The mu-
sician Strauss is a narrator, a delineator who portrays reality. The

perceptive faculty holds unbroken sway throughout his art work. The
intellectual sources of his inspiration made many friends for him--
among them a poet like Hugo yon Hoffmannsthal, a stage producer
like Max Reinhardt.

His friend, the composer Alexander Ritter, spurred him on to com-
pose program-music. The basis of Strauss' creation is the true South-
German appreciation of music and color. It surrotmded him every-
where in Bavaria. The churches of Munich are elaborate structures
in baroque style, filled with golden altars, marble saints, trumpet-
music. In the Bavarian hamlets the white walls of rustic houses
are adorned with frescos; flower-pots decorate the windows. Not

hi
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far from Oarmisch, whero Strauss built his home, lies Oberammergau,
for over three centuries the scene of the celebrated Passion Play M

presented by Bavarian peasants, with a wood-carver portraying Jesus.
This Bavarian delight in colors and bright figures is perpetuated

in Richard Strauss. His love of Baroque is also a Bavarian heritage.
Since 1652, the year in which the Bavarian Prince Ferdinand Maria
married an Italian, Adelhaid yon Savoyen, the splendor of Baroque
flowed across Alpine passes down to Munich. Venetian artists cx.
eeuted the db_or at Bavarian court festivities. Near Saint Salvador
in Munich an Italian opera house was built. The printers in Munich
printed Italian boo_ Italian architects built Jesuit churches in
Munich, while in the village square the priests presented theatrical
plays with singing angels and a divine tribunal.

This, then, was the Bavarian baroque upon which the art of
Richard Strauss fed; nor was it wholly in jest that he told me: "I
first realized in Italy that my El6ktr_ is really an Italian opera."
With Ar/ad_ _f b'azos Strauss is trandormed into a full-fledged
Italian opera-composer, coloratura arias and all.

Inextricably interwoven with Malder the musician is Malder the
thinker who ponders over the problems of world, heaven, God, death,

and resurrection. His mental striving takes tonal shape. His inn_
struggles, paralleling those experienced by Dostoevski, Tolstol, and
Strindberg, are soul.searing battles with the inmost self. Nothing
could be more alien to Mah]er than the Straussian concept of the
world as scarcely more than a colorful web of superficial phenomena.
Worldly phenomena are but symbols for Mah]er, pointing the way
to a Beyond. Unlike Richard Strauss, Gustav Mahler never com-
posed songs because he wanted to make music, because he enjoyed
singing, or because he wished to portray soulful moods in melody.
His songs are the seed out of which the symphonies grow; symphonies
are expanded songs. Both ask and answer the same tormenting
questions. The songs are sketches toward symphonies, sometimes
appearing in the symphonies themselves to help illuminate their
significance.

At the start of every symphonic group bY Gustav Mahier one.
finds a song-cycle. Malder'l Pirst Symphony grew out of the youth-
ful experience of Licokr _# [ahrcz_l_ Gcsdl_ ; the Sscond, Tkird,
and Fm_rth symphonies out of the songs of Knabea Wumb_r]wra. In
lhe Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh symphonies fragments of the melodies
of Ki_d_rtot_nli_i_r assume dominant role_

Most of the songs had genuine orchestral timbre from their very
inception. Of the forty-four published songs by Mahler the majority
are provided with an orchestral background, while the song cycle
D_ L/ed voa der £rd6 was actually described as a "symphony" by
Mahler.

Not only is the tonal plane of the songs symphonic, but song and
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symphony are spiritual kin, as big world and small world, presenti-
ment and fulfillment, initial"step and ultimate goal.

biehler's symphonies themselves, all closely associated with one
another, are again a unit. The Fourlh was originally meant to I,e
the Fina/e of tile Third from which it became separated as a child
from its mother. All his symphonies contained the same mental con-
filets, the same solutions to the problems that oppressed him.

Typical symbols and ideas keep re.appearing in all the symphonies.
Anyone acquainted with the theories of Freud knows the meaning cf
such symbols. They are sound-forms of psychical complexes arising
from the depths of unconscious emotional life.

One of these symbols is the funeral march that haunts the song_
and symphonies with muffled drum beat. Another is the trumpet-
signal whieh, in the form of Revd/_ or the Oreat RoU-CctU, arouses
the dead. Still another is a convulsed contortion in the music, sug-

gesting sudden fright. It breaks the blissful spell in the First and
Pourt/t. Yet another symbol is the LaendZer dance, representing
banal pleasure, earthly comfort. This vivid symbolism dominates
all Mahler's artwork.

Irresistibly Mahler is drawn to the same problems of life that con-
front Oedipus as he faces the Sphinx. Among these the problem of
death had spe,-.ial significance for him from the outset. Thus the
First 8ymplwny also contains its section devoted to thoughts about
death. As the dirge takes its sneering, grotesque way through the
third movement, the soul stands by weeping.

Mahler'a 8econd was devoted entirely to the question of life and
death, the terrors of the Last Judgment, and the eternal bliss of
resurrection. It is his mystery play of the Hereafter out of which-

the song of the bird of death resounds. In the third movement of
the Fourtk Sympltony Death plays a harsh song on his violin. The
leiftlL begins with dismal forebodings of death, while the L/ed vo_
d_r Erd4 is filled with them. In the Tenth 8ymphon_j biahier actually
wrestles with Death who has come for him. Beneath the third move-
ment of this astounding unfinished score he has written: "Doathl
Proel (probably: Proclamation)." At another point: "God, 0
God, Why hast Thou forsaken met", and several bars later, "Thy
W'fll be donel"

Even greater emotional strees enters into the fourth moveme_t
where one may read: "The devil dances with me. Madness grips
me, aecureed oriel Destroy me, that I may forget that I am l That
I may cease to be, that I may forget."

The ten symphonies composed by Gustav Malder between the years
1885 and 1911, the year of his death, record his emotional conflicts,
his development, his struggle with the dark forces of his being, his
ascent from Hades to Heaven, and his fall from Heaven to Hell.

Mahler remained alway1 the uaredeamed souL In the Fi_le of

the Third Sttmphon_ the planets revolve around the sun, Divine Love
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sways the universe, and the flghti_ spirit wins eternal bliss. Yet
the naive child's heaven of the Four#k that follows ts hut a tem-

porary inferm_sso of lighL Truly Mahler is the Khasuerie soul that
plunges into the night and ensuing despair of the Filth, Sizth, and
Seventh. Having hut glimpsed God he again stands in solitude.

An ominous trumpet blare, heralding a gloomy funeral march,
starts the cycle of the lzifl_, 81z|_, and S_venth symphonies. No
God, no angel sings to Mahler here. _Ul_oyle faces grin at him.
Then again follows elevation to the realm of light in the E/gUh
Symphony, with its jubilant ehorm_ and hymns of Divine Love.
The "sparklet"--a term used by the mystics to denote the human
soul--is drawn up to the great Source-light whence it had but strayed.

In the Ninth Symphosy, however, Mahler again conjures up dark
shadows that dance, mock, and threaten. There is something tragic
in this striving for exaltation, for light and Divine Love. Gustav
Mahler never found permanent peace and eternal bliss as did others
who went in quest of God.

Not even in nature did Mahler find peace. He felt the beauty
of nature keenly and portrayed it accordingly. In his Firs# Bym_
phony he gave a wonderful description of meadows in the sunlight
and the singing of the birds. HIS Third contains fascinating pie-
tures from the world of plants and animals. In the L/ed yon der
Erde he sings of beautiful young girls dancing and strong young
men riding wild horses.

Yet there was to Mahler also something sinister in nature. In a
conversation he described how "the blue sky suddenly becomes dread-
ful" and how "on the most beautiful day in the sun-flooded forest
one is often seized by an uncanizy terror". As a child Malfler could
often be found sitting on a tree stump, staring into space as though

spellbound. He once explained to a friend that "life sometimes loses
all meaning and seems a ghastly mockery from which one would turn
away nauseated".

In a similar manner the Gothic world of the Middle Ages sensed
nature as a diabolical spectre. Just as from the cathedrals of the
13th century animal-like demonic waterspouts burst forth, so from
Mahler'e symphonic seenary dragons seem suddenly to emerge.

Mahler's relation to nature is never naive. To hlm nature is a
stepping-stone along the path to God, gaining its deepest significance
from the Ultimate Goal. Thus he pictured, in his Third Syrnphon41,
the path of evolution from rigid, immobile substanea to flowers,
animals, angels, and God.

All of Mahier's great symphonies are mystery plays in symphonio
form_ Their structure parallels the staging of spiritual plays in the
Middle Ages: Hell at the bottom, above that the earth, and at the
top, heaven. In the finale of the Third, in the Fourth, and in the
Eighth Mahier described Heaven: shining, gay, transfigured with
light, vibrant with ringing 'bell_ singing angels, and trumpet faa-
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f&re_ Aeeordintl to his own written directions, the "Heavenly
_a.^-..,, ^¢ ,h, leb, Ltk "should no longer be human voices, but pla_._,_,,v,.o v..... -..,,..... ..... ,, .____ _ _.hlo,. letter oa_u
and stars revolvln8 in thegr ormts _rr_a K _,_.
1906).

He was a oosmio soul, like the philosopher Spinoza, for whom God
represented all being, sU nature, all thinking. But the way to God
leads through the burning thorn-bush of pain; in the portrayal of
such a holocaust of the soul Mahler reveals himself, a real modern,
al_licted with all the hysteria of our troubled age. This lends his
mtude that extraordinary emotional tension which even his purely
musical genius seems at times unable to master. He then tends to-
wards excess, becoming spasmodic, heaping media upon media: three
massed choirs in the Eighth above a gigantic orchestra; the final
scene of Goethe's Patut over a Latin medieval hymn. The orchestra
assumes huge proportions, this giant orchestra itself being overpowered
by a massed group of wind-instruments pealing forth chorales.

In the midst of such music, portraying a nerve-wracked Faust,
there occur moments of ecstatic rapture, as in,the Adag/o of the Fi[!k
S_/mphony. The gigantic tableau o! the Tltird is foUowed by the
delicate miniature of the Fourth, the massive jubilation of theEighth
by the chamber-music of Lied vo,t dee Erd¢: a Japanese engraving
after a colossal fresco.

The tragic composer, tossed about between extreme gentleness and
ecstatic vision, lacks moderation and intrinsic balance. From Mah-
ler's inner struggles there is born only exaltation and despondency,
no contented repose, no lasting peace. The point of utmost despair
is attained in the S/zth, where life, almost wholly abandoned, seems
but a distant memory. Night consumes all previous existanc_ Fate
swoops down, hammering cosmic blows that shatter everything. The
percussion instruments in this symphony are frightening noises of
the night. In the midst of this universal terror stands man; no, be
walks, he marches, he boats the drum; nothing da_mts him.; he sinks
into abysses, but he continues marching until, tinnily, at the end of
the symphony, he collapees--a most unusual ending for Oustav Mall-
ler, who generally knows only triumph. Or is this truly the end
for the solitary fighter!

The following symphony, the 8evettt]b presenting the next scene
in Mshler's huge symphonic drama of man, provides the answer. At
the start of this work the prone man raises himself up. His collapse
was merely an episode that proved how heavy were Malder's spiritual
and emotional eoldliets; he escapes from them and ascends to the

C-Major dithyramb of the Finale, in which all the bells celebrate
a victory which, howover, turns out to be transitory.

Oustav Malder belongs to the restive, tragic fighters of the 19th
century beginning with Lord Byron and ending with Angnst Strind-
berg, whose proud foreheads bear the mark of the unredeemed. As
an intellectual personality he is as great as he is individual AI-
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ready at the age of twenty-five, when he eompoacd ht_ First S_/m-
phony, he was entirely him_lf. The blissful aband6n of the first
movement of this symphony, the Laendler gayety of the second sec-
tion, the scornful parody and the harshnem of the third, and the
struggles of the Finale are Mahler. Never before had similar music
been written. Like the Bible it begins with Paradise, the tall of
man, and the expulsion from the Garden. Like the Prophets it ends
with a trumpet-sermon on the Glory of God.

II.

Prophet, philosopher, and mystic that he was, Hahler's approach
to m_tsic was purely spiritual. It is not the musical impulse in
Mahler that creates the decisive talent for expressing himself in mu-
sical form_; rather it is the need of unburdening himself and of find-
ing his way from the night of life to the light of heaven. A brother
of Hsh]er's had perished by his own hand. He had lest his way in
the gloominess of life. Gustav Mahler himself succeeded in shapinli
the afflictions of his soul into works of art, thereby liberating himself.

An artistic personality of this nature belongs to romanticism. It
was a romantic poet, Th. A. Hoffmann, who invented the figure of
Conductor Kreisler, the demonic musician who is obsessed by his art,
who regards reality, people, and society as banalities.

Gustav Mahler was the Conductor Kreisler come to life. When,
as director of theVienna Opera, he would cross the streets with hair
flying, hat in hand, or go storming up the narrow winding stairs to
his rehearsal room, or (and then more so than ever) when he sat at
the conductor's stand in the Opera, a glowing, flickering flame, he
made one feel that Conductor Kreisler had really stepped out of
Hoff_nann's pages.

As a composer, too, he was a Conductor Kreisler, a mystic, like
all romantic philosophers, to whom world, nature, man were merely
manifestations of God. Again like the romantic philosophers Hahler
saw in the real world only an allegory. His scenic descriptions ;re
symbolic, unlike those in the symphonic poems of Richard Strauss,
which are realistic. In Qustav Mahler's BiztIt Symphony there is
the sound of cowbells just as in the _'/nals of Strauss' Heldenleben.
Yet while they are real bells for Richard Strauss, bells such as he
could hear every morning on opening the windows of his study, to
Malder they are symbolic sounds. They represent the last earthly
note to reach the wanderer making the ascent; they are symbols of
distance and solitude.

The cuckoo that sounds its call in Mahler'| Fir_ 811mpAtmY is not
a realistic cuckoo which, like every other cuckoo in the world, and
like the cuckoo in Beethoven's Pamtorale, ealis in thirds. Mahler's
cuckoo calls in fourths, s symbolic cuckoo. In Mahler's music mil-
itary marches and funeral marches are all symbolic rhythms, while
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the sound of the hammer in the 86venth Symphony is a symbolic one.
The Laendler and waltzes in his sclterzos are not d_nce music, but

parables of animal love of life. All sounds and rhythms, all worldly
phenomena have only spiritual meaning for Gustav Mahler. T_ him
nature is nothing real or concrete, but just a plane of sojourn for
the soul on its path to God.

Oustav Mahler carried forward the development of the clsmt,_
symphony-form and the romantic orchestra from a spiritual rather
th|m from a purely musical viewpoint.

The classical symphony-form had been like a consonant har_iony,
its four movements standing at the same level. With Mshler, wile
fights his way upwards, the symphony achieves gradation. The
etassieal equilibrium of the four movements is shattered even in
Mahler's First Symphony. The gay first two movements are but a
prelude, the parodistic third movement an intermezzo, end all thr_
are just a preparation for the Pinale, a tremendously expanding sec-
tion representing the sum and substance, the gathering of all the
significant forces of the whole symphony.

The Second and Third symphonies are eonslrneted in terraces, like
the minarets in ancient Babylon. "My work forms a musical poem
that embraces every stage of development in a step-by-step grada-
tion. It begins with inanimate nature and progresses until it reaches
the ultimate goal--love". Thus did Mahler himself describe his
Third 81tmphozy in a letter.

The spiritual energy with which Mahler erected these structures
that aspire from earth to heaven is extraordinary. He got the in-
spiration for such forms from Anton Brnckner, particularly from Lhe
latter's Pifth Symphony/; with the fugues of the final movement this
symphony works itself upwards to the glory of the chor8_ ]i_a/_; or
rather, it prays its way upwards. Yet, Mahler's accomplishment with
these inspirations is his own personal creation. His symphonies, in
their ascent, become an allegory for his titanism.

For these tonal structures Mahler, like his contemporary Richard
Strauss, increased the number and variety of instruments of the
romantic orchestra to immense proportions. However, this increased
scope of instrumental coloring had a different significance for him
than for Richard Strauss. Strauss enlarged the romantic orchestra
because he needed new paint tubes for his pictures. It was material-
istic pleasure in glory and splendor that augmented the orchestra of
Strauss' symphonic poems to moz_ive proportions. The new colors
were to serve as festive decorations in the manner Richard Strauss
so greatly loved. As he a_t composing in his Viennese study beneath
a eolorad wooden ecilhl_ transplanted from an Italian palazzo he
wM surrounded by eo_11y paintings and Greek statuettes.

Mahler's orchestra does not owe its existence to mere enjoymegt
of color, but rather to his cosmic aspiration. "I am the universe
resounrrmg," wrote Mahler after composing his Eighth Symphony.

t
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"Imagine the whole universe singing as it revolves." Hehler'e use
of thechamber-orchestrainhisL_d_;on der Erdo has_.similarsignlf-

icance.Itissupposedtoreproducethe gentlevoicesof theuniverse,
thedriftingofautumnal mists,theplaintivevoieesofbirds,thequiet
of twilight.
A number of yearsafterMahler'sLied yon der Erde (composed

in 1908) Richard Straussemployed a similarchamber-orchestrain
hisAriadne aul Nazos. But hereitwas an artisticintelligencethat
shaped the fine,silkentones. In Mahler'smusic itis always the
spiritthatcreatesthe tones;in the music of Straussitisthe desire
for sensuouseffect.

Employing tonesassymbols,asMahlerdoes,isromanticism.Mahler
ismore deeplyinvolvedin romanticismthan Richard Strauss. His
pointof departureisthe poetryof the romanticists,the songs from
Knaben Wu_tderhorn, and the Jean Paul novel Flegdjahre, that had
already inspired Sehllmann.

tiis Eighth 8yrnplton_j, too, is dominated by the spirit of romance;
the I,atin hymn "Veni Creator Spiritus" is a medieval poem dis-
covered by the romanticists, while the ending of the Goethe-like
"Faust" epic is genuine romantic poesy, inspired by the frescos in
the Gothic cemetery at Pisa. The Lied von d_r Erde takes its text
from Chinese poems by Li-Tai-Po, poetry of the Far East first trans-
lated and imitated by the romantictsts.

Romantic also are Mahler's nature scenes, the animated and

spirited universe, nature as symbolism ; also his mysticism, his heaven,
his earth, his hell Romantic is the figure of Death scraping his shrill
violin, as in a picture by Boecldin, or, potion in hand, riding a black
horse, as in a painting by Franz Stuck. The type of artist Mahler
represents is the remantie, differing from the type of Richard Strauss
by virtue of ecstatic enthusiasm, fanaticism, and conflict with the
world. Gustav Mahler is the supreme anti-realist among the artists
of the 20th century.-

A visionary like the Prophets of old, Mahler carries over into the
modern, scientific age the heritage of spiritual visions. He is a true
artistic product of a generation in which the .g_eatest novelist, Dos-
toevski, was an epileptic, Strindberg a paranome, and Mussorgsky
a drunkard. His nervous system was the sensitive nervous system
of the era of Charcot, Liebault, and Freud. Dark childhood mere-

• oriesoppresshim, hauntingallhisworks. The trumpet-signals,the
funeralmarches,as wellas many otheroharaeteristiefeaturesof his

symphonies are such childhoodmemories. Sinisterfacesfrighten
hlm. While composing Klage_ulesLied he saw his doublecoming

through the wall of his room, and while writing the funeral march
for his Sex,wad Symphony he literally beheld hinmetf lald out beneath
flowers and wreaths. We find in his music hysterically convulsed
moments. Terror suddenly cries out. Tortured nervu groan.

He was a deeply suffering man like Blai_ Pascal in the 17th een.
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fury. Above his _,mphonies he could have placed the Pascal phrase:
"Car enfln qu'est-ee que I_omme dana ]a nature! Un n(_nt b
l'_gard de l'inflni, lm tout b l'_gard du n_ant, un milieu entre rien
et tout". (W/,at then is man in Nature! Naught when compared
with the infinite, all when compared with naught; a haft-creature
midway between naught and all).

Pascal's belief that love belongs to a higher order than knowledge
was also Mahler's tenet. The emotional conflicts of man aspiring to-
ward the light were touchingly described by Pascal in his P_ees;
in Mahler's symphonies they are reborn as music.

In listening to Ouster Malder's music one realizes that the me-
chanical civilization of the 201.h century, with all its technical mag-
nificence, lacked something essential to the satisfaction of a more
profound nature. At one of the greatest moments in Mahler's crea-
tion the dark voice of an angel starts singing:

Ieh bin yon Oott und will wieder zu Gottl
Der liebe Gott wird mir eiu Lichtchen geben,
Wird leuchten mir his in des ewig, selig Leben.

(I am from God; will return to God; Dear God will give me a little
light; will light my way to blixsful, eternal life).

So profound an artist.nature could never have been content with
a colorful external life as experienced by Richard Straus_ "Man
lies in abject need, man's lot is mortal agony," was Mahler's belief,
and the Third 8qmphony proclaims _ith Nictzsche's words: 0 Men, ca
gieb a_htl Die Welt ist tier und tiefer, als der Tag gedacht. (Mortal,
bewarel The world is deep, ye_ deeper than day suspects.)

With the utmost spiritual energy Gustav Mahler sought the path
to light, to Imiversal love, and to God in his music. Often he com-
pared his struggles m-ith Jacob's battle with the angel. No m_l._ical
expression seemed to him strong enough to symbolize these struggles.
The directions in his scores accumulate: "With greatest fury"; "as
though lashed"; "erupting violently"; "trumpets to blow with up-
turned bell." The shrill little E-fist clarinet literally shrieks in his
symphonies.

Sometimes purely musical power seems to him incapable of ex-
pressing his titaulc intentions. Then the heaped-up orchestral voices
become theatrical, Meyerbeer.liko--a glaring pageant midst trumpet
fanfares and pealing bells.

Monumental music, such _ Mahler's symphonies, will always have
to build with the hewn Btones of triad music, just as temples will
always rest upon pillars and columns. Yet Malder's counterpoint,
forestalling the harmonic union of the various musical voices, lets
them go their several ways side by side. This many-voiced web (poly.
phony), hovering atJotit Ihe triad structure, does not, however, elude
its dominance eomj,letely. Mahler used to tell how, as a child in the
forest of Iglau, he would listen to the woods sounding in many voices,
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to the songs of the birds mingling with the rustling of the leaves and
the storm sounding its melody amid the noises of the forest. It is
this cosmos of nature that he sought through polyphony to translate
into tone. '.

"From different sides must come the themes", he said. In the
Third 8_J,tl_ho_Ly man marches straight through the conflicting sounds
of the world, through its noisy and vulgar music, for that too has its
own way to go. In Lied yon der Erde a five-tone scale forms _e
nucleus from which all the melodies grow. A "tone figure", a crystal
composed of five tones, forras the centre of all the tone patterns, as
in the later works of Sehoenberg. While Richard Strauss expanded !
tile harmonic range with his naturalism, Mahler enlarged it with his
spiritual fire and intellectual daring.

In the modern materialistic world, which at the turn of the cen-
tury excelled in scientific research, in industry and commerce, Oustav
Mahler was a herald of moral and ethical values.

The mo_t eminent sculptor of this age, Rodin, perpetuated Mahler's
features in many bronze busts, revealing the noble head of a thinker,
a fighter, a man looking up.

E_LENTI-M_kHLEB MEDAL AWARDED TO FRITZ _llgEB

In March 1931, Fritz Relner conducted Mahler'8 8eve_|k ha C_nelnngtl. He
performed the second movemeat of Mahler's Saooad in New York, Philadelphlap
and Pittsburgh. On January 9 and 10, 1942_ Beinvr conducted DamL/_cl vms &r
Brde in Pittsburgh. On March 9 an4 !1, lg4_, he intredueed Pitt_bcLrgh au-
diences to Mshler's Fourt& In r_ogn|tton of his efforte to create • gre_ter
interest in and appre¢iatitm of idahler's nmst¢, the Directors of thz 8odcg¥
awarded the Kile.nyi-M_hler Medal of Honor to him. Tlus presentation wu made
on March 9, 1945,.by G]endinning Keeble, Director of the C_olLegeof Fiae Arte
of Carnegie Institute of Technology, acting on behalf o! the Boclet¥.



Some Mahlerian Misconceptions

By WARREN flTOREY8M'ITH

F to be great, m Emerson suggested, is to be misunderstood, then
I tbe manifold misunderte_ndings in regard to Gustav mayM-bier

be counted among the mrtltipl#ng signs of his importance.
and moot ill-founded of all was the assumption that he was s con-
ductor with a mistaken ambition to shine also as a composer.
once-prevalent belief has now virtually disappeared. The fact that
his music continues to be played and to be hotly discussed is suf-
ficient answer to that one. Mere Kopdlmdstermu.cik exhibits no such
vitality. Rather does it perish with its ereator.

A eoroltarT of this canard that seems also to be on its way out
is the notion that Mahler's music is tacking in physiognomy. Even
the composer's admirers once bade us overlook his eclecticism as some-
thing relatively unimportant. It is now becoming increasingly ap-
parent that he was one of the most personal of music-makers. And
not only in his final phase, as represented by Da._ L/_d _on tier Erd_
and the Ninth Symphony. We may r_eognize the essential Mahler
in such early utterances as the Lic_ter eines [ahrend, en Gcstllen and
the First Symphony, which partly stemmed from that song cycle.

There are five important aspects of Mahler's many.sided musi;al
personality and the First Symphony contains them all: a homely,
folksy strain; a vein of pessimism and despair; a fondnem for the
grotesque, the bizarre; a fervid lyricism, which in earlier works does
not always escape Sentimentality, but which is sublimated in Das L/eJ
yon der Erda; and a preference for the La_nd_er type of Scher_,o.
These elements in ida style may be variously ti'aeed back to his
childish delight in the songs and dances of the people (not to mention
militarT marches), to Schubert, to Berlioz, to Schumann, and 1o Bl_ek-
net, with whom he has but little in common, despite the frequent
linking of their names. But to discern the sources of a composer's
style is not necessarily to dismiss him as a mere epigone or even as
an eclectic. Such things may be completely absorbed and fused into
a single, if complex idiom, as they were in Mahler'a case. That he
had a style readily identifiable if not always easy to describe in tech-
nical terms is shown by the feet that critics of today are forever
detecting Mahlerisms in contemporary works. A ease in point is
Shostakoviteh, and r,ot only because he revived the hour.long (and

. longer) symphony. If you wish to see a borrowing more unabashed
'. than anything in Mahler, compare the opening of the finale of the

Russian's Fifth with the announcement of the chief theme of the
finale of the other's First.

el
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Even when the_ misapprehensions are disposed of, Mahler's claim !
to recognition as a major symphoni_ composer is often disputed on •
the ground that the trend of his mind was lyric rather than sym-
phonic in the more exacting sense of the word.

Warmly appreciative is the analytical essay by Eric Blom that
accompanied the first release of the Columbia recording of Dos L/ed !
van der Erde. For this particular work Mr. Blom displays unbounded
aclmiration. In contra.distinction to Ernst Krenek, who accords that

place to the Ninth 8yraphany and to Egos Wellesz, who prefers the
Eighth, bit. Biota (and he is not alone in this respect) holds that
Dos Lied van der Erda is beyond any doubt _Iahler's masterpiece.

His argmoerLt is that Mahler, like Schubert, was a born song-writer
who tried also to write symphonies. In this role, like Schubert be-
fore him, he was not entirely unsuccessful. But however eloquent
the resafll, the _-mphonies were achieved under a fundamental handi-
cap, the aforesaid lyric bent. In D_ Lied yon der Erde this obstacle
ws_ rem,-,_,:,|. Mahier was here in his rightful and proper sphere.
The underlying purpose of the symphony was lyrical and the sym-
phonic d_ing serves to lift the composition to a higher plane than
that of pure song.

Now this contention is not so easily disposed of as the others,

though there are many who do not agree. Mahler had, of course, a
pronounced lyric gift. He has left us some charming songs, still but
a handful in comparison with those of Bralmm, Wolf or Strauss.
Distinctly the bc_ of them are those for which he provided an orches-
tral accompaniment. And these by their very nature are quite aa
symphonic as tb,ey are lyric..Wholly symphonic in character, on the
other hand, are the choral portions of his symphonies: the finale of
the Second, the entire EigMh and even the finale of the Fourth, out-
wardly no more than a soprano solo with orchestral background.

As far as Schubert is concerned, he was no contrapuntist and was
well aware of the fact, and planned at some time to remedy this de-
ficiency. Mahler, on the contrary, was a contrapuntist horn. It has
been pointed out that he was the first to restore the pure polyphony
of the Middle Ages and the first later German composer to free him-
self from the tyranny of the ba-_s. Often a bold and original hat-
monist, he nevertheless thought polyphonleally rather than harmon-
ically and was therefore the true forerunner of the linear contra-
puntists of the 20th century. Undoubtedly, it was this aspect of his
art which earned him the admiration of 8¢hoenberg and his school.

In this connection it is pertinent to quote from the recently-pub-
fished Memories and Letters, written and compiled by his widow,
Alma Mahler (the Viking Press) : "He worked at white heat all the
summer on songs for orchestra, with Hans Bethge'8 Chinese poems
as the text [Das Lied van der Erde}. The scope of the eoatposition
grew as he worked. He linked up the separate poems and composed
interludes, and so found himself drawn more and more to his true
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musical form--the symphony. When this was clear, the compositio_
rapidly took shape and was completed sooner than he expected."
So perhaps instead of saying that bIahler was a song-symphonist, and
thus playing into the hands of a critic such as Cecil Gray e, to whom
that term is anathema, let us rather say that he was s symphonic

song-writer. That the Lieder eines [ahre m_n Ge_ellen, for instance,
are symphonic in character is fully proven when parts of No. 1 and
No. 4 turn up in the First S_/ml_o_Y.

Next to be disposed of is the theory that Mahler was congenitally
addicted to mass effects, to swollen sonorities, choral and orchestral.
No more unfortunate apellation was ever devised than the terra "The
Symphony of a Thousand." That the E_h|h Symphony. was designed
and actually requires that many performers is an lmpres_ion so
widely circulated that few will be found to question it at all. Never-
thele_.% nothing could be farther from the truth, as an examination
of the score will readily discl_e. If a thousand singers and instru-
mentalists have been engaged in a performance of the Eigh|k the
same is true of Handel's Messiah. Allowing sixty-five for the string
section, one hundred and twenty players could meet the basic or-
chestral requirements of the score, and Mah]cr does not specify how
many choristers are needed. He merely suggests that, if there is to
be a large chorus and a large string section, the first of each of the
woodwinds is to be doubled, and he would prefer to have two piccolos
and two E-fiat clarinets. The latest American performance of the
Eighth, that given under the direction of the late Erno Rapec at
New York's Center Theatre in 1942, enlisted an orchestra of a hundred
and a chorus of three hundred, and while more singers and playe1_
would not have been amiss, the effect was by no means unsatisfactory.
To be sure, in this symphony and also in the S_md, Mahler "shot
the works," hut so did Beethoven in the bT/nth, when he threw into
the finale all the available resoureee of his day. We should not for-
get that Mahler's Fourt/t was the first symphony since Mendelssohn
to dispense with trombones. Only four horns are required for the
Ninth Symphony and Das Lied yon der Erda, and much of the or-
ehestration of the latter is notable for its delicacy and transparency.
Save when he desires a mass effect, Mahler turned his back upon the
lush doublings of Wagner and Strauss and the predominant char-
acteristic of his .scoring is the isolation of the instruments. In pas-
sage after passage we are actively conscious af each and every one
of them. It is another sign of Malder'l tendency to run to extremes
that he should have given us such things as the Eighth Symphony
and the finale of the S_cond and also have pointed the way in his
P_leremlen Gesel_tt songs and the Kiadz_otMi6d_r to the chamber

a "soug-_mphonl_" tlw vm7 _ whirls Mr. Omy lma emlmaueauy prozcm_ea
Chat he is not!
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orchestra of our own day. In the matter of obtaining a maximum
of effect with a minimum of means he is still unrivalled.

There is another ,'ndeeeneeption" that I might mention, though
it comes closer to being a diferenee of opinion or the pressmen of
a different standard of values. If you require consistency of style
and a more or less uniform level of achievement, as found for ex-
ample in Brahms, then Malder is not your man. People do not ado.-e
one symphony of Brahms and detest another, yet there are those
who feel almost that strongly regarding certain works of Hahler.
It is also possible to have violent likes and dislikes among the music
dramas of Wagner. The R/sO operas, Meist6rsino6r, Trist_a, and
Parsifal are quite dissimilar in style, though all are recognizably
Wagnerian. When two motives from Trlsta_ are quoted in the third
act of Die Meistersiager we are transported forthwith to another
tonal and emotional world.

For the true Mahlerite, as for the perfect Wagnerite, everything

goes. The real fascination of Malder lies in his protean variety, even
in the fiat contradictions of his personality, such as his extreme soph-
istication and equally prenouneed naivete, his bitter pessimism and
his bland optimism, his ability to be both simple and grandiose. It
has not been given to many to portray with equal vividness the pleas-
ures of Heaven and the pangs of Hell. Mahler is able to convince
you that each place is his special province.

An even greater stumbling block for many is what Krenek calla
the "disconcerting straightforwardness" of Mahler. They do not
credit him with having used obvious thematic material purposely or
with having resorted deliberately to outright vulgarity. They as-
sume that he waa a eommonplaee or blatant, as the ease might be,
because he lacked the taste to be otherwise. As an Austrian he had,
of course, a fondness for simple melody, the folksy strain to which
I have alrezdy alluded. He also harbored two unconventional con-
victions, viz., that the symphony should be for all, not for the select
few, and that it should contain the whole of life, the tawdry as well
as the beautiful. In the passage in the third movement of his First,
marked "Mit Parodie", he directs that the cymbals be attached to
the bass drum and played by one performer because this vulgarism
was exactly what he wanted. This was the meanness and the cheap-
ness of life from which in the ensuing Trio, lifted bodily from the
fourth of the Oesellen songs, he was to find solace under the friendly
linden tree. This is not program music in the accepted sense; neither
is it "absolute" music. Many listeners are either caught off guard
by this paradox or, while aware that in Mahler you must read between
the lines, are still unwilling to make the effort preferring to fall back

upon those eymphonists who give them no such problems with which
to wrestle. A complex man, a complex composer. Someday, no doubt,
tl_e whole world will get him straight. Then will we really see the
fulfillment of his prophecy "My time will come."



Mahler's Eighth Symphony

By PAUL 8TEFAN

MusieoloKigt.wu retLaover the _v ,_m,__v,-,__--w-- -, ---- --
east ot t]_eJ_igktkconductedby the late e;mo Isapee.

question has often been asked why Mahler wrote for such
T large orchestras, augmented by human voices, and more sp e-
cifieally, why he wrote the E_Oht_ 8y,aphony for a huge group of
performers that includes an orchestra, two choruses, a large children's
choir, and seven soloists as well as a brass choir and grand organ.
The answer may be found partly in the fact that Mahler lived in the
heroic period at the latter part of the nineteenth century and the
beginning of the twentieth. It was an epoch dominated by the great
figure of Wagner whc6e monumental poetic dramas demanded ever
greater and greater material resources for their performance. It was
in that epoch Mahler lived and compc6cd.

Another reason for the unusual requirements of the EigMIt Sgv_-

phony is to be found in the purpose Mahler had in writing it. He
had tremendous visions, whose meaning, he felt, was of overwhelming
urgency and importance to all mankind. He had confessed his faith
in immorlality in his Second Symphony. He felt a strong impulse
to reaffirm that faith fifteen years later. These fifteen years had been
a period of happy married llfe and great artistic triumphs. During
this time Mahler had grown in emotional stature and in his deep
conviction that there is an existence beyond our material life. In
his desire to express the almost inexpressible, he had to have recourse
to a huge personnel of interpreters.

One is inclined to ask what it was that Mahler longed to proclaim

through his music in the Eighth Symphony.
We think it was the secret of love, love that is creative, love that

is god-like. In the first half of the g/gltth Symphony Mahler evokes
the spirit of creation and the spirit of eternal love, using the words
of an old Latin hymn to express this life-giving spirit.

The second half of the symphony reveals the miracles wrought by
love. For the expression of this miracle, sung by human voices, Mah-
let these the utterance of Goethe in the final scene of Fa_t. Al-
though Faust became the victim of human temptation, he never lost
his love for other human beings, and for his work. Throughout all
his errors and misfortunes he carried within himself the strength of
spirit he gained through the love of woman. Because of this love he
was accepted into heaven.

Mahler had completed the symphony in a frenzy of creative energy
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in 1906, and he fell ill shortly after that, perhaps as a result of the
strenuous labor the symphony entailed. Certainly his later works,
such as Dam Lictl yon dcr Erd_ and the Ifinih Symphony do not con-
vey the impression of over-powering and undiminished strength that
is displayed in the Eighth Symphony.

This work was considered impossible to perform because of the
difficulty of the music and the large number of performers it re-
quired. Mahler was inclined to believe that this opinion of his sym-
phony was correct, and he had more or less given up all hope of
hearing it. When he returned from New York where he had con-
ducted at the Metropolitan, and went to Munich, he found that re-
hearsals for the first performance of his gigantic symphony were al-
ready in progress. Despite his failing health he threw himself into
the excitement of the last rehearsals with a frenzy which dominated
all the participants.

When he conducted the first performance and received an unheard
of ovation, he felt that he was successful in proclaiming his love for
the eternal and believed that his work on earth was done. The sym-

phony lasted an hour and a half, but the cheering and tumult that
followed the performance did not die away for a half hour following
the concert. It was the greatest and last triumph of his life.

KILENYI BBUCKNEB MEDAL PRESENTED TO ERICH LEINSDOEF

In appreciation of Iris efforts to create a greatm"interest in and appreciation
of Bruekner's music in the United States, the Directors of the 8ooiety aw_rded
tho Kilenyi BrueknerHedni OfHonor to Erich Lzim_orf. L_in_orf broadcast
the _Idagio of Bruekner's Fot_dk over NBC on October18, 1942. On April 19.th
and 15th, 1945, he conducted_trst performancesof the Forte, in Cleveland. Re-
cordings were broadcalt by Hutunl. The presentation of the medni on behalf
of the 8ooietll was made by Rniph S. Bobmidt,Vice President of the Cleveland
Institute of Music, after • performance of Bruckner'e 8eve.th in Cleveland on
October g6th, 1945.



Mahler and Dostoevski

By C_'BTI8 8WANgON

_o_o the spiritual ancestors of Gustav Mahler, none hol_q a more

A important place than Dostoevski. The philosophical system con-
structed by the great Russian was a potent factor in the development
of Mahler's spiritual vision and a knowledge of it is essential to s
clear understanding of the composer's Welton._chau_g. Mahler him-
self testified to the importance of Dostoevski and this influence is
recounted by many of his followers and students. The greatest testi-
monial, however, lies in Mahler's creative works themselves--they
speak with a most eloquent voice of the influence exerted by the
novelist. Unique, utterly original as they are, they sing of the spiritual
kinship of the composer and the writer.

What is this system which the Russian has fashioned I The attempt
to answer this question has formed the chief task of many thinkers
and is the subject of scores of scholarly studies. The scope of a short
article, of course, is insufficient for an adequate description, as the
reader well knows. However, with a full realization of the limitations
involved, it may be useful to point out two of the most basic theses
of Dostoevski 's philosophy, for they apply with particular significance
to the Mahler-Dostoevski relationship. They are, briefly:

1. Man's nature is characterized by s fundamental duality and
contradiction.

2. Only through suffering can man become free.

Dostoevski removed the mask from human life and laid bare the
inward and secret springs which lead to the overt acts of man. With
uncanny insight he probed the hidden motives of the human soul,
and in these subterranean channels of human activity, Dostoevski
fathomed the real man. Here he discovered that man is essentially
a turbulent, contradictory being. As Berdyacv says, " Dostoevski 's
anthropology shows human nature to be in the highest degree dynamic.
Immobility is only a surface characteristic; the yell of custom and
the harmony of the soul hide whirling storms, with which alone he
was concerned, and he went down into these gloomy depths and un-
waled a fountain of light, light more authentic than that which shines
on the untroubled surface. Man's stormy restlessue_ is due to the

polarity of his nature, to the shock of colliding oontraries. ''_
Mnhler, by his very nature, could not fail to be attracted by rids

unique conception of man. He displayed many of the characteristics
of this duality and exp_d them in hie work. "It will ever remain

sN'icholaaBerdyuv: Do_foev#Id,As la/4_lwef_/os| Bheed tad W_d, _ew
York, 1934; p. 57.

e?
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a secret of nature," says. Bruno Walter of Malder, "how it eotdd
have created and made capable of riving s man with such violent
inner conflicts, and how it could have kneaded into • fundamentally
sound and vital eonstitution so much of energy and intellectual acute-
hess, so much of serenity and eelf_mffieient quietness and, at the same
time, so much of gloomy irritability, of danger from out of threaten-
ing depths, and, lastly, so much of whimsical humor. 'n Again, Walter
says that "such was his nature that, bee•nee of its inconstancy, he
was unable to hold conquered spiritual pmitionL"*

How often we see this duality expressed in Malder's music. Listen-
ing to one of his symphonies, we hear, alternately, sounds of the meet
earthly, often vulgar sort, only to be succeeded by music, the sheer
radiance apd ethereal beauty of which is unexcelled in symphont•
literature.

The first and second movements of the First Symphony are models

of youthful exuberance, vigor, and charm. Yet in the Funeral March
and again in the tirade, we see abject despair and gloom, heightened
by sardonic humor. In the end, however, the forceful triumph of
_iahler's spirit dominates the thrilling .climax. And, again, what
greater contrast eonld be found than that between the diabolic scherzo
of the Second and the glorious fifth movement! Or between the amus-
ing strains of Der Trun?_'ne im Prfihling and the ethereal Der Ab-
schied in D_ Lied yon der Erdel The instances are numerous--the
above-mentioned are only typical.

This leads to the second of Dostocvski's theses, that only through
emffering can man become free, which is essentially a religious doe-
trine. Dostoevaki's conception of human destiny involved a long,
tortuous journey which man must take. On the way he is beset by
evil, trouble, suffering, despair and, perhaps most significantly, by
doubt. Dostoevski, perhaps the foremost theologian of the last cen-
tury, and a firm supporter of the Orthodox church, was •t the same
time moved by the most compelling kind of doubt and skepticism. He
has presented the case for humanitarian and socialistic opposition to
the Christian virtues in • most convincing and persuasive manner.
The central book of The Brothert Karmnazov, Pro and Uontra, which
includes the unforgettable Gr_d Inquisitor chapter, is a devastating

! attack on the religious position which we associate with Dostoevski
himself. In faet, the writer had difficulty in persuading his pub-
lisher that the words of Ivan Karamazov were not his own and that
the Christian doctrine would be adequately defended in the foUow-

ing seelion, The Russian Monk. That Dostoevski could wax so eloquent
in attacking his own position is another example, perhaps the most
striking, of the power of his eontMeting ideals.

The famous conversation at the inn between Ivan and Alyoshe,
which constitutes the main part of Pro and Contra, is described by

t BrunoWalter: Ou_la_MaMefi The Gteystone Preu_ New Yorkt 1941; p. 13a.
t ibid. p. 129.
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Walter as "a fundamental expression of all that l,have called biah-
hr'a world.sorrow.'" Mahler was painfully aware of the evil and

suffering that is so much a part of our worldly existence. Man's
inhumanity to man, the tragic fate that sets brother against brother,
these were for him, as for Dostoevski, a barrier against an unclouded
faith. The apparent inconsistency between an all-merciful Deity
and the endless suffering inflicted on mankind, has nowhere beenso
poignantly depicted as in the conversation between the Karamazov
brothers. Ivan, the skeptic, the man crushed by the rank injustice
of the world-order, raises the question which is eternally asked by
the humanitarians: "If there is a God, how can these thirsgs beT"

Addressing Alyosha, the religiotts novice garbed in monastic dress,
Ivan recounts the most awful kind of earthly suffering--the pain of
little children. He gives the most gruesome examples. Alyosha hears
of the Russian child who was thrown to the wild dogs for some petty
offense, of the Turkish soldiers' pastime of tossing an infant in the
air and then catching it on the point of a bayonet--all before the
mother's eyes. Then Ivan asks, "Can you understand why a little
creature, who can't even understand what's done to her, should beat
her aching heart with her tiny fist in the dark and the cold, and weep
her meek unresentful tears to dear, kind GOd to protect herl Do
you understand that, friend and brother, you pious and humble novice T
Do you understand why this infamy must be and is permitted ! With-
out it, I am told, man could not have existed on earth, for he could
not have known good and evil. Why should he know that diabolical
good and evil when it costs so much ! Why, the whole world of knowl-
edge is not worth that child's prayer to 'dear, kind God.' "

That such an utterance could have come from a writer who later
espoused a contrary point of view is a tribute to the triumph of
Christian values in Dostoevski. For in his considered and final
answer, it is by means of this suffering and tribulation that man ap-
proaebes God.

It is small wonder that Mahhr found in Dostoevski a kindred soul.

The same doubts that beset the writer perplexed the composer; the
"world-sorrow" of Dostoevski was essentially the same as that which.
moved Mahhr. Happily, both men uttered a reassuring message of
love--a love of God and of the world. What more convincing testimony
to the triumph of life over death, of the power of God over the forces
of darkness, is to be found in all artistic creation, than in Mahler's
Second, whose triumphant ]ina/e proclaims the eternal message of hope :
"You will arise straightway, my heart, resurrected and wing your
pulsing way aloft to God." ltappily, too, we find a love of this world,
of "the dear earth," expressed so movingly in Do= Lied yon def" Erda.
Lovers of Mahler's tousle, who have been enchanted by the beauty
of Der Abscbied, with its picture of an eternally new and verdant
earth, may find a similar portrayal by Dostoevski and will not miss

41bid. p. )39.
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the significanceof it, found in one of the best pama_m in _ BrofkerJ
K=roma_ov.

Alyoaha, alone in the mickt of an ethereally beautiful night, k
pictured in an unforgettable scene. "The vault of heaven, full of
soft, shining stars, stretched vast and fathomless above him. The
Milky Way ran in two pale stream from the zenith to the horizon.
The fresh, motionless, still night enfolded the earth. The white towers
and golden domes of the cathedral gleamed out asainst the sapphire
sky. The gorseous autumn flowers, in the beds round the house, were
slumbering till mornlns. The silen_ of earth seemed to melt into
the silence of the heaven.L The mystery of earth was one with the
mystery of the stare ....

"Alyoaha stood, gazed, and suddenly threw himself on the ground.
He did not know why he embraced it. He could not have told why
he longed so irresistibly to kiss it, to kiss it alL But he kissed it
weeping, sobbing and watering it with his tears, and vowed passion-
ately to love it, to love it forever and ever."

In addition to speebBc references e.ited in footnotes t I was helped by the follow-
in s background material:

Gabriel Engel: G.atr_ M6klev: 8o_.B_p_o_t; The Bruckner Society
of America, New York, 1982.

Ernest J. RimmonJ: Doe|oev#/_: _ J_ok_g of a NoeeI_; Oxford Uni-
versity Pre_ New York, 1940.

A,nd_m Y_,moli_k_: Do_o_ve_- A L_fo; Hareourt, Brace and 0o.0 New
York, 1934.

I have also been helped _ readinEseveralartiolesin issues ot Cko_ _
and by oorrmponde_eewith Bruno Walter.
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By JACK DIETHEB

Spring, 1945

T was an English eritis, Henry Boys, who pointed out that Mahler,
I standlng on the threshold of modern music and looking both hack-
ward and forward, was the one vital link between the new and the
old, without some knowledge of whom a deeper understanding of
twentieth century music is incomplete: This sense of kistorieal justice
is typical of English appreciation, as is the recent observation of Ralph
Hill:

"At the time that Mahler was producing his major works we in
Britain were under the spell of Brahms and Strauss, and had no time

for yet another new German composer. Then Mahler died and the
first world war came, which ruled out any pcss/biUty of putting his
music on the British musical map. Finally, after the war there was
a violent reaction against the 'monumental' in music and only works
of this kind by established eompoeers of the past were tolerated. Thus
circumstances from the beginning were against Malder's music bein_
given a fair trial here."*

It is well to add that even the established composers' big works often
needed special reinforcement when the age of orchestral economy in-
evitably set in, for to Mahler's misfortune this occurred in a shorter
space of time after his death than it would have taken to become as-
similated internationally. To the directorial mind only popular do-
mand eou]d Justify additional prevision, not Malder's creative de-
mend. And how, in this vicious circle, could the public know that
his demand to be taken on his own extravagant terms was motivated

by an impulse worthier than that of egomania, as some critics facilely
sug_,ested I

The second world war was even less respectful of creative consider-
atious. In 1940 the devastation of London closed most of its concert
halls and broke up many orchestras. Those able to continue became
wandering bands perpetually en route from province to province with
a skeleton standard repertory. Rehearsals became almost non-existent.
Two years later the destruction of Queens Hall left many musicians
without even their instruments. Traveling expenses were barely cov-
ered by the intakes even of peeked provincial halls. Scant aeeommoda-

[ tion, little sleep, and great strain impaired playing efficiency all

s Booklet issued by the 0ramophone 0o., Ltd_ I_ndon, with HM_ recordingof _'8 b'_k
a_ and Bibdius--BB0 _ F_.
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around. The orchestras of the north carried on fairly steadily, and
gradually London again received its own players. From 1942 each
successive sea_n was bigger, and nearer to the pre-wax standard in
execution. But even today few conductors can count on more than
one rehearsal; engagements are subject to every unforeseen difficulty,
and the baidget is tyrant over all.

"Fair trial"T If one great German composer was unable to get a
fair trial before this upheaval took place, what chance had he now!
Yet the astounding fact remains that Mahler has made great strides
here since 1939. For if physical limitations have never been more
severe, popular interest has never been greater. The existent record-
ings of his works are even more treasured, and fantastic prices are
quoted for them in record trade columns. His name appears in dis-

cussious of modern music in ever widening connotations, and most
often by compo._rs who acknowledge their indebtedness. His songs
are _igorcusly encored on nmnerous occasions, and audience polls
show them to be among the most popxdar items in the whole song re-
pertory.

Simullxneously with the publication, in the midst of this war, of
his symphonic scores for the first time outside German-speaking coun-
tries, the leading British music Critic Ernest Newman devoted four
weekly leading articles in the Sunday Times to a high appraisal of
his work. Owing to the demand for more material by the smaller
orchestras several individual _Mahler movements--those smaller ones

which are better able to bear such treatment--have been arranged for
reduced orchestra, published and widely dispersed in this form.

These are a few of the events that have helped to span the formid-
able gulf between our musical public and this musical art of just
thirty years ago. It indicates an undeniable flare-up of an "infatua-
tion" which has been but smouldering during these years; but what
does it indicate for the future1 Let us not be over-confident, but
examine the present status of each of his works individually:

Symphony No. / : Has not been performed here in complete form in
wartime. Second and third movements published separately by
Boosey & Hawkes in 1942 (arranged for reduced orchestra by
Erwin Stein), and widely performed under the names _r
and Marcia funebre respectively. American Columbia recording
m far unknown in this country.

No. _: Not performed in complete form in wartime, gecond move-
ment published separately by Boesey & Hawkes in 1942 (ar-
ranged for reduced orchestra by Erwin Stein), and very widely
performed under the name Andante pastorale. Anatole Fktoulari
and the London Philharmonic have given over a hundred per-
formancee of this movement in London and on tour. (Thk thin.
end-of-the-wedge approech il much favored by British eonduc-
tore.) American Victor recording of the eymphony was in British
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catalog from 1930 to 1941 only, has never been widely known, and
is no longer me_ufaetured here.

_ro. 3: Never perfomed Completely in this country. The first
full performance, to be given in April, 1945, by Sidney Beer and
the National Symphony, was cancelled owing to organizational
difficulties. Second movement published separately by Booeey
& Hawkes in 1942 (arranged for reduced orchestra by Benjamin
Britten), and widely performed under the name Menuetto.

No. 4: Frequently performed throughout the country by various
conductors, usually with the soprano solo in an English transla-
tion. Very popular.

No: 5: Never performed completely in this country. The little
Adagietto for strings and harp has been available in both record-
ings continually since their release, and has been frequently per-
formed throughout the country.

No. 6" Never performed in this country or America.

No. _': Never performed completely in this country, nor any part
in war.

No. 8: Produced in Queens Hall shortly before the war; never per-
formed since.

No. 9: Not performed in wartime. The recording by Bruno Wal_r
was sponsored in 1938 by advance private subscription from this
country, and despite limited distribution by HMV, this record-
ing has maintained an enormous reputation throughout the war,
and is the focal point of all British Mahler criticism. The records
have been frequently played by the BBC:

No. 10: Never performed in this country or America.

Das Lied yon der Erde: Very highly regarded here. The record-
ing by Bruno Walter was spousgred by British enthusiasts in
1936. Although this has never been a general English Columbia
release, it has been widely dispersed here. (The records have not,
apart from the orchestral interlude from the Abschied, been played
on the BBC during the war because of the unfortunate ban on
the use of German texts imposed on it for the duration.) Boosey
& Hawkes published a new vocal _.,.)re by Erwin Stein in 1942,
in a translation by Steuart Wils,_,,. Among the conductors who
have undertaken to produce the work in wartime despite stringent
rehearsal limitations are Sidney Beer, Sir Adrian Boult, Malcolm
Sargent, Guy Warraek, ai_d the late Sir Henry Wood. (Of these

' lfx. Beer also undertook to have it sung in the original.)
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Da: kkloende Lied: Never performed in this eountry or America.

Lieder eines fahrenden Gesel/en, Kindertotenlieder, and some Wun-
derhorn-Lieder have been frequentlyperformedat V,'igmoreHaft,
Fyvie Halt and the National Gallery, London, with piano aceom-
paniment. (At the Oallery there have been, in different seasons,
three presentations of the Fa_renden Oesellen alone.) The Oer-
man recording of the Kind_rtotenlieder is still available in the
Decca print; and Anthony Tudor's ballet Darl_ Elegies, with this
music as accompaniment, is still in the standard repertory of the
Ballets Rambert, for whom it was originally devised, although
it has not always been possible during the war to use the original
orchestral version.

This summary will serve to indicate that, as elsewhere, the public
evaluation of Mahler's total signiflcanee through his larger output is
by no means po_qible in Britain today. (In spite of this there are a
feb o_erw_e intelligent musical writers here who are ready to de-
clare categorically that the 1920 complete Mahler festival in Amster-
dam was of no importance.) It should also be noted that the two most
familiar work_qin Britain are complementary in temperament, though
alike in musical texture, which is of Mahler's more delicate order.
The charm and subtlety of the Fourth Symplwng undoubtedly has a
special appeal for that considerable British public which is deeply
influenced by the proximity of French culture (though it could scarce-
ly be said that the brilliant and characteristic humor which pervades
much of his other tousle has gained it the appreciation it deserves no
le_s on that count). And Da_ Lied yon der Erde has a special place
in the English conscience that is not eamly described. Possibly it is
the exquisite poetry more than the music itself that is the original
attractive force (to lovers of the earthy pessimism of A. E. Honsman,
for instance, and the tragic Shakespeare), and if so it is fortunate
indeed, for it ha._ a revealing application to his general aesthetic much
wider than this single work, as will be seen by comparing some of his
early letters, written thirty years before, in his earliest manhood. If
this is a back-door, so to speak, to the purely musical value of ]Kshler's

unique gift, let it not be underrated.
This, then, is the problem that has been so rudely exposed to the

jagged edge of war. In such eire_ces, what should be attempted,
and what notl Controversy has newly arisen over just how much
interpretive shortcoming such unfamiliar works can bear. This was
precipitated by Mr. Newman's recent remark that the above-men-
tioned production of the E_ltt_ 89"mphony was "s mistake that did
the Malder cause more harm than good."

The fact is that Mr. Newman is probably confusing the "Hahler
e_nse" with his own sensibilities, which is by"no means di_reditable in
a critic, whose chief busine_ is to criticise, not to defend causes. A
merely mediocre performance (which can unfortunately no longer
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always be avoided even lu the classics) would undoubtedly do his
aesthetic sense more harm than good, since Mr. Newman can at any

time with the help of a score produce a much better effect from his
own imagination, but would not necessarily prevent a natural re-
sponse to the merit of the music itself st a first hearing. No per-
J'ormance of Shakespeare, though it do no more (and no less) than
deal faithfully with the lines, can prevent a little of Shakespeare's
genius from showing through; and music will certainly not in any
case appeal to people without a minimum of independent imagina-
tion. Interpretive discrimination follows on, through the comparison
of separate experiences. Those who po_ess a deeper insight into
Mahler's creative impulse may well doubt that the world can obtain
a like understanding through the medium of interpreters not p_-
ses._d, of that insight. But neither is it demonstrable that perfect
understanding can be achieved short of the advent of a perfect so-
ciety, and there is sufficient evidence that Mabler did not desire his
work to remain in a spiritual vacuum in the meantime.

Spring, 1946

With the restoration of peace, and the renewed continental interest,
even amid the desolation, in Mahler's work and spirit, the manifesta-
tions of interest in England have taken their first tangible form in
the premiere of one of the five remaining _Tmphonies hitherto unper-
formed in Britain. Last October 20 the Fifth 8_tmphony was con-
ducted by Dr. l{einz Unger at the Stoll Theatre with the London
Philharmonie. The performance was preceded by a fuller rehearsal
time (ten hours) than has been accorded by this orchestra to any
single work since 1939. Because of the expense, and the handicap of
having only one performance, a financial success was not possible;
nevertheless the enthusiastic ovation given to the musicians at the
end lasted nearly ten minutes. Finally, it is significant to note that
the long-awaited translation of the fun-length biography of the com-
poser by Alma Mahler-Werfel was made not in America, but in London.

KILEN'YTMAE[LER MEDAL AWARDED TO KRTUR BODZTNSKI

The Mahler Medal, designed by Jullo Kilenyt for the exclusive use of the
Bruckner Society of America, Inc., was awarded to Artur Rodtinski for his
efforts to create greater interest in and appreciationof Mahler's music in the
U. 8. A. Rodzlaski introduced the E_#urreot/on Symphony to Clevelenderson
January P.and 4, 1936. On Jitlmsry 2 and 3, 1942, he conducted Mshler's Firml
in Clevelandand on January 10, it was broadcast over CB8.

Mr. CharlesTriller, Vioe.Prusldent and Treasurerof the PhilharmonicSymphony
_¢lety of New York,prcsentt,d the Medal to Eodzinskion behalf of the Brockner
BocJet7, following the last of four successive performancesof the ]ge_rre_ion
81tmpPtony,which were greeted by cheers from the audience. The laat of theae
w_ broadc,,-t over CB8 on Dooember5, 1049.
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By _ PARESGB_L_rr

&GI rKE a sound of nature" (Wie ei_t IfatltrIaut).--sueh is the• designation printed at the beginning of the First S_rnphony
of Oustav Mahler, who once stated that these three words were the
clue not only to Symphony No. I, but to all his music.

Throughout seven octaves the strings sustain the note A (six of
the notes being harmonics) against which the woodwinds hesitatingly
present melodic fragments, the most prominent consisting of several
dow, ward skills of a fourth, a theme that becomes so significant in
the last movement. (It is important to mention that the figure of
the descending fo, rth appears prominently in every movement of this
symphony; it is indeed a "generative motive," a device loved by
Beethoven and Franck.) Almost inaudible fanfares by off-stage tram-
pets and a gentle rising figure in the low strings lead to the appear-
ance of the principal subject, beginning in the cellos. This theme is
taken from Mahler's song-cycle Lieder eines fahrenden Oesellen,
written a few years previously, which is closely connected with the
First S!lmphon!;. Like Schubert, Mahlcr occasionally re.employed a
song melody in a larger composition.

This bright and jaunty theme is enclosed in repeat signs--a practice
Mahler very rarely employed--so this repetition surely ought to be
observed in the interest of _ood formal balance, although such is not
the ca_c in the rt_.ording to be discussed below. There is a return to
the slower tempo and hesitating manner of the introduction; we ob-
serve a long-s_lstained and very soft low F in the tuba and double-
basses, after which the horns lead the way to an extended return of
the cheerful mood presented earlier. Jubilant fanfares in the brass
and some hlsty banging on the timpani bring the fiz_t movement to
a bold and reckle._s conclusion.

The care-free mood continues into the sturdy sc_rzo that forms
the second movement. The principal section suggests the mood of a
drinking-song, with a middle part in the style of an old-fashi_ned
Austrian waltz, or Lae_tdler. The form is ABA. It is a delightful
movement--one that would win any but a prejudiced listener to a

h-king for Mahler's music.
In a composer whose love of folk-music was highly pronounced and

who often wrote themes which were of folk-song simplicity or imita-
tions of popular style, it may seem strange that there is, to the best
of this wriler's knowledge, only one actual folk-melody quotation, and
the third (slow) movement of the Pirai 8yntphonl/ happens to be
that lone example. Mahler here takes the old French round Fr_re

Te
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Jacques, disguises it NlJghtly and puts it i_lto the minor mode, and,
keeping its eanoltlv character, uses it as the principal theme of a sar-
donic funeral march movement. It is well-known that the idea for
this occurred to the composer on seeing a satirical picture called "The
Hunter's Burial '_ by Caller; it showed the coffin of a hunter being
carried through a forest, followed by various animals in grotesque
and mock-mournful attitudes. The opening of the movement i8 simply
but uniquely seared--for muted solo double-bass accompanied by
muffled timpani occupied with the interval of the fourth. After the
round has been presented a new theme in gypsy style follows, inter-
mingled with a theme reminiscent of the efforts of "The Podunk
Center Silver Cornet Band," with the two E-flat clarinets and col
leone • strings prominent, marked mit Parodie. ]t_alder believed that
the homely and the bucolic had their place in serious art, and had an
unashamed fondncss for what the American 'teen-ager calls the
"corny." Indeed this occasional recourse to the deliberately and
half-satirically banal is probably one of the traits that cause Mahler
to be heartily disliked by some musicians, partie_darly the hyper-
esthetes who refuse to dwell anywhere in the world of music save h_
an ivory tower. But Mozart (A Musical Jolte), Haydn, Beethoven
(3i.¢th 8_/mp_tmy, A-Minor Quartet), Stravinsky, Copland, Shostak-
erich, Prokofleff, Walter Piston, Wagner (Die Meistersinger), Mil-
hand, William Walton, and others have preccded or followed him
in this practice, so Mahler alone should not be criticized for it.
Soon the mood becomes eloquently earnest, and in another quotation
from Lieder tines [ahrend_n Gesellen, beginning in muted violins and
continued by the oboe, we have one of the loveliest moments in all
music. When this heavenly pan,sage dies away we return to the mock
funeral-marth based on Fr_re Jacques. The eountD" hand reappears,
shriller than ever, with a sudden doubling of the tempo which eanses
the moat sober of us to laugh aloud. The gypsy theme is also recalled.
The music dies away in a reminiscence of the opening.

The last and longest morement of this aTrnphony begins with a

startling cymbal crash, followed by wild and stormy uproar in the
whole orchestra. The key is the unexpected one of F.minor. Some
semblance of order comes with the appearance of an energetic, march-
like theme--principal subject of the movement. Yet the tempest is
barely kept under control and breaks out of bounds here and there
throughout the movement. But there is genuine quiet in the form
of a fine lyric theme, the only one in all of Mahler's music that seems

l _o hint that he might have been a bit influenced by the style ofTsehaikowsky. There are also occasional references to the introduc-
tion of the first movement. Twice when wild disorder is at its very
height we are abruptly and triumphantly throwu into the bright key

of D-major. The theme based on a series of descending skips of the• With the wood of the bow tnateadof with the heir.
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fourth, hesitatingly suggested in the opening of the first movement
and elsewhere appears in this key forcefully presented by the seven °
horns. (Those of us who have been tortured at vocal recitals by an
abominable ditty called I Love L/Is will at once realize that if Mahhr
has been accused of unconscious plagiarism it is equally true that he
has been the victim of it.) Other striking passages are one which re-
calls the ringing of bells and another containing unabashed imitation
of the sounds of nature. Jubilant fanfares and references to pre-

vious themes, especially that of the series of descending fourths, bring
the movement to a conclusion of the utmost brilliance and energy.
It is not surprising in view of this ending that the Firs| Symphony
has been nicknamed "Titan." It is also pertinent to note that at
the first performance of this work, Malder, in response to public
taste, called it a symphonic poem and gave the last movement the
name From Inferno to P_radise.

The recording of the First 8ympAony appeared late in 1941--too
late for inclusion in a review of all than-existing Mahler recordings
which I prepared for the December 1941 issue of cBom) ^NV WS-
CORD,though an editor's foot-note drew attention to the release
and the same i._ue contained a very complete and scholarly analysis
of the composition by that erudite Mahler authority, Gabriel Engel.
The records were made by the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra con-
ducted by Dimitri Mitropoulos, issued as Columbia album No. 469
(six 12-inch double-faced records). This maestro has frequently per-
formed the First SympJi_ny, and his forceful, compelling manner of
interpretation has arot_qed many audiences to the moat enthusia-_tie
ovation. As to the playing of the orchestra, except for a rather
noticeable slip by a trombone in side 10, it would be hard to find
any fault whatever. Listen to the precision of the horns at the be-
ginning of side 3, the excellent string tone, and the lovely wistful-
ncss of the oboe in the middle of side 7. The Minneapolis Orchestra,
under Mr. Mitropoulos, is indeed a wonderfully precise, disciplined
Organization.

To complete the pleasantness of the picture, the Columbia record-
ing engineers did a fine job of capturing the performance in wax.
Reproduction is highly realistic, with minute details coming through
elesrly and with no stinting of the fortiuimos or "boosting" of the
pianissimos. Notice the remoteness of the off-stage trumpets near the
beginning and the h_ty, uninhibited pounding of the timpani at the
close of the first movement--both infallible signs of good recording.

The only fault one can think of to mention--and It seems downright
picayunish to bring it up--is probably the fattlt of the players rather

• Two sddiLioual horus ad ilb_tum. Ke81, the b of gh_ ¢l_golky may increase
the actual number of these laJtrumen_ to nine.
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than of the recording engineers, but' it is true that an occasional
pianissimo cymbal and triangle note cannot be heard. This remark
may give some idea of the wonderful fidelity with which innumerable
other small details do reproduce, especially when the records are played
on a really good machine. Except for some scratching in the second
half of side 7, the surfaces of my set are smooth and quiet. Occa-
sionally in the stress of heavy climaxes I have known the needle to
jump or repeat grooves, but the fact that this occurs only occasionally
would seem to indicate that the fault may have been with the in-
dividual needle. I have heard these records on four different phono-
graphs of varying quality and the reproduction is excellent on ell of
them, though naturally best on the bigger machines.

The "breaks" between the record sides are sU made at appropriate
places, except that between sides 6 and 7, which is abrupt, to say the
lea_t.

Although the second and fourth movements both begin about haLf-
way through a record-side, dividing ridges have been thoughtfully
provided, enabling us to play these movements separately with no
guess-work as to where to lower the needle.

The recording of the First Sl_npkovty can be unhesitatingly reoom-
mended to both the confirmed Mahlerite and those to whom his mu-
sic is unfamiliar.

From its beginning in flutes and sleigh-bells to its hushed conclu-
sion in double-basses and harp, the/_ourfft 8b,mplu>sty in G-Major is
a cheery work; the orchestra smiles and the sun shines in nearly
every measure. Though not without occasional grotesque and satirical
passages, there is none of the despondency and hopeless pessimism of
Das Lied vo,t der Erda or of the bitter grimacing, distortion, and
ennui of certain psasag_ of the Nitttlt 8ymphosy.

Symphony No. 4 is the most lightly-seored of the composer's orches-
tral composition& as it requires no trombones or tuba. The occa-
sional use of sleigh-bells gives the orchestra a crisp, bright color here
and there.
• According to the notes on the album eoutaining the recording of

this symphony, diseuued below, Malder wanted to recreate in this
work something of the spirit of Haydn. One might add that the
spirit of Mor2trt sad Schubert is aim olmervsble in this archalm_

In the opening of the first movement already de_ribed, Mahler
creates • distinctive effect which appears frequently in this section
and in the _ as well. The overall mood of the movement is one
of good nature and well-being, or (me might _y of Viennem Oent/ll.
I/ch_il. But there are some powerful climaxes and not infrequent
grotesque, fantastic psssagu--scme of the "norturnal" element of
Mahler's music so often subjected to e_mmant in Bruno Waiter's
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book on the composer; the second movement brings even more of such
a mood. One of the mast striHng passages in the first movement is
a high flute theme appearing hal/-way through side 2 of the reeord-
ing--a melody which because of its pentatonic character will rag.
geat the Indian to any American listener, though there seems to be
no evidence that Makler had the red man in mind when writing thls
work. Ones heard, this passage is never forgotten.

The second movement is in the style of a La_/_r, but much of
it seems unreal and almost ghostly, like the dream of a dance, rather
than the real thing. It is delightful mtudc, representing the schermo
of the conventional symphony. A few words would not be amiss
regarding the prominent passages for solo violin. The concertmaster
is required to provide himself with two violins, one to be tuned a
whole step higher than usual (that is, to F.sharp, B, E, A), the other
in the normal manner (E, A, D, O). The passages written with the
former (unconventional) tuning are notated as fingered, rather than
as they sound; i.e., this solo viofin is written as a transposing instt_u-
ment. The effect of the unique tuning is to give the instrument a
thin, rather shrill tone, reminiscent of that of a child's-size violin, or
the instrument of some country fiddler; it is probably the latter which
Mahler intended to suggest.

The third or slow movement--longest section of the work--is dom-
inated by a thoughtful, rather dreamy mood; it is Mahier in deep
meditation, though not in sorrow. There are several quicker pas-
sages, however, some bordering on the style of a scher:o, once sug-
gestive of the minuet, occasionally with touches of good-natured
satire. Those who are familiar with the composer's Second 8yntphony
will observe a spot in which he comes very close to making a quota-
tion from it. Near the end there is a sudden fortissimo outburst from
the full orchestra, with wild trumpet fanfares and brief quotations
from other movements (including the one to eome)--a momentary
vision of tile Day of Judgment. The very conclusion of the movement
is quiet, however; it ends on a dominant triad, leaving the way open
for the immediate beginning of the fourth movement (fln¢/_).

The last movement is really a song for soprano voice with orehes-
ira, the title of which in English is: We Enjoy t_e Pleasur¢_ of Heaven.
Those who are familiar with Hahler's practices know that several
of his songs occur as movements in symphonies. The text comes from
the famous antholo_" of German folk-poems, Des Knabe¢ Wu_d_r.
_orn, to which Mahler turned for use in his songs on more than one
occasion. It is a child'8 description of heaven, dwelling particularly
on the good things to eat that are to be had there--a delightful poem,
almost incredibly naive. Each stanza is introduced by s passage derived
from the very first few meMurea of the symphouy--tho_ that were
originally scored for flutes and sleigh-balls; here the orchestra ts
fuller. Each stanza closes with a striking series of slow chords in

parallel motion--a passage quoted literally from the Third 8_ntphoTW,
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if I am not mistaken. Near the end there is a modulation to E.major,

and the symphony concludes quietly in that remote key.

"0 ql) • •

Mahler's Symphony No. 4 has been recorded very recently by the
New York Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra under the direction of
Bruno Walter with Desi Helban as soprano soloist, issued as Columbia
album No. 589; six double-faced 12-inch records. It hardly seems
necessary to comment on Waiter's interpretation of the score, since
he is acknowledged the greatest of Mahler conductors and his read-
ings regarded as completely authoritative. The playing of the or-
chestra is ma_iflcent in every way, thinking of the players individ-
ually or collectively. Those whose acquaintance with the Philharmonic
is limited to its broadcasts will be glad to know that the orchestra
sounds better on these records than on the air, being gratefully free
from the frequent harsh tone that characterizes its radio perform-
ances. Desi Halhan is one of the great Mahler singers, so we need
not waste space in saying that her part of the performance leaves
nothing to be desired. The slightly boyish quality of her voice is all
to the good in this whimsical fourth movement--surely one of the
really unique conclusions to any symphony.

The Columbia recording engineers, though not reliable in every
recording, have done in this case a piece of work that no one could
criticize in any way. Yet Philip L. Miller, reviewing this album in
that Bible of the record-collector, The American Record Guide (for-
merly The American Music Lover), remarks that listening to the
records reminds him of inspecting the music under s microscope; that
the wealth of details comes out almost too well. The details are as
elear as anyone e0uld wish, but I am afraid I cannot agree with Mr.
Miller's inference that the broad general effect is sacrificed for clarity
of detail. As is frequent with records, these sound better after several
plsyin8_ than the first time. I have heard this set on three machines,
of varying quality, and the effect is good on all, though naturally not
as good on the eheap record-player attached to a radio as on the
splendid two-unit machine found in the Carnegie Music Set at the
College where I teach. The surfaces af the records in my album are
very

The program.notes on the album-cover are informative, and the
German text and English translation of the fourth movement poem,
which are provided, will be appreciated by all who own these records.

The "breaks" between the various record-sides all.occur at ap-
propriat8 placm.



Mahler and the Student Critic

ee following ctnamenfs are ezoerpti from papers written by stu.dents in Professor Philip Oreeley Clapp'J claseeJ in Mgsic Ap

prec_tion at the State University of Iowa. This cmwu is a compre-
hensive surueIj of mus/¢ presented a_ a fwo-yeo_"cotws¢ ami broado_t
over the radio station of the U1tive'rsity. Eight or nine meetings of
this course are devoted to f/re mua/c of Mahler every other year. In

the spring of 1941 |he Second Symphony amt The Song of the Earth
were presented on the phonograph mui the Third, Fifth, and Sixth
Symphonies were p/_yed on |he p/aria by Professor C/app from the
orch4estral score. 8ome of |he students may have beard one or two
Mahler works on phonograph or pimw in one of the Summer Session
classes in Music Appreciation. Bes'id_ class presentations and the
avai-l_bility of the Carnegie collection of phoaoomph records, the
faculty and students have given concert pcrfo_aa*w._ of the Adagietto
from the Fifth Symphony (February #6, 1941 ae_d July 8, 1942),
Songs of a Wayfarer, Professor Herald Stark, soloist (May 14, 1941
and Ju2y 8, 1949), the Second Symphony (April 9#, 194#), and the
Fourth Symphony (D_ember 9, 1949). The first group of ez.cerpis
are from the assifnment of May 16, 19_1, the second from the assiqn-
merit of April 27, 1949, and the third from the assignment of Dec-
ember 16, 1949:

I

1. "The greatest surprise awaiting me was the discovery that the
symphonies of Gustav Mahhr were not only good, but great. I had
been taught that Mahler was of fleeting importance in the world of
great music.. • a bad imitator of Wagner, long-winded, and infinitely
dull. And subject to the common pitfall into whieh a student slips,
I accepted the word of my former teacher, and quiekly dismissed
Gustav Mahhr as unimportant. Today, however, I humbly acknowl-
edge my stupidity and gratefully join the ranks of the followers of
Mahler.

"One task of a composer is to express himself in his medium so
that all who listen will feel themselves as one with the music. They
will feel with him, happiness, tragedy, gaiety, sorrow. They want
to be moved to the heights or depths to which he carries them . . .

Mahler has succeeded in making me understand his music, and he
has earried me along with him in changing moods and emotions. More
than that, I do not ask of any composer."

2. "The Songs of a Wayfarer stirred me almost to a state of ecstasy
by their loveliness, their grace, and their yearning and haunting

H
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charm. My introduction to Gustav Mahler hM opened a new vi_l_
to me in the field of music. It is music which one longs to hear ovc_"

and over again."
,, a ial trFoute to one composer :_I first heard

8. I wish to pay spoc .......... the ago, and read
,,,amea ago, mns, , f thereader

of his personal life and history wzthm the last week. I
has not already guessed, I am speaking of Gustav Mahler.

"I was glad that I had read the original text of the L_ed_r ei._s

[ahrende_ Gesdlen before I heard it. The rendition was excellent
esvociallY I recall from the flJ_al son g:--themel_

oLi..om anled hythede.bereteoand,o.,he
to the words:

'Hat mir niemand Ade gcsagt,Adel Adel Adel
Mein Gescll' war Lieb' und Leidel'
(None said goodbye to me.
Goodbye IGoodbye ! Goodbye |

My eompanions were love and sorrow.)

The incident that occurred at the last University Orchestra con-

ee.rt,--the audience's demand that Mahler's IMdzr e(mss [aAremJ_n
Gesell_ be repeated,--reminded me that such repetitions were a
common occurrence in Mzhler's day, and under his baton-"

a place as that which Gustav Malder is now inevltahly coming to noJ •
,,... just as a Brahms symphony represents an extension of the

Beethoven symphonic form with many times as much crammed into
an equivalent space, so does Malder represent a later extension of the
symphony_in no sense 'bettar' than Beethoven or Brahms---but pre-
senting, as in the R_rv_©tim* Sympko_ty, a gi_mtie unity of musical
material which dwarfs practically any other composition.

"The Adag_tto of the Filth Symp_Y is an excellent example of
the telling effect Maider could secure with a relatively simple struc-
ture. The harp part is as notable for what it does not do as for what
|t doeo--a lemer eompeaer would have been tempted to fill in the
_armony on it after the fashion of a left hand part in a Chopin• • *

,,ot,o
_or seventh coul(l be so pollen.ant:.Y? Lue u,w_,D ...... .
_t ii little more than this meiome tenaeney.

"A composer should be in touch with the literature and materials
of his predecessors, and should be able, on the basis of his wide ac-
quaintance with music, to glimpse new means and fields of musical
expression and then to lead the art in that direction.., this Mahler
did, never losing touch with his generation, though well in advance
of it. In the later Mshler, one finds further growth, though perhaps
less easily analyzed. A marked eharaote_ Is tl_e _pt of melody
as a function of many instnnnents rather than of • single instrument.
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II

I. "I must admit that up until the time we began rehearsals on the
Mahler [Second| 81/mp/umy, I regarded his works only as products
of a composer able to write at great length. After becoming more
familiar with this masterpiece, I was definitely convinced that, re-
gerdless of length, caeh succeeding measure was something to look
forward to with greater and greater expeetatien&"

2. "When Dr. Clapp announeed that Malder'e 8s_ond 8ymphoall
was to be rehearsed, I failed to understand or sympathize with the
general spirit of enthusiasm of the more experienced performers of
the orchestra. It was not until we had played it through once that I
began to assume a like attitude. After the fifth or sixth rehearsal

Mahler's Second 8ymp_np had become my favorite symphony."

3. "Prior to the orchestra's conquest of the Mahler work, I was
fairly ignorant of the man, except for a very bare acquaintance with
him through reading. From the time of the first rehearsal of the
work with our orchestra, however., I was well on my way to conversion.
The thing that impressed me with the first readings of the work was
its sheer power--the big climaxes, absent in the broadcast and record-
ing versions, were literally spine-tingling.

"After two months of rehearsals the work seemed to have become
part of me . . . There is a completely satisfying feeling that accom-
panies it. Inmost compositions there seem to be moments of 'lag';
but if there were any such in this Mahler Symphony, I was unable
to detect them . . .

"As rehearsals progressed, it was not t_e powerful passages alone
that held my attention, but also the tricky, faselnating third move-
ment . .. A certain passage of the E fiat elarinet haunted me where-
ever I went . . ."

4. "It was more than evident that the students had 'begged the
privilege of studying and performing it' [Malder's Second 8yrn_],
for never have I seen any more perfect cooperation and coordina-
tion of orchestral and choral forees . . .

"After 1he final chord had ended, there was a deeided pause. The
people were in another world; overwhelmed by the power of the mu-
sic, they had momentarily lost their sense of real, physical realms...
I believe this pause was the greatest compliment a conductor can be
given."

5. "These deadly lashea of power by the percussion section [in the
first movement] arose with little warning from a mournful dirge,
suo-gesting to me the possible reeolleetion of past deeds, of power,
and of victory: a reminiscenee at death. The soft tones of muted
violins expressed a lyrical beauty, peace, and comfort. Pathetie oboe
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and trumpet suggested the sadnem which engulfs the heart in times
of failure or loss . . .

*'In the seoond movement we are carried into a smoothly-flowing
mood. We dream of Utopias and Shangri-las, of soft-rolling meadows,
and 'flowery beds of ease'. Later, a certain pizzicato passage fluffs
up our placid clouds with s lively, poking gesture . . .

"Movement three begins with a blast of percussion. Each succes-
sive passage, 8.5 the movement proceeds, seems to ridicule the pre-
ceding one. A solemn, serious strain is followed by a topw/-turvy,
nonsensical, clown.llke farce, suggesting the interruption of serious
thought and action in a lopsided world where nothing can be fore-
seen, where surprises are constant rather than unusued . . .

"Once again in the last movement we hear the blasting, writhing,
and pulling of a great struggle . . . The storm gradually dies . . .
The chorus makes its entrance with the Resurrection Hymn; we hear
a solo voice, first with the chorus as a background, then taken up by
the orchestra . . . The chorus enters a second time, this time sound-
ing even more h.vnmlike, then the contralto voice which is answered by
the chorus with increasing power... The two solo voices are blended
together in a duet. A crescendo of full orchestra and eharus builds
a beautiful and powerful climax . . .

"And so the performance ended with the majority of the listeners
filled with enthusia_n for a work previously unknown to them. They
felt, as I did, that Mahler has been sadly neglected, and that if com-
mon folk have the capacity to make sensible judgments, they are right
in saying that Mahler has written a meet masterful wymphony."

6. "The lovely, dainty movement of the pizzicato strings which
gives such e delicate effect that one is eaxried away in its beauty, the
breath-taking passages of the alto soloist where this solo voice soars
high above the ehorus and orchestra, the marvelous organ-like quality
of the lower braes instruments in various passages aided by the
eontra-bassoon: these will live long in my memory as parts of one
of the moat wonderful musical works in which I have had the pleasure

to participate."

7. "The immensity of the work, its vigorous themes, its great eli-
mazes, the energetic brames, and finally the union of chorus sad
orchestra are revelations...

"Among the surprises the symphony holds is the opening of the
second movement. One hardly expects anything so gentle after the
fury of the first... In the grand finale there is • sort of incoherent
ecstasy so genuine that It requires little more persuasion than that
of the music to Imagine the heavens already opened, . . . the trum-
peters, the summoning angels; and the chorus, the angelic choir."
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8. "The ecstatic eUmax toward the e_d of the last movement [of
the Second 8VmpkmW] is perhaps the greatest climax in all musical
composition. It is as ff Mahler realized that true greatness goes
beyond the sphere of mortal Hying, so that he tops the climax by
reachingintoman'sinnermost religious self repre_nted through the
BTmbolism of church bells and the angelic ringing of a mighty
chorus . . .

"In general,Mahkr showshimelf• master ofrhythmand timbre,
and he can be delightful as well as powerful There are even moments
of drollery with a touch of dignity. At times he is as refreshing
a cold shower bath; at times beis sensational, but not in the cheap
sense Of the word, for his ideas are of such magnitude that one.
occasional sensationalism can bring them out . . 3'

9. "The funeral mar_ motif of the first movement, most prominent
st its beginning and elc_, seems to be the basis of the whole. It is
as though man, in serious moments, in times of struggle when mean-

. ingsareeI_mst,isalwaye aware thatmen aree_demned todeath
at the hour of their birth. It k not an obvion_ but a very profound
awareness of death The second movement represents the other side
of man's nature. It shows man in times of day dreaming, in times
of peace, and perhaps in times of mature and gentle love. The move-
ment does not seem to deal with things less real, but rather with
realities that are smaller and less dramatic...- The full drama of
the symphony culminates in the fifth movement. There the thereto
of the four previous movements are unified, eo much so that I feel
that the fifth movement eould e_,andas a separate and ruinable work.
The dramatic quality of the whole work is great. Unlem one refumm
to listen to it, he must be drawn into Malder'e vision."

10. "To the writer, Mahler's Re_urrectio_ 8Fmplu_y will always
be symbolized by an unforgettable brass choir, the balance of which
was made complete by the synchronizing blend of the tuba; the brief
but expressive trio of violin, 'cello, and flute agah_ the muted back.
ground of the tutti; the brilliant showmanship put up by the tympaui,
drums, and cymbals in the terrific and dynamic build-up from an
almost inaudible pianissimo to an almost painful fortissimo that is
snapped by the accurate baton at the psychological instant; the great
summons in the fifth movement, interrupted auly by the staccato
lyrics of a lone bird; end the vision ooojured up by the dynamic tffth
movement of the miraculous assembling of bones spiritual, which seem
to take form, rise from their earthly abodes, and join in a great
jubilation at their eventual victory over the pestilence_ ascriflc_
pitfalls, and tragedies of life,--the triumph over tile grave, with all
bitterness now swept into oblivion by the reward of • joyous re.
union." , ;' "
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1. "Up until a _ew weeks ago, what I knew about Halder had been
gained from reading and not from hearing... I had come to think
of him as a sour, meticulously careful, boresome composer who spent
most of his Kfe trying to get the works of Bruckner performed, and
in his spare moments dashing off a symphony or two. I don't feel
that way any longer, thanks to the University Symphony Orchestra.
The _ourth 8ymphowJ shows that Mahler can be jovial, light-hearted,
and poeslbly a bit mischievou& I think the word gracious, to use
only one word, best describes this work . . . To learn what a man'e
music is about by hearing it is far superior to reading someone else's
views on the same music."

• 2. "Mahler's themes have the distinctiveness which eanses one to
remember them even after a first hearing only . . ."

3. "Since I have heard the Fourth 8_/mp;tony of Malder I have
relegated a great many other works to the baekgrouncL Being one of
these people who knows little mnsie but who listens always for new
ideas of expremion, I found many passages in this symphony that I
shall never forget... If Hahler, like Franck, had written only one
symphony--this one--he would have done enough."

4. "It always amazes me how Malder avoided actual repetition of
his themes . . ."

§. "I was a little surprised the first time I heard Mahler's PourOt.
After hearing the 'mighty Second' I expected something more heavy.
The /%uriA proved, however, to be as delightful and captivating as
anything could be."

6. "Malder's Pourth had a classic beauty of grace and charm. The
fourth movement, especially, was awe inspiring to all who felt the
simplieity of • peasant's Divine world."

7. "About the Malder Symphony. I think Mahler had a close re-
latiouship in his mind between symphony and song . . ."

8. "I don't know whether it is the music itself or the inspired or-
cheetration he used that made the Pourtk S9_nphony of Mah]er one
of the high spots in my listening experience . . . Parts of the eym-
phtmy came as near to pure beauty as anything I have ever heard."

9. "His orchestration, in which many extraordinary and uncanny
_mfldnstions are used, i8 nothing less than amazing... How a corn-
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position can contain an unlimited depth of power and yet be fairy.
like is bard to fatbom, but Habler does it."

10. "... the Mahler Fourth Symphony is one of the meet fascinating
I have ever played in. The solo passages seem characteristic of the
instruments employed. Among them, the most outstanding are those
for Engfish horn, bass clarinet, and contra.bassoon . . ."

11. "About three years ago, during the second semester of this
course, I wrote a paper on Oustav Mahler which set forth 'conven-
tional' views of this composer. I now write another paper on the
same subject, principally to show the futility of judging creative art
by o_te exposure to it.

"I am firmly convinced that the unsympathetic attitude toward
Mahler is due to the f_ct that be has been judged by critics after a
f_ hearings, or even a single hearing of his works. I cite my own
experience (a confession I). Three years ago I bad heard only those
works which were performed hi class. Last winter I listened re-
ligiously to Erno Rapee's series on Sunday noons; last summer I
soaked myself in some of the Mahler recordings and beard Lieder eincs •
fal',renden Ges6Uen; this fall I played in the Four|h 8ymphony. My
experience with the Fourth further bears out my contention. On
first reading I (and other melnbers of the orchestra) agreed that the
first movement is divine, the second less so, and the others nothing to
write home about. After intensive rehearsal, which brought out not
only the fine points but also a clearer realization of the meaning of
the work, my opinion changed to one of admiration for the whole
symphony. The important point is that Hahler's music is not flash-
in-the-pan music; it is music that grow_ on you. I doubt if any con-
sidered judgment can be made of this composer after one, two, three,
or even more hearings. And yet people do make such judgments;
their views get intoprint; and the layman becomes anti-Mahler be-
fore he gives the man a chance to present his message.

"How many histories of music are sympathetic to Mahier! Prac-
tically none. And students read these texts without even hearing
the music. I have before me one of the latest monumental histories,--
one which I respect in many ways. What do I find! Statements
such as these: 'aU he could summon was an almost religious sincerity
which cannot be challenged by the grandiloquence that often mars his
best efforts'; 'the only great thing in these ercatiolm is the intention';
'lack of cohesion and acsthetie unity'; 'nothing could raise this tragic
work above a post-Wagllerian theatricalism'; ' his smile is lifeless, his
irony bitter, and his humor forced.' Host. of thsse staterr,ents are
made in connection with a single work, the E/Ok#/t Symphony. The
author mentions Li6d yon do- Krd_, but I wondar if he ever heard the
Fourth Symphony or Lieder ein_s fakremio¢ Gudl_ttT



MaMer Medal Award toEmo Rapee

Mayor ]La@uardtaBroldea_ I_eech of Pnmmtzticn over the ABC lCetwodr
(ApriJ 19, Lqal).

rim is the occasion of the first performance of Gustav 5(ahlcr's
SN'MPHON'rOr A THOUJ_m), aS his Eighth 8ymphonry is called,

in New York in twenty-six years. It is called the Sn_PHONY OVA
THOUSA_'V,because, as you know, there were a full thousand per-

formers on the stage when immortal Mahler himself directed the first
performance in Munich on September 12, 1910;

I can think of no better time to present that di_ing_dshed con-
ductor, Erno Rapee, with the Mahler Medal on behalf of the Bruekner
Society of America.

Mr. Rapee, who had a long and distinguished career in music, prior
to his becoming conductor of music for the Radio City Music Hall
in 1932, in arranging the performance of Mahler's Eighth S_fmphony,
has performed a titanic feat and one which warrants the apprecia-
tion that is being expressed to him in the presentation of this medal,
which has previously been given to such distinguished musicians as
Klemperer, Koussevitzk-y, Ormandy, O'Connell, Walter, the late
Artur Bodanzky, and Osaip Gabrilowitsch. The Mahler Medal is a
labor of love by the famous artist, Julio Ki!enyi, who has d_igned
medals for Pershing, Thomas Edison and many others.

I want to give New York City a bit of well deserved praise in con.
nection with the performance of the Mahler Symphony, for in addi-
tion to the Radio City Music Hall Glee Club, taking part in this per-
formance are the St. Patrick Choristers, the Paulist ChorL_ters, a
choir of boys from the New York public schools, and such distinguished
soloists as Selma Kaye, Thelma Jm_genson, Dorothy Shawn, and other_
All this bears witness to the fact that New York is a city of music
lovers, and that this is truly a production in which the people of
New York are taking part, both as performers and listeners.

I am glad to know that there are some people in Europe who will
be able to hear this performance of the EigMA Sympltony, coming to
them by the free radio o! America. I hope that word will get around
from them to other musl0 lovers that we, here, seek to preserve their
cultural tradition for them until such a time as they can again live
and breathe as free men.

ON KEItALFOIP THs_ BRIJI_KN]_ _ l A,,MH/kPPY TO
PREREHTTHE MAHLER$|]F.DALOIPHONORTO YOOpM.A._ffFRORA_EF_
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Premiere of Dumler's Te Deum

EUaESg _S, Conductor; YLLCE H_, Soloist;

Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra and May Festival Chorus
Cincinnati, May 11, 1946

HX premiere performance of Martin Dumler's setting of the eel-
T ebrated Latin prose-poem Te Deem Laudamu.t, composed by

Bishop Nieetas around 1400 A.D. will elose the first half of the pro-
gram. The compositions of Dumler are not new to festival patrons.
In 1935 his 8tabat Mater, Op. 40 received its world premiere and its
success with other compc6itions performed by the Cincinnati Orches-

tra justifies the new presentation. Dunder knows liturgical music by
actual eJperieuce as a choir boy, a choir director, a soloist and s com-
peer of many works for the Catholic Church which have been added
to the great store of music which has been accepted as worthy.

: His Te Deum Op 45 is set for full chorus, o_chestra a_d organ with
solo parts for baritone to be sung at this performance y Mack Har-
retL It opens with a powerful statement of the principal theme in
the brasses accompanied by the full orchestra. The chorus states this
theme, first in unison followed by the voices spreading to eight part
harmonies, which lead to eight-voice counterpoint accompanied by the
complete instrumental ensemble. Throughout the work fine tonal con-
trasts are made a cappella settings for the angelic choirs and soft

piani_imos for orchestra] parts are played against full, powerful and
dynamic climaxes. It finally builds to a triple fugue in which all
voices and instruments join in exalted praise with a tremendously

powerful cl_e taxing to the utmost every part of the entire _ble.

HOWARD W. HESS, Cindltnati TimeJ 8iar, May 6, 1946.

After the premiere of Dunder's 8tabat Mater in the composer's
native city of Cincinnati on May 25, 1935, under the inspired leader-
ahip of Eugene Goos_ns, the late George A. Leighton ((_/_i.n_
Enqu/rer) wrote in part: "The management of the Festival A_so-
_ation has much to be proud of, but of nothing more jo than l_viag
programmed Martin G. Dum]er's Btabat Mat6r ..... s _ heard
last evening and under the inspiration of a superb performance, few
will deny its idneerity, scholarly background, adherence to the drama
of the text, and the telling power of its final cliz_s,x. _ evening's
presentation resulted in a veritable ovation for the eompmer." A.

s For • e,m_pleteanaly_ of Dund_ Ah_b_ M_er, im 0HOB_ AND DIg-
CORD,VoL I, No. 7.
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Walter Kramer (Mtt_¢o| Amer/_) said: "Dr. Dum]er writes with "
remarkable natur6Jneu_ with a sure hand in his choral parts, eontrw
puntal dexterity and * .slly admirable feeling for or ._est_l ".mve___;
tare." Muaicol Leader reported that "in all probability, Mume Mau
has never been the s_ene of a similar triumph for a Cincinnati eom-

poser." Vateria Adler (Cincinnati Po_i) characterized the work as
"arresting and memorable."

On May 11, 1946, eleven years after the successful premiere of
8tob_t Mater, Eugene Goossens conducted a brilliant first performance
of Dumler's Te Deum at the closing concert of the thirty-sixth Cincin-
nati May Festival.* Mack Harrell whose mellow voice seems espe-
cially _tited for religious m_lsic d_tingtdshed himself by his elo_luent
interpretation of the solo parts. Goossens reve_ed a thorough under-
standing of the spivitu._| message of the wvrk. He t,_rl.ied the or-
chestra and chorus with him.

Conceived in the grand manner, this choral setting exI, resscs the
deeper spiritual implications of the medieval poem. The music un-
derscores the meaning of the words; it expresses the e_otious experi-
enced by the human soul--reverence, awe, pathos, tender'heSS, humil-
ity, religious, ecstasy, triumph. There are moments of tranquil lyric
beauty, moments of extreme dramatic intensity, many passages of
genuine inspiration. A great soul speaks to us in mimic, the spiritual
deuth of which can hardly be fathomed at a _ngle hearing without
previous preparation. It is music of gr_at sincerity, revealing the
composer's profound Iolowlcdge of polyphony and supreme skill in
oi'chestration and choral _riting. Orchestra and voiee_ blend; the
music flows smoothly in spite of the intricate polyphony.

While closer acquainta;Jce with the work will, as is the e_e with
all music of great depth, increase its general appeal, it was quite
obvious from the spontaneity of the ovation given the .composer that
the audience sensed the grandeur and nobility of tl_e _vork.

ROBERT G. GREY

_' The premiere of Martin Duralcr's Te Deem proved that work to be
one filled with rich chromatic harmonies, splendid climaxes, compli-

cated polyphonic writing, rich orchestral scoring and judicious use
of the organ for special effects ....

The baritone solos were the most impressive parts, especially as sung

by Mack Harrell. The Te Deum closed in a burst of gloriou_ sound
with the entire ensemble giving everything it possessed. Dumler is

an amazing man with many talents and his Te Deum was a powerful
expreasion of a heart filled with p:

HOWARD W. HESS, Cincin_ti TimeJ 8tar, May 13, 1946.

8For • complete an_lyshsof Dumler'J Te M, see CHORD AND DIBOORD,
TeL 11, No. S.
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Participants in the Dumler Te Deem were the May Festival Chorus,
about • third of the high school group, the orchestra and Mr. Harrell
who sang the baritone lines with sonorous vocal quality and excellent
diction. The chorus was in fine fettle and so was the orchestra. The

climaxes were especially compelling and the appeal of the smooth flow
of the music was heightened by eareful integration of choral and or-
chestral ensemble .... He (the composer) took several bows from
the stage in response to a prolonged ovation.

MARY LEIGHTON, Cincin_ff Enquirer, May 13, 1946.

LI_T OF BRU@K24EB AND _ EECOBDING8 (VICTOE)

B_r

gYMPHONY NO. &--M/DM.331
Haxonian 8rate Orchestra, Karl Bb'hm, Conductor.

8YI_PHON_ r NO. 9---M/DM-627
Munich Ph_lbalmonic Orcheatrn, Biegwund v. HaxmeEger, Conductor.

MASS IN E MINOIt---M/I)M-_ga
Aachan Cathedral Choir, T. B. Behmman, 0onduetor.

Ma.t_,r

SYMPHONY NO. S--M/D)x-M_1
IF_mne_poti_8y_n[3hony, Eu4_,eaeOrnutndyj Cnndw_a'; 8alot_t: Oorinno Frank

t_owea ann ann O'Malley Gtllogly; Twin City Choral
SYMPHONY NO. 9---M/DM-726

Vimma Phllhaxmonlco Bruno Walter, Oonductor.

LIST OF MA_LEB KFA30RDIN08 (COLUMBIA)

DA.5 _ VON DEB ElIDE---M-300
Oharles Kullm_ .and Keratin Thorborg; Vtemm Phflhzrmoe_ Bruno Walt, r,

C4nduetor.
HANS UND (HLETE--O171LLD
IClt £TMET J E[lq'EN lINDEN DUFT--4_I_41D

8uumne Sten

I BR_.tTHED THE BREATH OF _1_ RJKD--C-DB |80,q
Oberlin Kullman

80N08 OF A WAYFXRER--X.t67
(kroi Brke; l_tt_urgh 8yml:d_my Ordm_tm_ Frlt_ ikim., Cendeetm,.

SYMPHONY NO. I---M-4e_

_rMFHONY NO. &-.-M4_
New York Phllkarmc_de,Bruno Waltm',(b_b_kr.



List of Performances

SEASON 19tl-] 942

IV OberLin Oulle4_ Orahestra, Kessler, Nov. 18, 1941.
Nstional Symphony, Wss_ Kindler, 3an. 18, 1942.
Pittsburgh _rmphouy, Belner, Feb. 6 and 8, 194E
St. Louis Symphony, Oolschmann, Jan. 16 sad 17, ]942.
Coqdcago Orcbastrl_ Stock, Apr. £ and 3, 1942.
rllinois Symphony, Adler, Feb. g3, 1942.

VII Phlllmrmonie Symphony Society of N. Y., Walter, Nov. 13, 14, and
15, 1941.

IX B_rso. Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y. (Stadium Concerts),
Km-tg, July 17, 1942.

I _evelud Ore._Im_ Eodzlnakl,Ja_ B and S, 1940 (Broadcast over C_
Ju. IO, 1942).

Essex Hymplmmy, Newark, N. $., Mitropoulos, Juno I0, 1942.
University of Michigan Orchestra, Thor Johnson, Ju. 07, 1942.
Illinois Symphony, Kopp, Dee. 15, 1941.

II Philharmonic Symphony Society Of N. Y., Walter; We_tmlnster Choir,
Dr. John Finley Williamson, Diroctor; Soloists: Nadine Connor and
Mona Psniee; Jan 22, 23, and 9-5, 1942 (/he last perforumnce broad-
east over C_S).

State Unive.ruity of lows Orchcetra, Clapp; State University of I0wa
C_orus, Herald Stark, Director; 8uloizts: Onabelle Ellett and /I_el
Chapman; April 22, 1942 (Broadcavt over WSUI).

IV Philharmonic Symphony Society of N. Y., Mitropoul_; Soloist: Mona
Paolee; Jan. 7 and 9. 194 p-,

Third _d Fourth Movt.mvntJ. Boston _ymphony, B_rgin; Soloist:
Cleora Wood; Jan. 30 and 31, 194E

V .dda_tgo. State Un/ve_slty of Iowa Orchestra, Clapp, July 8, 194_
(Broadcast over NBC).

D_,8 LIED FON DER BRDZ--Pittebursh Symphany, Retner; Soloiete:
Szantho and Jagel; Jan. 9 tnd 10, 1941L

Mlnaeapollj _rml_hony, Mltt0poul0s; Soloist: Knowlm and KuUmaa;
Apr. 8j 1941L

Rochesier l_aillu_mmk, Ituzbl; Solol_te: Eustk am] Althouse; .Feb. 8,1942.

LIEDER ELSE8 F_LRBENDEN OBSELLEN_Philharmonle Symphony
8oeisty of N. Y. (St_ilum Ocular), 8mal]_; Soloist: Me_oeky,
J_ly, 1942.

State Uni_erdty of Iowa Orehestra_ Clapp; Soloist: Stark; July 8, 1942
(Br_ over NBC).
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RAm_B _ (_942)
Bcdlo City Music Hall Orchestra, Erno Bapee, Oenauetor. (Broadcast

by the Blue Network; Malder VIII shortwsved to IAUn Ameriea).

Jan. 4 Firat 8ympkon¥.

•,van. II FourtASympkony--Boloist: Charlotte Bcenmr.

31m. 25 Neoond 8¥mpkony--_oloists: Edwi_ _tis and _drn_ _aye;
Radio City Glee Club.

Feb. 8 Tl.ird Nymp/unq_-6oloist: EdwimL ]SuJtll; _o Oity Mnd,"
Olee Qub tad Pauliat Choir.

Feb. 22 Fiftk g3rmpkony.

Mar. 8 Dam _ tpou _ Brd_-8oloiabl: ]_lw_s ]_stJs and Jan
Peer_

Mar. 22 N_A 3Fmphony.

Apr. )2 E_ktA 8ymp?,osy--Soloiats: Eelm_ KAye, Thelma Jerguson,
Edwlna Eusths, Dorothy 8hawu, Mario Bar_ John Herriek,
Lawronee Whisona_ut; Organist: I)ea_ D'Antalffy; BaAJo City
Mn_e Hall Oleo Club; 8chola Oa,,torum, Hugh B(ms, Conductor;
St. Patrick's Boy. Choir, 8eraZno Bugsto, 0onduetor; CLolr of
Public School Boys, George H. Ore'thin, Ooadaetor; Paulist
Choristers, Edward Sinttery, C,oadnctor. (The performance was
given in the Center Theatre).

SEASON 194g-1943

BRUOKNBR

HI Adagio (Arnutged for band by Philip Or_lsy Clal_ ). JL/LFBand, &tlz_tio
City/N. J, WO Robert L. l_nders, Ooadaetm, May g3_ 194a.

IV 8L Lcnia Symphony, Oo_chmL_, Dee. I8 a_! gO, 1942.
Phi]harmonic Symphony Boeiety of N. Y., Walter, Feb. 4 and 5, 1948.
Houston Symphony, Hoffman, Apr. 13, 1943.

J_/o (Asr_ged for band by 5gt. A. M. Friedman). AA.F Band, At-
I_tle (_ty, N. J., WO Bobert I_ _ Ge_d-,-ter, J_ e, lt4a.

w _ /_o Orchestra,Lei_dort,_ by _ (kt. IS, 1942.

TJ DBUM_egle Institute of Te_nology, Bchen]eyPark,Pimbml;h;
Frank Dorian, Conduetor; Bolol_: _ Mu_t_', _ _ylr,
Ksynu_d Bmolover, Jack Manhetmer; OTg_t: James Hunt_; Aeoom-
panist at rehearsals: Robert Drumm. (Ooncert in mmmm_ of Harold
Geoghagan). March 17, 1943.

A.kF Ba_d, Ads=fie City, N. J_ WO Bobert I, lamka_ Omduztor;
8ololatz: Etisabe_ Csrad_ns, Elde Mem_de_ O#L _ Hult_,
Pvt. Btaaley Friedman; April _ 19411.

ggth A_F Band,WOBobertI., _ Oa_bckulBrmde._to_
KLZ,Co,on,do,Sept.7,_ttS. (ra,t im4orm_ byaVathontoB_).



List o[ Per[otto=noes 95

I YhUhtrmonlc Symphony 8odety of N. Y_ Walter, Ont. S2, 83, and 25,
1942. (The last performance was brosdeut over CBS).

Boston Symphony, Burgin, eeL (J and 7w 1942.
Cincinnati Symphony, Ooossens, J'an. 29 sad 30_ 1943.
San Francisco 8ymphony, Monteux, Feb. 12 and 1S, 1943.

III Firm| Movement. Boston Symphony wBurgin, Max. 19 and 80, 1943.

IV State University of Iowa Oreheatrs, C_spp; 8oloist: )FAdred Ethel Gl&pp;
Dee. 9, 1942 (Broadcast ever WSUI).

National Symphony, Ws._xiagt_n, D. C., Kindler; Boloist: Edwina EustJs;
Jan. 10, 1943.

V Jdr_ietto. Toronto Prom Oonosrt, ltapee; First performa.nce in Toronto;
Sept. 30, 1943.

EINDEETOTENLIBDKB---Eula B_I, 8olotet; 8hibley Boyer, Accom-
panist; Eveoings on the Beef Series, _ Angeles, Calif., Feb. 12, 1945.

Calumbia Broadcasting Symphony, Barlow; Soloist: Mona Paulee; Broad-
east by CBS, Mar. l, 1943.

LIEDER EINB8 FAHBENDEN OBSELLEN--New OrleansSymphony
Orchestra, Ole Winding_tadt, Oonduetor; Boloist: floxanne 8ten; Msr.
16, 1943.

8ONGS--
1. Hans Aea_dm Heinz, Tenor; Fritz J'shoda, Pianist; Four songe,

Town Hall, New York, Dee. 8, 1942.

E Leteher Proper, 8oloiJt; Alton I,,twrene_ Accompanist; Nee. I and
4 of/Aed_ e/nero fMtrea&m _u_nt; MsurjorleGhristianeen, Soloist;
Marian Williams, AeeompsaiJt; /ok _mcq' e/m Ii_len l_lt and
IAebst d_ unt 8eltoe_; Drake Auditorium; First Des Moines,
lows, performance; Jan. 24, 1943.

S. Lotte Lehman and Bruno Walter, .Town Hall, New York, Mar. ]4,
1943.

We d_ ectoea_ Troml_en bla,es
ldt bi_, drr Well abkaa_te_ gekommes
8_ u_I Me4de_
Um Mitler_cltt

SEASON 1941-1944

mmmnn
IlI Adage. ggth Symphonic Band, Buckloy ]field, Colo., CWO Robert I_

Lenders, Conductor; Brozdeut ov_ KI_ direct from Bur.kle7 Field
Service Club, Oct. 26, 1949.

IV" Houstea Bymphouy, Hoffmann, Nov. S, _ (Th_ performance
given by popular request at tke beginhq_ of tim Num_ The work
had been performed Apr. IS, 194_).

_oterso. e_4th sad _ Jimmy Buds, Baddey _ 0olo., CWO
Robert L. ]Ldmders,Cenduetor, F_b. _ 194_L
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TE DEUM--Phtlharmonle 8ympbo_y 8oeiety of N. Y., Walter; Westminster

Choir, Dr. Jolm Fhdey Wittlamm_ Diroeter; Soloista: Eleanor 5teber_
Enid 8zs_tho, Cbgrks Kullms_ NIe_lg goseons; First pcrformane_
by the Society; MAr. I8 sad IT, 1944. Walter'R _ftiet_ ana_oerma_
,u a _ul_'t_r.

LI Philharmonie Symphony Soeiety of N. Y.j Bodzimdd ; Westminster Crnc_r,
Dr. John Finley Willianmoaj Director; Soloista: Astrid Vtrasy and
Enid Szutho; Dee. g, S,/, and 5, _ (The last Im_orman_ wu
broadcast over CBS).

Andante _odcmto. Marmoale Symphony 8oetety of 1_. Y. (Sta_icm
Concerts), 8mailen_ Juno 9.8, 1944 (Bnnuleut ov_ the Municipal
Station, WI_O).

IV Philharmonic 8ymphony 8oeiet7 of N. Y_ Waiter; Soloist: Deei Haibu;
Feb. 3, 4, 5, and e, 1944. (The hat performgnee was broadener over
aS).

National 8ymph_y, Klndler; 8ololst: Julml_ Garter. Baltimore, Feb.
8; Washington, Feb. 9, 19/4.

DAB LIED YOl_ DE1 ERDF,---Boeton 8ymphcmy, Burghl; Bolot_a: Jennie
Tourel nnd Hans Heir; Dec. 3 ud 4, 194& (The last performs.nee
was broadeaat over ITBG).

Philad_lphla Orchestra, Ormimdy; Soloists: Kerstin Thorborg and Charles
Kullma_; Ann Arbor (Mich.) May Festival, May fl, 1944.

KINDERTOTBNLIgDIt_--Members of I_B0 Orchestra, Zoltu Fekete,
I Conductor; Soloist: Jane Snow; Town Hailj New York, Feb. 5, 1944.

REASON 1944-1945

BRUOKNEB

IV Cleveland Orchestrt, Lei_dorf; First _levehmd performance; Apr. Ill
and 15, 1945. (Recordings of the IMt performance were broadcast

ovcr Mut-aal, Apr. 15, 1945).

VII philharmonic Symphony Roeiety of N. Y_ Bodzinakl, Apr. § and 6, 1945.

T_ D_/7_Notre Dime Oollege Choral Club sse/sted by John Carroll Uni-
versity 0lee Club ud Cloy*lend He|ghta High School Little Symphony
Orchmtra, Chtslm E. Bath, Director; Soloists: Phoebe K. _mpbell,
Mildred Mueller, Joseph Lederoute, Norman M. Gold, word; Sever-
emee Hail, _levelud; _ lm_ormuee in Cleveland; Feb. 10_ 1945.

Philadelphia Orchestra and Univeraity of Michigan _orai Union, Hardin
Van D_roen, Conductor; SolelY: Eleanor 8teber, Hertha Olas, Fred-
erick Jage|, Nicola Moseona; Ann _rbor (Mle&) May Fmttv_ May

8TSlRO OOlNrgT--Adaflo (tranJeribed by Felix Quenther). First per-
formnneel New York ChamberOrehmtn_ F. Charles Adl_ 0oaduetol;
Town llall, N.. Y., Maz. I. 194&
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IV Pittsburgh 8ymphonyj Beiner; Soloist: Mary Msrth_ Brtney; Mar. 9
and 11, 1045.

Boston 87mphonyp Burgin; Soloist: Moaa Paulee; Mar. B3 aad 24, 1940.
(The lut performance broadcut omr Blue Network).

V A_O_,o. Mlnnespolk 8ymphonyp MlUopoulos, Dec. 29, 1944.

DAB LIED FON DEE J/LD/_-Phlibarmonle &ymphm_y 8ociety of N. Y.,
Bodalnaki;8oleb_8:Keratin Thorborg Lnd Charles Kullnmn; Nov. 16,
17, and 19, 1944. (5_ne last performanee was broaxlcast over _38).

XadJanapeUa 8ymphsny, HevJtrJky;8oloiJt_: _tAn Thorborg and Hard-
esty Johnson; Mar. 10 and 11, 1945.

C_leago Orchestra, 8sell; SoloietJ: Kerstin Thorborg and 3ohn Gazri8;
Ravtaia Park, July _3 and 94, 1944.

(_nelnnata Bymphony, (]oouens; 5oloiJtJ: Nell Tangeman and William
Haln; Mar. 23, 194,5.

KfNDJBFOFBNLf_DEE--.Boetea Symphony Chamber Orehest=s, Bernard
Z_hem, Conductor; 8olokt: _ D_wnpor_! Boston, Aug. 13, 1944.

LIgDBR EINE8 FAHEENDEN GKSELLE_--Jkm_ Becital_ Kasin Bran-
sail; Paul Ule.uowoky at the pla,uo_ Town Hall, N. Y., Feb. 4, 1945.

flongBeclta_8ergei Badamsky, Hollywood, CtALforn_ Feb. 11, 1945.

IGll ATMEF' JINEN LINDEN DUFT_ Reeltal, Belws K]bler;
Oerhard ailmndmim at th8 piano; Univeallty Of 08AJ_oraJa,LoeAngeleS,
Sept. 17, 1044.

SEASON 1945-1946

BBU_IOf'Nm

IV Oinz/nati Symphony, Gooes_a, u... I ead it,

yl X Ctevetand Orchestra, Leb_or_; Clev,b_l, O_ ZS sad SV, 194S; Ann
Arbor , Mk.hlgaa, Nov. 11, 19/5.

IX ph/lharmonle 8ymphoay 8odety of N. Y_ Walter, Mar. 16, 15, and IT,
19/S. (The last l_-formaaee bros6m_ m,_ C_8).

TE DEUM--(_orsl 5octety of LuUtute of Musiml Art, 3"ullllsrd Gradusts
J_:hoolOrchestra, ][4jor Buketoff, 0uadnetor; a_J: Ange_ae Oollh_

Bible,Delbert8t_nstt,Frtads H_wme:; New York,Dec.19,
1945.

MnT0/_ M_&--B_u Fnmci_o MUkll_d _ Dr. _ Leseh_ Di-
rector;Brain.fordUnivenity, Nov. 11, 104_ (Tho KFr_ u_J broadcast
over KYA _ Nov. IS, 194,5).
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I Phllh_rmo_ Bympbny Boci_y of N. Y., Rodgtm_ Oct. 18, 19, 20,
and tl, 194B. (TI_ last two mawmmtl w_m brosdc_zt over CBB,
Oct. 21, 194_).

II Jado_te. Philharmonic Bymph_y bcdety ot N. Y. (St_llum Concerti),
Bmallens, Juno 24, 19L5.

8outhern Symphony, C_rl Bamberger, Conductor. (Brondeut by NBO
from Columbia, ft. C., Apr. 27, 1944).

IV Philadelphia Orchutm, Walter; Soloist: Deei Halban; philadelphia,
Jan. 4 and 5, 1946 i New York, Jan. 8, 1946i (Broadest by CB8
J_ 5, 1946).

V Adag_tto. Cleveland Orchestra, Lelnsdod, Mar. 7 and 9j 1946.

Chicago Orchestra, Lange, Feb. 28 and Mar. 1, 1946; Cornell College
Music Festival, Mr. Vernon, Iow_ May 11, 1946.

Juilliard Graduate Bchool O_A_tm, Buketoff; New York City, Dec. 18,
1945.

VII 8er_. Cleveland Orcheatr_ Leinsdorf, Apr. d and 6, 1946. (Bro_d-
cast over Mutud Apr. 6j 1946).

Second Serene, Pit,burgh Symphony, Beinsr, Apr. 19 and 91, 1946.

IX Philharmonic Slnnphony 8oeiety of N. Y., Walter, Dee. 20 and 21, 1945.

LIEDER EINE8 FJHEENDEN GESELLEIf--SOng Recitalby Karin
Branzell, Juilliard School of Mtude, New York City, (Broadcast over
WNYO, July 17, 1945).

Pittsburgh Symphony, ]g_ner; 8olokt: C_rol Briee i Jan. 25 and 2L
1946,

San Francisco Symphony, Moutonx; Bololst: Marian Andar_m; Feb.
22, 1946.

Phitharmonic _ymphony Bociety of N. Y., Bodzinaki; 8oloiJt: Marian
._derson; Apr. 4 and 5, 1946.

DE8 KIIABEIq WUNDEEHORN BONGS---ColumbiaConcert Orchestra,
Herrmonn; 8olo_-t: Evelyn Pason; Brosdcut by _ July 18, 194_.

_HEINLEGENDGHEN, DAB IIDISCHE LBBEI_ Rccltni by Mona
Paulee; Milne Charlnoy, Accompanist; Town Hall_ New York, DCC.
16, 1945.



Symphonic Chronicle
1945-1946

GUSTAV N.kHLER: " M&hler_s D major symphony, written
8ZCOND 8YIIPHOIfY in •ha eampeaer's late twenties, gqves

u impr.mlon of remarkable youth and
(AI¢DA17TB MODJRATO) freshness in its ILfty41xth year, espe-

_LUy in itl Ihrsl; tWO m ovemezt._, _o,
Pkilkar_ 8_pko_y 8oo_01 of with the pomlble _.eptlon of _no rer-

Hew York, Alezm_v _Rtfll¢_, uo_- create to • grotesque picture oz a
du_ov; 8todiwm C,ost_r_, J_ BE, "honour• s f_nerti in the third move-
194S. meat, needs no unot_tlous to be under-

stood. There are some prolix measures,
The Andante Moderato from Mahler's these miuly la the finale, but in listen-

Symphony No. 2 in 0 Minor, which
followed, wu new to this reporter ud frog to yesterday's performance one
seemed full of Ipeee and • _rt_u mldom thought of length.
rural serenity. It poseesee_ rome to_v_.] F_sc'Is P_EmS,
if slightly saccharine, melodies, W_'Ch Ii. Y. Hcrald.T_'ouae
sue luspe_t8 will sound less and lm A.NTON BBUGK_CER:
dated u the years ps_ because of the
grand and _ittve formal scheme in 87fFgl_TH 8YMPIIOIIY
which they &ppear. One memorable _el6sd Ord_s_ra, _grick Ldssd_'f,
moment, be_mtifully ix_ormod, eame C.omJ_tor, B_cran_ Huff, Cleveland,
after • fully scored peMagn ud u O_ob_ g5 a_td Fl, 19d5; Ash Arbor,
ending of • few gentle notes _arrounded Mi_k, _lo_. _1, 1945.
by stretches of silence. The string sec-
tion is heard playing the princll_l quite retching the notable perform-
theme in • plucked version ;imd cad- •nee of this Wagnerian excerpt wu the
denly, for all Its size the urchin•r• _iMdorf presentation of the Bruck-
becomes • small group of street our- her Symphony o]?enLng the program.
emtders. His reading of ohm pro_ound tad some-

L. H._ _?. ¥. H_v_d _ times inbored mssterplece wu really
superb. Jknd he richly deserved the

OUBTAV _: medal presented him by the Bruckner
FIleT lJYMPBOb'T Amo¢iation for helping to keep before

the pubfic tho music of this famous
Anatriaa.8_mpkm_ Soe_ o!

_r. y., drtw B4_I_u_, C,o_dl_h_; O_q. It is tragic right from the start. Its
18, 19, 90, aad gl, 19_. Tins _e- reception when st wu first wri'tten w_

favorable, lint the composer round the
_ts web's broada_ over CBIi m going difficult. As s friend of Wag-I_ fl.

mm_ Im wu the storm center of the
The orchestra pinyed the work a- thins current controversy over Wagner's

eeptionally welL If Dr. Bodsia_ todk mm_ Aad there's partieuinr Wag-
• dvantagn of every seam•lured dee• u flavor in the score for the

climes ia the Jnal_ he wu only barnes--Director Leinsdorf eub,_dtutin_
witl_ his rights sad tim qmdJty of horus and trombones for the four Wag-
the score which Im g_ve such • r?m- ur tulx_ Bruekaer ued.
l_thetle resding. • A ghostly glimmer, • touch of sad-

There w_ long approve for _ mm is •ppa_nt even in the lighter
OL_ DOWN_ H. Y. f/me, episodes of this work. The memorial

J[dsgio is touching in _i_ dep_ of
i The7 im_ented two wo..d_,w.l__ are esdae_. It reye_h_ too, _ oz no-

very/_u_IUsr, and m wmc_ w_uo zar bi_ty sad grandear.
from unknown, dm to be more ELUCOUB_Oo_, C/_ve_d _V_s
famllinr t/urn it b. Tlds wu Mshl_'s
first symphony, last played in Otrn_gle The Br_ekner was the 8ev_th 6ym-
Hall three years ago. pbeny ia E MsJor. There are may
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loo Chord and Discord
beautiful p_ages in this rome•Us pathos of a last farewell. You hear
symphony that are ummrpt_ed and the the flapping of winp as the angel of
orchestral developmentJ of tha Aua- death hovers •bout.
trian composer are masterful. Even And yet there •re eequenem of al-
though one can quarrel with a cart•in most elfildlike whimsy, of Viennese
amount of musical garrulouenesl the Gemuetliehkeit. In plaees the orchestra
whole effect of Braelmer is of the rocks in • frenzy of Austrian de.nee.
stunning kind that envelops the hearer and you suspect • sardonic mood of
in a roseate atmosphere, ehatlenge and mockery. Mshler could

In this work, too, Mr. Leiusdorf even laugh ta the teeth of death, and
showed off in to]_ form. The conductor he hadn't long togo.
hen hit his sands and his definitive With the final fadmut you felt Gee-
beat; deep knowledge of both the wore tar Mthler had written a ringing last
and its import were easily bl_pbmted will and testament. The music seemed
to • grateful audienoe, to sum up a man's life and philosophy

Mrs/ruN WIDDr_, CL_eland Pro• _ great man's, it did not seem pos-
sible that Hahler could go further. He

Bruckner's monumental work Lea•a- had said his last word in glowing aym-
dorf took quite in stride. It tJ ms_ phonic speech.
nifl_ent music, u long on lntrinste Just why the Ninth Symphony ts •
worth as it is lengthy, and I.,einedorf stranger aro-nd town puxdes me. The
let it speak for itself with straight- Philharmonic had never rendered it be,
forward tempi and due observance of fore, and you could count it8 American
the composer's wishes, which might performances to date on 10 fingers.
serve as an object lesson to certain The symphony runs • bit long, but
conductors who Lre overly sealous an duration is nothing to hold against •
"interpreters." If heavy handed In symphony so long as it ran keep going
spots and less incisively played than on its own power. And Mahlar'e Ninth

it is in the recording by the Berlin has power, plenty of it.
Philharmonic orchestra, under the di- Louis BIz_cuizl,
rection of Jaseha Horeustein, the gym- h r. l v. World Telegram
phony nevertheless came off, and with
a consistency in its address which made There have been rainy reasons to bo
for unqualified conviction, grateful during resent years for the

The orchestra was at it4 very best activities of Bruno Walter/ and not tim
throughout the piece.with the barnes least important among hie many
outstanding, due to Bruelmer'e grate- accomplishment, have been his ministm-
ful writing for them i_ma_ts. Siena to the music of his fife-long friend

CtaL Or.uiuso, Arm Arbor hrem, and mentor, Ouster Mabler. Last
night Mr. Walter brought forth the
first unfolding by the Phillutrmonic-

GUSTAV M&HI._lt: Symphony Orchmtr_ of the Austrian
composer's Ninth Symphony . . .

I_I.VTH 8IVMPHOhrF The Ninth Symphony of Mshler I&

Philharmonio 8_/mpltOa)l 8oeietll o_ along with the preceding "Lied yon
brew York, Brmo Walter, _u_or, der Erde," his most consistently ira-
New _Fork, Dec. tO and gl, 19d8. pressive and moving music. Ia it his

p reooeupation with death eonttnum.
The two slow end movements indeedMahler'e last symphony was heard

last night in Garnegie Hall la • grip- give us at great length the composer*e
ping reading by Bruno Walter and tho most Intimate thoughts on final things.
Philharmonic 8ymphony . . . the Mah_ In the opening Andante enmmodo Ma_-
ler Symphony was last night's news, ler depicts the bitternem, the tortured
and it wan easy to gee why. destndr and hopolesenees of man's in-

This is music of power and wtrm evitoble end and he seeomptishm his
beauty. Mingled here are fan flung obJecUvm with all the expressive mes_
outcries of rage and • wondrous calm. at hi8 dispoenl, yet without, us was
There is peace, the _ of _e gr•ve_ the ease in most of his earlier tyro-
and a violent unrest, too. _ over phoulm, rmorting to megtdo_
it all broods Mahlar'a defiance of the or_t.estral effect, or reverting to tho
final blackout, oenumentality wldeh has made ldm 0o

For M_hler wu obsmmd with death many enendm. In the final Adagio he
while penning this tits•So score. • has given up the hope]e_ struggle
note ot sharp, pmai_sm er_pa _ against death and resJgua himself to
pages, tad st Umm you m tee bi_uer its all-s_maging, all-releasing teed-
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buses. It is here that the composer enough to envelop the hall for this
reaches his greatest musics] heights 8ma evening at least.
tarries there unwavednKly, laVING KOLODINj N. F. ann

The two rapid middle movements,
the ehar_terist]enlly bitter4weet Lgnd- GUSTAV MAHLEB:
let and the no less individual, suez-
meshing Rondo Burleske are perhaps FOUBTH 8¥MPHONF
the composer's way of reviewing his Fkil_lelphla Orckejtro, Bruno FVal.
Life, attempting to epitomize therein fur, Cmsdu_or; De#_ Halbert, 8olo_t,
his love of nature and his contempt Pk/Za_lpA_ Jau. 4 and 8, 1946; ..Veto
for man and his futile strlvings before York, Ja_. $, 19d6. A prrformunce of
giving himself over to inescapable t/_ Fonrtk Io_ brainiest over CB3.

thoughts of finality.Among D. Bonw, Bruno Walter inscribed another
If. Y. Herald-Tn'bu_ memory in his Book of Mahler with a

stirring reading of the Fourth 8ym-
Considering the amount of nommmJo phony at the Philadelphia Orchestra's

the Philharmonic has played :_ the eonesrt in Carnegie Hall last night. On
thirty-four years sines this work yes the uune level wu the singing of the
written, it is rather remrkable that gifted Viennese soprano, Desi Halbsn,
the orchestra had not gotten around in the finale solo...
to it sooner... When Mr. Walter revived Mahler'8

This is not to say that it is an un. Ninth flymphony with the Philharmonic
sullied masterwork; but there is so s few we_lr_ ago, many were. bowled
much impassioned music in its hour o_r by what seemed revelatlon_re-
and twenty minutes that un.huniliarity relation of • great beauty lost or
with it leaves a definite flap in one's ignored.
orientation to music of this een_'7. Others who knew the symphony swore
Even that statement is questionable they were hearing It for the first time,

(8.5 so much about Mahler is) for thm'e that Bruno Walter was giving the ross.
it much to support the belief that this siva score fresh glow and • kind of
is the last stanm of wh_ aeenrding reb[rti_
to Ernest Newman's description of 8o with laat night's Fourth Bym-
Mahler, is "the swan song of Western phony--possibly the simplest of Mah-
romanticism," of the nineteenth can- ]er's nine symphonies_ simplest in its
turf variety, childlike mood of ol:Mm-eyed whimsy.

Mahlerians will doubtless wince •t It seemed fresh from a giant's nursery.
• likening of this hugo and troubled This is an uneaany span, this Fourth
york to Tehaikov_y's "Pathetique,"

Of _r, hler, bristling with the _l dbut the fundmnental premise is |den- things of theme, color and warm
t/eel--man's brief moment of being,
its insufficiency especially to the artist lng. Mahler loved children end hebowed before nature. He knew how
haunted, as Malder always was, by to bring both into his symphonic won-
things to say and the Little time he derland . . .
had in which to say them. Where_ Today concertgoera don't form battle-
Tchaikovaky strove only for an ammage-
ment of his personal grief (which he lines tim way they once did when a
felt so deeply tlmt it has become one Mahler _rmphony appears. And tolmmphrsso a famed quip, the door
with the world) ]Kshler seems to s/zive

signs no longer Bt_nd for "Exit in ease
/'or the ultimate eloquence_ the world- of Mahinr."
embracing utterance, and,. so fn.r, has The publk is growlngly alert to Mob-only msd-e us aware of his own voice
gry]ng in the wildarnes of time. There Im '8 greatmmL It is more patient with
_re eonbeseedly broad likenesses, but the en_heur mymphoniea, leas annoyed,
tha fast that Walter made ne aware lZ_stbly even charmed now by the little
of them is a tribute to the intensity, thingu that seem tmm_ there.
fervor and superlative enthnsia_a "ha Lame U_._COLL_,
has. for this mne_c. Under his ur_ _. Y" World Tslegrom

arm, the PhUharmon_ _inyed Kk_ a Bruno Walter, as guest leader of
great orchestrs_ with • _ve _nA the Philadalldda Ord_tr_ gave some
of tone_ a warming kind of _rsanallty _ t_ gveat_t _erformances we have
it attains only on _n_ . . . eve_ lu_rd from him last night in C,_r-

But the shadow cast b7 _ in negin HaIL He interpreted Brthms,
the setting sun of his career w_ lm_ _yd_z _ Mahl_ . . . The oombi_o_-
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tlou of _eh em orchHtra with .ach . The fourth :ymph,,.,y, _rst played
conducting wus fortuito_ and memof here under walter usmrosoh in lg04,
sb_... _Tonewho_d not heard _unotbee,.p._ed o.t_ in _m_e
the other Mahier symphonies, but had us,,, out yet It elm oe ranked am o_._.
retd. the eztrs_gtmt praises and the the most readily appealing of Mshler e
hearty d,,,,unciAtione visited upon them, symphonies. It has not the frequ,-,t
would have wondered, lJshening last prochtmaUvenees of some of its corn-
night, what on earth all the shooting Panions, and, with the pousible excsp-
bad been about. The Fourth symphony tion of parts of the andante, it hunot the atmosphere of philosophic re-
is mild as a lamb; very folk-J_ke, there- sign _a_i'onwhich apposn in the ninth
fore in Mahlar's best meled_ vein; syraphony and the "Lied yon der
pustoral; a revery, the whole enveloped Erde." The prevliling atmosphere of
in the ntmosphere of a dream . . . this work might be described as one

The pales of the symphony wldeh of melodic, imaginative intimacy, and
have the loftiest and most sustained such atmosphere marked the interpre-
eloqum,ca, as well ss the most eom- tation of the orchestra -,,d w,,, earn-
pact and pnchnined thinking, _e thrum municated to an intent audion_ . . .
of the slow movement, freely in vsrla- The Brahms and Hoydn works on
tion form. The theme ispresent some- the program were well performed, but
times in its original melodic simplicity, it was Mahler'e evening.
and then there are the counter.themes, FaANcm E. Pns3_;s,
such u the song of the oboe, in eleghm N. F. Herald TJ'_bm_
mood, over s motive made from s few
notes of the original phrase. This is
the movement which Mahler told Mr. GUSTAV _:
Walter was inspired "by his vision LIBDBR EINE_ FJ.BRIrNDRN
of the church sepulchre showing the OESRLLgN
recumbent stone image of the deceased
with the arms crossed in eternal Pitfsburgh Slr_phoall Orolsestrm,
sleep . . ." Mr. Walter'8 interprets- Fritz Rein_r, Conduotor ; Carol Brlos,
tion was that of a great mMter. There 3oloiat; Pi_tsbwrg_ 7o_ g5 nnd $7,
was long end enthusinetle applause for I#46.
the symphony sad its interpreter. The Mshler items are the outpour-

OLIN Dowmcs, N. F. T/m_ ings of another great composer, whose
works during the years ahead ere des-
tined to supremsay over many of the

The blizzard of pros and eves may so-called modern Idecus now enjoying
still whirl over the Mshler symphonies, a ,ogue.
but I don't tJdnk that anyone who
heard Bruno Waiter's performance of B._ea LgWaNDO,Pit_b.wgh Pr_
the "Fourth" with the Philadelphia New to our audiences were the four
Orchestra lest night at Osrnegie Itall song8 of Mahler, "Songs of a Way-
would deny that this concert wu one rarer," as tuneful a cycle us this corn-
of the orchestra's best.., poser has left us, disclosing his won-

The picture the audience got of Mr. derful sympathy for folk ways in his
Walter conductin s thlJ symphony must own verses, and hls vt_riaUon from the
have been a fandliar one. Here was Wagnerian line. The simple cls_dty
Hr. Walter, the devoted Mahlerlto, of the orchestra's role is far more
touching every _po_._ phraus and economically treated thuin subsequent
nuance wit- aa aaecuonate _g_snt_r_, sym_honfes, the vol_ not so extrava-
bringing out every point with t__ --f_s- gnatly exploited.revealing stroke. And it wne a
miliar Philadelplda Orchestra playing J'. FazD lassrmar,
under him, an orchestra that os_ be sa Fittsb_rgk 8un.Tdograpk
sensitive and responsive and as trem_ MaMer's simplicity and affinity to
parent in its tone ss a single inetru, the earth were never more present than
merit, in the Four Soup of • Wandering

And in the last movement, contribut. Wayfarer. Miss Brl_, posemudng •
ins her bit. and doing It with the sire- rich contralto---this is no flimsymem
pl_'ctty and reserve _/ahlm,'s setting voles--is an Ideal interpreter. In char-
of these old Bavartaa verses calls for_ oc_,er, she has the hollowwasv. th.so.an .eetsso

EnWAS._ O'G0aMa_, H. Iv. PoM son. Moreover, 8he is extremely m_-
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8lenl, ond 8h_ea MshlerP| jeeompsnl- Pew other symphonies bristle with
meet is symphonic, she nsoda to It such reseundingpeah. The elimum
into the over.all picture. This she does come like proclamations. They make
perfectly. The songs were projected you understand what is meant by
so uonffeetedly tad yet Im expressively Bruekner'8 being st prophet. His faith

• that one wonders why they haven't beea was his theme-song, has creed his in-
heard here oftener, spimtion.

DOt_ALn S_r.zurlgsT, Of course, Mr. We.lter's rendering
Pittsburgk Post.Oa_ette wu of Bruekner's original version,

first heard in America in 1934 at a
concert of the Philharmonic led by

_H' ]SRUGrKlq_B: Otto Klemperer.
FOIYBTH SYMPHONY The revised version made by Ferdi-

nand Loewe s_ an act of devotion to
Cqnelnnatt 8flmphos¥, KvO_ Ooos- a revered teacher was long in use. It

eew.t, Comductor; Feb. 85 and Mar. I, was later replaced when the native
I946. strength of the Bruekncr original was

Its. uncommon treatment of the reveeded in a new edition.
Mr. Waiter's reading again showed

French borne is so apparent that the why Loewe, though meaning well, al-
nickname for this "No. 4 in E-fiat" most twisted the Bruckner score out of
could easily be the "Horn Symphony.''
While the entire horn soetion ¢]eservea shape and meaning with hie orchesL_l
_clal prniee_ the entire orchestra and changes.
Uooesens merit the hi&heat se,clnim The Bruekner original stands out in

""" dirset fores. The speech is simpler,
HOWtlm E[g88, 2"$wu_#8t4w starker than Loewe 'e revision. The

Mr. Gomsena inspired the orchestra colors are less lush but fiercely ex-
to give a superb reading of the Bruck- preeeive.
net. Lores BLtN00LLS,

MARY LlaolrTo_r, Rnquirer World Telegram

I may be letting my enthusiasm run
ANTON BRUCKlqF_: away with me, but I think that the
NINTH 8YMPHOI_Y inspiration that guided Bruno Walter 'e

pen when he planned last night's Phil-
(ORIGINAL VERSION) harmonic-Symphony program, u well

M his briton when he conducted it--

Philharmon6o 8¥mpAo_ 8oo_ty of and this is a matter that is pretty ftr.¥_ _ork, Bmmo Walter, Condmotor;
Mar. Id, 15, aml 17, 19d6. T_ hurt out of reach of whatever exitteal praise
perfomawoe we, brmeLo_ o,Jar CB& I can give it--must have come straight

from the heavenly choir.
A symphony dedicated to God l Such The performance of the Bruckner

w_Anton Brneknertslq'inth Symphony, Symphony, which closed the program,
rendered in epic style by Bruno Welter was one of those moving experiences
tmd.thePhilharmonie.Symph_n7 in C&r. whose success is best meosured_ I think,
negte trail lut night.., u Mr. Walter by" the reluctance of the audience to
read it Ismt night_ it seemed complete, shatter the lsat fleeting spell of the
True, Bruckner made tketchee of • music with a sudden burst of applause.
Fourth Movement. But the chances There wan this moment of spellbound
are he had said all. The Adagio l_eks hesltatims nfter the adagio, a move-
such power that the best Finede wu meet that soars on that serenely solemn
silence. plane for which there is only one de-

And even at the end of the Adagio, scrtptive word--Bruckner. JLnd then
where the mood grows &hostl)' and the applause t and it wa_ an ovationp
elegiac, you feel Br_ekaer kuw the a demonstration which Mr. Walter and
endwu near, that he was breetldng the orcheetrn, each in his
his eymphonle last, leo. Death, you attempted to divert to the °_eer.WS_t

__l_"ht uy, wrote hi, li_ale .d the was a becoming exhibition of modesty./_lnth L El)wt_l) 0 'Gotu_,/7. ¥. Post
Mr. Wniter'| fervJ_ e_nvietiou was

_;_n_ phxue of Ih, _q_..pping score. Bruckner'e Ninth Symphony, which
movement f(tll# t_e • Gothic Bruno Walter, conducting the Phil-

8teeplej or maybe Jdtfl i_ prayer. Tha h.ar.m,oni e Thursday night in Ce.megie
ermeondm were wlm| g_ttokaor menat J_La,, played for ira first time here
them to be--moods Of t,_lted piety, since 1984, is • noble work of made.
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It b big of sound, long of structure, with orrhutra, although this work of
utterly without vulgarity of thought the composer's youth is one of his most
and deeply ¢zpressiy.e. What it is ex- ingratiating muJl.md _reduetions: both
preui_ of seems chsefly to be a pure- in its deep omotiom appo•s _ .m.
|u4eart devotion to tl_ Viennese sym- its mm Lnd combination of vocal and

L_uy... E,._.hinz:boutIt._u_- ,-,t_m-_! hu= xt .- -.g withy night was clear, stralght-rorwar , notable _vpreestvenees by Miss Audit-
confident, and _ listener, though son.
the three surviving mo,r._nts of the _Amols Pr.ax_8, Herald T_bu_
unfinished piece are long, wu not
a_are, as one is so frequently at per-
formaucee of this author's, work, of OUSTAV MA.HLEE:
being present at s devotional s_t. Mr.
Waltar played it as tire music, and its ADAOIRTFO (FIFTIt SYMPHONY)
effect on the audience seemed to be CkioaOo 81rmphon¥ Orckeztra, Ho_
that of live music. Brud_uer's very l_uge, Covwluctor; Feb. J&, and M_rob
imrtleslar approach to musical com- I, 19_6.
position beea_-.e thus a fact of life and
bsa__ed, at ieaAt for the evening, to Mr. I2tnge's entire program was one
reprc_.ent any kind of i_t .ca.u_e. of the most emotionally appealing el

"Whether B_ckner is in the long run the season, being "music" throughout_
a losing eau_e depends on whether instead of proposing problems for th.e
Br_bm_, who ,w'.s _i_ing at the same brain of the listener to wrestle with

gotJ, is a losing cause. Both hoped instead of lettln!g his heart have i_to continue the Beetho-_-en-stylo sym- way. Yet, it bristled with ideas, no
phony in s worthy and resembling ma_- the least of which w_a the demo_tra-
nor. This meant t_ing structure _ tion of the worthiness of Gustav M_h-
thematic development. And thsmut,c let . . . Mr. Lunge z last night I •voided
development, so a coutinuity device, had any appearance of propagandlat. He
alre_y been pretty thoroughly •
hansted by Beethoven. Wagner he:d played one beautiful movement fromone symphony, again a Fifth (remem-
s]Bo applied it to the opera, with spec- bet the Fifths of Beethoven, Tschai-
tacularly beneficial results; but that kowsky and 5hostakovich) and let it
wu about the end of it as • major go at that.
method. Moderni,_, as we know it.
has prospered mo_t when It has mse_ C.J. BULLn_,Ch/cago D_ily lq_#
other methods. The fact that Brahms
and Bruckner did not choose to scarab This was music of exquisite tender-
for • replacement to thi_ exhausted hess, filled with manifold poetic tou.e:hes,.
d_ice, but blindly, devotedly sought and with l_oiguaney of expre, tsiun which
to ma_ke it still moro expresaive_ put_ ro_ _m_enor to the often naive banality
them, with reg'_'d to all th• mu_: writ- which ]igured in so much of Lhe Aus-
ten since 1860, in • technically rest- trian master's melodic writing. Th?
tion_ry pemt_on. So be it. _Beaction c_mductor clearly had uwdo • careful
of that high intel]eetual q_alit 7 s_o " study of the score, had _s_.d its .e_-
perfect professional tntegraty bs no_ tional significance and had bem_ a_l)_e
easy to faugh off. They used • cure-

sang M_hler's subject matter mu_bersome and outmod_ r_stem of _ to convey it to his play_-_. The mT_
position, but they um's mazter_ bennttful tone _md expressiveness.
_ruckner's Ninth ISymph_n_r, ineom-
p_ is • m_stor's maxterp_ec_ _ BO_)WSKI, _dO_gO

Vnum, T]tomlo_,

N. Y. H_v_d Tr_ GUSTAV ]KAHLF_:

GUBTAV MAHIA_: 8RBBltAD_8 (BZV_J_Tll

LI_D_ _NB3 F_EiVD_r 8Y_PHO_Y)

OBK]gLL_N" Cl_e_10rcg_drn, ]_r_lk L_dorf,

• pkiih4rmo_io B_mphony l_tp of Co_tor; Apr. 4 _ 6, L94_.
bl_ York; Co,,d,,_r, Ar_or 2_i_,.id_ The two !_mmsdes from the Mslder

_, 19_d. msm. TI_' beantT eaa eseLm.n_ ox

Mahl_ ', "_ stn_ fahrendlsn _ kta _ot y_ been equ_. ,d, and
(]eeellen" are seldom performed here t_ ,rides of it_ repetitions, t._ _u_
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hour portion of the proiffBm w_ the leisurely, sentimental music _ i_ utter
most satisfying, remotenesa from Lnything L_octated

M.IL'rON WmDZ_, Cte_:e_f_ Pre#J with the contemporary American _cene.
Hntezrr ELWL_L,

In the first Serenade with its horn CL-velu_d P_n Dealer
calls and echom, its bucolic s*enes and
putel tints a realietle touch fe irr_
vided by the tinkle of cowbell& And GUSTAV MAHLEB:
it wsa Dr. Rudolph Bingwall, anochtte
conductor, behind the scenes who SECOND SERL--_ADE
"tickled tim cow" _t the proper time. (8_Vh'NTH 8YMPI2ON¥)

The second Serenade is not lut
lengthy and verbose as the first . . . Pittsburgh 8ympho_y 0rc2w_ra,
but providos a beautiful lyric line, It Frits Reiner, Coruluctor; Az_ril 19 and
etringed whispering of romance which ZI, 19d6.
easily could have become schmalz]r, but
didn't. 8ometime we'd like to hear The Mahler piece is another exquisite
th_ whole symphony even if it dote tonal etcbing of this great composer.
consume an hour and s quarter. In addition to the regular instruments-

ELUoI_ BACoN, Cleveland ]fewt tion it uses a guitar eJad mandolin.The latter instruments wereplsyed
with finesse by Frank J. NutaIe andThe audience was given a first hear-

ing of the two Serenades from Mah- Oregorto 8calzo, respectively.
ler'_ Seventh 8ympheny... The 8er- Every detail of the work received
enadea afforded an interesting, if ib- the devoted attention of conductor and
breviated, glimpse into an historically players. The incidental violin solos
important work and i taste of its were played with style and ingratiating
pleasantly provincial atmosphere. . tone by Concertmaster Samuel Thaviu.

The moat striking thing ILb0ut this B_I_R I..gWXNVO, Pittsburgh Preu
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Since the last issue of Chord ond Discord was published, four im-

portant champions of the works of Bruckner and Mahler passed away:
Frederick Block, Thorvald Otterstroem, Frederick A. Stock, and
Erno Rapee.

FREDi_ICK P*t,OCK,born in Vienna on August 30, 1899, studied mu-
sic with the Czech composer Joseph Bohuslav Foerster (Vienna Con-
servatory) and Dr. Hans G_I (University of Vienna). When Block
was twenty.three years old a program of his own compositions was
broadcast in his native city. Subsequently his music was performed
by the Vienna S._mphon,/ Orchestra. In 1936 his one act opera,
So_r.u,,,basedon a playby Strindberg,was givenitsfirstperformance
in Br_tislava,Czechtmlovakia,under the directionof Karel Nedbal,
Czech composer and conductor.The operahad threeperformances,
one of which was broadcast..By 1941Blockhad composedmore than
forty-twoworks,includingeightoperasfor which he wrote hisown _
librettos(Platonow,RaNchgold,Samum, Fiore,America,P_n, 8c_at.
ten._p/¢l,and Esther). Forced to leaveAustria,he arrivedin the
U. S. in 1940. Here he became music editorforvariouspublishers

and wrote music for radioprograms and films.He had a part in

writingthemusic forthemotionpictureWe Are theMarines.Block's
articleon Mahler's Tenth was publishedin Chord and Diacolrdin

December,1941.
On June 1, 1946,exactlyone year afterBlock'sdeath,WNYC

broadcasta memorial concert.The program was made up of music

composed by the lateFrederickBlock

THoav_v O_rF__SIT_OZ_was born in Copenhagen in 1868. He
studiedmusic inthe Danishcapitaland laterin St.Petersburg,then

thecapitalof CzaristRussia.In 1892 he went toChicagowhere he
diedin1942. His pianoworks wereintroducedby FannieBloomfield

Zeislerand Rudolph Gan_ Severalof his compositionswere per-
formed by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. He wa_ one of the
earliest Bruckncrites in this country and fought for his cause for
mauy years; he became a member of the Bruekner Society as soon
as it was founded and contributed two articles of lasting value to
Cltord and Discord: A Word to A nti-Bruckneritem and Bruckner a:
a Colorist.

Easo Rs_maEwas born in Budapest in 1891. Eighteen years later
he was graduated,from the Budapest Con=ervatory. In 1913 he be-

i
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came musical director of the Hungarian Opera Co. of New York. He
made guest appearances with various European orchestras. He con-
ducted several U. S, Orchestras and was music director for a number
o! New York theatres. He was general music director for Radio City
Music Hall from 1932 to 1945 when he died. Erno Rapee was the
first conductor to broadcast a Mahler cycle in the U. S. which in-
eluded a performance of Mahler's Eighth. The Mahler Medal of
Honor was presented to him by Mayor La Guardia on behalf of the
Bruckner Society of America after the performance of Mahler's
Eighth. The performance and the Mayor's speech were broadcast by
the American Broadcasting Co. over a nation-wide hook-up.

Fm_galCK A. STOCKwas born in Julich, Rhine Province, Germany,
in 1872. He studied at the Cologne Conservatory with Humperdinck,
Wuellner, and Jcnsen. He was a violinist in the Cologne Orchestra.
Later he went to Chicago where he became a violinist with the Chicago
Symphony. He was made Theodore Thomas's assistant in 1899 and
succeeded Thomas as conductor of the Chicago Symphony six years
later. Stock gave first performances of a number of American works
and carried on the Thomas tradition of catholic taste. He was director
of the l_fusical Art Club and became conductor of the Civic Music
Student Orchestra in 1920. He g'as elected a member of the Amer-
ican Institute of Arts and Letters. Northwestern University confer-
red the degree, Mu._.D. banoris ca_._a, on him in 1915. His comp0si-
tions include a symphonic poem, Li[e (in memory of Thomas) ; Sym-
phonic Sketches: T_e See.san, ,_ymphonic Variations; a string quintet
and sextet; Psalmodic Rhapsody for solo, chorus, and orchestra.

On March 23, 1939, Dr. l_fartin O. Dumler, the President of the
Bruckncr Society, presented the Bruckner Medal of Honor to Stock
after a performance of Bruekner's Ninth. Dumler had traveled from
Cincinnati for the occasion. On Feb. 1, 1940, Stock conducted the
first performance of Bruckner's First given by a major orchestra
in the United States. At the concerts commemorating the 100th an-
ni_'ersary of the birth of Theodore Thomas, Stock included Brnckner's
Ninth on the program (Jan. 2 and 3, 1936). Throughout his musical
career Stock had been an ardent advocate of Bruckner's music; he
had also conducted a number of Mahler's works. He was an Hon-
orary Member of the Bruckner Society of America. He died in
Chicago in 1942.
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Bruckner.Mahler Record Festival

-Broadcast over KUOM
July IS, 1940

The Bruckner 8ociety of America
697 West _-_d Avenue,

New York, l_ew York "

Dear Sirs:

Beginning today at 2 o'clock P.M., Central Standard Time, I am pre_uflng
a two-hour concert of muJie by Bruclmer and Mahler. Thle will be the first in

a serJ_s of eight such programs which will make up a Bruckner-Mahler Festival.
These programs will be presented on records from now until August 31 _ch

Saturday afternoon at 2 o 'dock over K'UOk[, the University of Miun_ota B_llo
_ztion, 770 k_loeye]es, 5000 wztt power. Fol]owlng is a l_t of the works to be
i_lud_ in this series.

Wozks by Brackner:

T Bymphony No. l---ech_Jo

17[. Symphony No. 2--3clk_rso
1_I. Overtar% G minor
IV. Ma_ No. 2, E minor

V. Symphony No. 4, E fiat major, ("Bomantlc")
VL Symphony No. 5, B fiat major

VII. Symphcmy No. 7, E major
Bymphony No. 9j D minor

Works by Mshler:

I. Dan Lied yon der E_le

IX. _ymphony No. 1, D major
Ill. Symphony NO. 2, O minor, (" ]Resurre_icn ")
IV. 8ymphouy No. 4, O major

V. Symphony No. 5, C m_blor---A_Gielto
VI. 8ymph_y No. 9, D major

: VII. 8ongi_"l Breathed £. Tmdee JLb" and "Hans mul (]_te"

• I thought that you would appreciate knowing of _ sarv_ of _

perform_ works by Bruckner and Mahler.

Tom stncerdy,
PAUL E. BmmmT,
Mm_ Director--KUOM



-. NOTES ON CONTRIBUTORS

PHILIP OREEI,EYGr_PP, • Bostonianby birth, conductedthe (Ymcinasti
Symphony Orcheetrn durfag Kuawald's illae_ in 1913. win works include the
tone poems Norgs and A 8ong of YouZk, 3gmpXo_y tn B.Mi,wr (played by the
Boston 87mphoay),'the orcheetr'q prelude I• Summer (performed by the St.
Louis Symphony), Birmldwu17 _ J.FIoI (performed by the Boston Symphony),

.. iougs, etc. He w_ots • nmmlxf of ems_ and reviews on Brn_kner and Mshler
.,. in the Boafos _mm_l_ aad I_:t-red on the works of these eompusers before

.i!" professional groups and in tim classroom. '/'he performance of Brnekner'e Fourtki._. was the _ imrfm'msuee of • complete Bruekner symphony by a universityovchestrn in the United States. During the season 1940-1941, Professor CIapp
included Brackner's Beveafh u well as Ma_l_r's Lieder _a_, )'a.qrrn_es0eseflen
sad the AdagieVlo from Mah]er'e Fiftk on his programs. In 1942 the State
University of Iowa Orchestra under the direction of Philip Greeley @lapp per-
formed Mahler's II, FF, L_e&r e{.es f_rr_den @eseilnl, (tad the A,_etto

- (Mahler F). He has been head of the Music Department of the Baste University
of lows since September, 1919.

JACK J. DIETHER was born in Vancouver_ B. (3., in 1919, and has just
i_' emerged from ee, em years tn the Ganadian fos_,eL Despite • late start he has
• been an enthusiastic musical smstemr for •bout ten years. He hen had tome

training in psychology and intends to continue in a new field of peychotherspY-

M&X GRKF, renowned Viennese critic, scholar, and musicologist, is the author
of Oervmn Music in the 19t1, Confute, Muaio in {he Ec_e.aLuoace period, and
numerous other books and articles. He taught at the Academy of Music, Vienna.
His latest volume, Composelr and Critlc: Two Hundred Yours o[ lfttricai Critlc_m

(published by Norton in the spring of 194e), wou widespread croci•ira. Or•f 'as
Modern Mu_ is scheduled for publication ia the fall of this year.

WILLIAM PARKSGRA2_ is the pen-name of WillhLm P. Ortmk He waJ
born in Cleveland in 1910. He holds a Bachelor of Music degree (with homers)
from C_pitol Univermty, Golumbus, Ohio, and • _laster of Arts degree from

':- Ohio Bta.tu University. Mahler w_ the subject of hie Muter's thesis. After
? having taught music in the Ohio public schools t_n4 at 2".ff,a Tsrleton Collogs,

Mr. Grant became the Head of the Music Department at Northeast Junior Col-
lege of Louisiana State University. He has written a number of zrticlee for
Chord amJ D/_c_r£ Among his musical compositions are two symphonies, a
hum concertoj clarinet concerto, songs, a ballet, et_.

ROBERT 81MPSON, born in London, 19£I, originally intended to study med-
icine. After two yeas* of reed/eel studies, Mr. Simpson decided to turn to music.
He holds • Bschelar of Music degree from the Universlt 7 of Durham. At the

present time he lecture_ and occasionally teaches in schools. He hu composed
several orchestral and ehembor music works. His article, Bs3mL-_ey and the _l_m-
pho_, appeared in M Febrn_ry, ltt_, issue of TAe _tu_o J_ev/e_o, published
in England.

CqJBTI8 SWANSON was graduated from the Mhool of Jnurnalism, Univeruity
of Minnesota in 1941. He bee•me • reporter for the Elmhurst (ILL)Prowl In

May, 1942, he Joined the Army and was commissioned a woad lieutentut in the
_ '. U. 8. Air Furore on NO_ember IB, 194S. He rec_tly returned to the U. K from
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WABREN STOREY SMITH, born In B_'ocldlae, Ma_., ameeeeded Olin Dowau

as M_ie Editor of the Boston Po.t4. His muaical ¢ompoaitious include orehmtral
and chamber music work• u well Im eonge and piano iflecel. He became • mem-
bor of the fsculty of Faelten Pianoforte School in Be•ton after hll graduation
_rom that school. He wan _ndat_t mmfl¢ critic on tl_ Be•to• Tra_ao_l. In
1920 he bec_nm teacher of theory Lud ¢ompmdtton at the New l_glsnd Qm_.
serratory.

WOLFGA.NO WI'_, born in Dresden, _udied law and music. £_ter
practicing law for several years, he decided to devote himself to music. He ku
written sympbonlea, mnS_ , chamber music, etc., and haa conducted orehestrM ha a
New York, Buffalo, tad Princeton. He came to the U. 8. in 1939 tad became
a eltizen. At the present time he is music etitlo m, the Iltaat,.gelttmg ha New
York.

It

HANS T_E: B.A., Gymnasium 9, Vienna; B.Mas., St•to Academy of _.
Music, Vienna; Ph.D. Musicology_ University of Vienna; Ph.D. Musicology, Yale
University; Profeasor of Mmdc, Head of Music Department, Wear Virginia
Wesleyan College; active member of the American Musicological Society

LOUIt_E H. TISCHLER: B.A., Gymnasium 9, Vienna; B.Mua., 8tare Academy
of Music, Vienna; Ph.D. Muaicology, University of Victoria; Faculty Member,
N_tlonal Guild of Piano Teachers.
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Brookline, Mass., succeeded Olin Downes 
musical compositions include orchestral 
and piano pieces. He became a memo 

School in Boston after his graduation 
critic on the Boston Transcript. In 

composition at the New England Con· 

Dresden, studied law and music. After 
to devote himself to music. He has 

etc., and has conducted orchestras in 
to the U. S. in 1939 and became 

critic on the Staats-Zeitung in New 

Vienna; B.Mus., State Academy of 
of Vienna; Ph.D. Musicology, Yale 
Music Department, West Virginia 

American Musicological Society 

9, Vienna; B.Mus., State Academy 
University of Vienna; Faculty Member, 

Among Amcriran arti~tic dCI'<'lopments of recent years the rebirth 
of int(']'r~t in th(' music of Brul'lmer and Mahler is second to none in 
significance. When Tile Bruckner Society of America was founded on 
J alluary 4, ] 931, perfOl'mances of these two composers by our major 
mu~ical organizations were not nlPl'ely rare, but also ineffectual, be
('ause Am('l'icnn mUHic-lovers had no adequate approach to the proper 
appl'c('iat ion of the art of either Bruckner or Mahler. Therefore the 
Socidy, having adoptl'd as its chief aim the fulfillment of this void, 
publiHhecl the nl'Ht biographies of these composcrs in English and issued 
a magazine, Cl£0HD ANn DISCORD, devotetl almost entirely to discussions 
of thril' works. 

Thl' 80cirty solirits the cooprration of all who are interested in 
flll'thl'ring this aim. Inquil'ies ronc(,1'1ling mrlllbC'rship lllay be directe<l 
to Rob<'l't G. Grl'Y, Executive Secretary, 607 \Vest End Avenue, New 
York ~5, Nt'\\' York. 

All ('ontl'ilJlltions arc deductihle for income tax purp?scs. 

Copit s of Chord and Discord are available in thc principal public and 
univCI'Rity libraries in the United States. 
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